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Android Golden Dragon Eagle

Android 5.0 Stock, Rooted, Split Multi Tasking, Stylus, Removable Battery 4500mAh, Voice 
Snap Dragon 800 LTE, 4x2.2 GHz, Adreno 330, 4 Go RAM, PM@28nm, Hpm, aSMP, DSPv5
Capacitive 6/7 inches, WXGA PLS, IPS+, Super Amoled, Multi Touch, Ratio 16:9, (IP55/IP58)
Full Ultra HD, 340 ppi, 1920x1200@60fps, 4K@30fps, 13 MP Lens Exmor, flash Xenon, 2MP
B> 350cd/m², D < 2.9, C> 1000:1, R< 20ms, L<8.7 %,  A>178°+/30%,  DAS<0,30 w/Kg
Wifi a/b/g/n, Direct Wifi 5 GHz Dual Band, Hot Spot, DLNA, Miracast, Tether, 4G LTE
64 GB, Micro SD Card, USB 3.0, Bluetooth 4.0 A2DP, USB Host OTG, Micro HDMI MHL
GPS GLONASS, Dolby Stereo, HQ Speakers, Radio FM, NFC, Irda, HTML5, Java MIDP
Sensors: Compass, Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Proximity, Barometer,  Luminosity, Pressure
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Golden Dragon Eagle Specifications

• SYSTEM: Android 5.0 (Key Lime Pie) Open Source Touch Screen Mobile Operating 
System, Google Edition (Stock ROM for immediate official updates and upgrades), boot 
loader unlocked and rooted for super user access and customization

• BATTERY: Li Ion 4500mAh, 10 hours extensive usage,  Ratio Battery/Screen 50mAh/mm²
• CHASSIS: Medium Light Weight Slim (7 inches, 350gr, 7mm),  Hard Aluminum Box
• DAS: Healthy Microwaves (DAS < 0,30 w/Kg)
• SCREEN: Capacitive Screen (WXGA TFT, PLS, LCD IPS), Responsive Screen Multi 

Touch (10 fingers), Aspect Ratio 16:9 = (1.77) = 1920x1080, 
• RESOLUTION: Full HD Precise, Profound & Clear, 1920x1200@30fps, Pitch 350 ppi, 16 

Millions colors , Full 24-bit color 256 Intensity Levels No Dithering, Candela Brightness > 
350cd/m², Saturation Black & White Delta < 2.9, Contrast > 1000:1, Remanence < 20ms, 
Average Screen Reflection Light From All Directions 8.7 %, Decrease of Luminosity with 
Angle 178° +/30%, gaming average frame rate of 59.7fps@1920x1080,

• PROTECTION: Strong Glass (Super Amoled, Corning Gorilla),  Anti Scratch, Oleophobic
• RESISTANCE: Waterproof and Dust Certified (IP55/IP58)
• CPU: Fast Quad Core Central Processor Unit, System on a Chip (SoC), Snap Dragon 800 

(Qualcom MSM8974), 4x2.3 GHz Krait 400 (Quad core ARM 15), L2 cache 2 Go, 800MHz 
LP-DDR3 memory for low latency, 0.5 Go per core, 12.8GB/s, Processed Manufactured at 
28nm,  High  Performance  for  Mobile  (Hpm)  save  30%  power,  Asymmetrical  Multi-
Processing (aSMP) dynamic CPU power control, New Quick Charge 2.0 (for up to 75% 
faster  battery  charging),  True  4G  LTE World  Mode  (LTE FDD,  LTE TDD,  WCDMA, 
CDMA1x, EV-DO, TD-SCDMA and GSM 4G LTE with Carrier Aggregation, 4G up to 150 
Mb/s,  3G+  up-to  42  Mb/s,  USB  3.0/2.0 for  ultra-fast  transfers,  Bluetooth  4.0,  WiFi 
802.11n/ac  (2.4/5GHz),  GPS,  Sixteen  Sensors  (including  pressure  and  humidity),  Voice 
Activation on Standby, FM radio, Wifi 802.11a/c (compatible Miracast), USB 3.0, Bluetooth 
4, NFC, GPS compatible GLONASS, Radio FM 

• GPU:  Fast  Graphic  Processor  Unit,  Snap  Dragon  Adreno  330  (clocked  at  450MHz), 
Capture, playback and display in Ultra HD video and Miracast (1080p HD  video support 
and  4K@30fps,  2K@60fps,  latest  7.1  channel  DTS-HD and  DD  Plus  audio  standards. 
external  displays  Resolution  (2160p),  Higher  display  resolutions  (up to  2560x2048),  ?> 
115.2 gflops, Supporting 3 cameras, Up to 21MP, Stereoscopic 3D, Dual ISP, Dual Image 
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Signal  Processors  simultaneous  camera/video,  ultrafast  640  Mega  pixel/second  capture 
speeds  and  computational  camera),  Hexagon  DSP  V5  (Digital  Signal  Processor), 
QDSP6V5A, 600MHz, for ultra-low power operation

• MEMORY: 2 Go RAM (or 4 Go is some expected new top devices)
• INTERNAL STORAGE: 32GB built-in flash storage
• EXTERNAL STORAGE: 64 GB internal Micro SD Card (128 GB on some other device)
• CAMERA: Full HD Front & Rear Camera with Led flash Xenon (13 MP + 2 MP, Over Wifi 

& G3, 1920x1080@30fps), Lens Exmor RS associated with a processor BIONZ, Flash Led 
(round yellow), Flash Xenon (white bar more bright),  8 MP 3264x2448  (wide-angle lens, 
Ultra Pixels with HTC), Video HD 1920x1080@30fps

• W3C: HTML5, Java via MIDP Emulator Flash 
• RADIO: Full Functions, GPS A-GPS + GLONASS, Radio FM + RDS, Bluetooth 4.0 A2DP, 

NFC, Infrared
• USB: Micro USB V.2, USB Host, MHL (Mobile High Definition Link for Micro HDMI), 

OTG (On The Go Cable)
• SENSORS:  Compass,  Accelerometer,  Gyroscope,  Proximity,  Barometer,  Luminosity, 

Pressure
• WIFI: a/b/g/n, Direct Wifi 5 GHz Dual Band, Hot Spot, DLNA,  Tether
• CARRIER: 2G-3G-3G+-4G, NFC (a/b/g/n, Direct Wifi 5 GHz, Dual Band,  DLNA,),
• SOUND:  Dolby  Stereo  Surrounding,  Front  Facing  Speakers,  HQ  Micro  Phones,  Jack 

3.5mm
• LTS: Long Term Support, Security & Privacy Certified, Freedom & Access Designed
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Snap Dragon 800 Benchmarks

S800 MDP tablet
(MSM8974)

S800 MDP phone
 (MSM8974)

S4 Pro MDP 
tablet
(APQ8064)

Samsung S4
(Exynos5Octa)

Quadrant 2.0 20,762 22,022 7,698 13,326
Vellamo 2.0 2,997 2,914 2,538 1,977
AnTuTu 3.x 35,783 33,828 13,826 28,167
SunSpider 0.9.1 (ms) 543 566 1,227 732
SunSpider 1.0 (ms) 657 674 N/A N/A
GLBenchmark Egypt 
2.5 Offscreen (fps)

69 68 N/A 41

CF-Bench 36,744 33,876 18,219 20,800
AnTuTu 3D (on-screen) 10,143 10,923 N/A 8,144
3DMark (Ice Storm) 13,738 14,371 N/A 10,179
Google Octane 3,254 3,292 N/A 3,730
Linpack (multi-thread) 819 937 N/A 563
Smartbench 
(productivity/gaming)

10,377/4,288 10,068/4,548 N/A 6,884/3,700

AndEBench (native) 17,697 15,086 N/A 12,600

http://www.engadget.com/2013/06/18/qualcomm-snapdragon-800-mdp-benchmarks/
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Phablet Comparison 2013 Q2/Q3

The  Samsung Galaxy Note 8 has the unique advantage to have a  removable battery,  and the 
Wacom pressure sensitive stylus incorporated in the chassis and integrated with some softwares 
(which allows to copy & paste and to take notes easily, but it has some lag in the drawing and the 
hand  writing  recognition).  The  proprietary  softwares  is  excellent,  packed  with  new innovating 
features,  like the unique feature to  split  two windows for direct multi  tasking.  The hardware 
specifications are fairly good and homogeneous, but they are not at the top notch of the latest best, 
like the leading Samsung Galaxy S4 LTE phone. The chassis is in plastic with large borders (bezel) 
and the width makes it hard to hold the device on one hand only, the jack and the speakers are not 
well placed with only average quality, the camera doesn't fit inside the box which gives the device 
an unstable feel, and it lacks of a flash led, there is no NFC and no LTE. A promising device for  
multiple usages and a very good productive tool, but unfortunately the occidental users prefer slick 
designed chassis that feels good in the hand and to look at (like the awesome Ubuntu Edge) over the 
same cheap look that all Samsung products have, and would rather choose a well equipped device 
to be able to keep it for a long period. Samsung marketing plan is apparently to release and saturate 
the market with lots of almost the same models, exactly the opposite of Apple's strategy, and while 
this matches the Asian habits and taste, there is certainly a place for a middle way...

The Nexus 7 2nd generation was just announced and is fairly good for a very competitive price. It 
has an excellent display and the LTE option, and will benefit from the direct Android updates, but it 
is equipped with the Snap Dragon S4 only, with no flash, no infrared and no external SD Card.
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The Sony Xperia Z Ultra will be available soon, it has the best  Full HD image quality, and the 
best technical specifications with excellent proprietary softwares for pictures and videos. It is one of 
the first Android device to be equipped with the latest and fastest Snap Dragon 800 LTE... It offers a 
magnetic dock, full compatibility with the other products of the brand, is certified waterproof and 
dust resistant, and is compatible with any pen to write and draw, but doesn't offer a flash led, nor 
a RJ45 Ethernet port, no infrared for family remote TV control, and its battery life maybe a bit  
short, even though it has a good power management. Awkwardly, it is the thinnest but the largest 
phone available. Its high price and particular shape, at the level of a laptop computer, won't make it 
to a mass public top sale, but it may become a long term high class device, as Sony has already 
announced to follow future version of Android. The Google Nexus 10, manufactured by Samsung 
has the highest pixel density, but the other specifications dated from last year. The Ipad 4 Retina 
from Apple has good specifications and comfortable usage, but it is maybe better to wait for the 
next version of the tablet as well as the next IOS 7. The deal breaker is certainly the cost of the 
Apps, its proprietary USB port, the inhumanity of the working condition at its Foxconn Chinese 
assembler  and  its  close  software  and  hardware.  The  Ipad  Mini  looks  good,  but  its  overall 
functionalities are quite low, and the Ipad Mini 2 is not yet announced and might not beat, neither 
the specifications nor the price of the new Nexus 7.

The Samsung Galaxy S4 with LTE is the best phone, for a classical portable 5 inches device, just 
above the HTC One LTE, which has a stylish look and feel and a better camera. 

 

The  consideration  of  the  proprietary  interface is  always  a  concern,  as  the  updates  and  the 
upgrades are released much later than the Google Stock Edition. The hacking possibilities are also 
an uncertainty,  and the ability to unlock the proprietary boot loader,  and to root the device are 
always an advantage and a sign of longevity (Boot Loader unlocked, Easy rooting to flash ROMs, 
USB host OTG hub & Mass Storage, Tethering over Wifi & Carrier, Encryption, USB boot, Dual 
boot).
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Phablet Comparison Chart

Model Note 8  Nexus 7 2° Xperia Z U Nexus 10 Ipad 4 Ipad Mini

Brand Samsung Asus Sony Google (SG) Apple Apple

System Android 4/5 Android 4/5 Android 4/5 Android 4/5 IOS 6/7 IOS 6/7

Interface Touch Wizz Stock Holo Time Scape Stock Holo

Screen Capacitive Capacitive Capacitive Capacitive Capacitive Capacitive

Pixels WXGA, TFT, LED BACKLID IPS LCD, PLS, Super Amoled, Retina

Length 8 inches 7 inches 6.4 inches 10.1 inches 9.7 inches 7 inches

Protection Corning Gorilla Glass 2/3, Sapphire Crystal 

Treatment (Impact Protection, Anti scratch, Mineral Layer, Oleophobic, Waterproof IP55, 1,5 
meter for 30 minutes, Dust resistant IP58) 

Chassis Soft Plastic Hard Plastic Glass Mix Plastic Aluminum Aluminum

Resolution 1280x800 1920x1200 1920x1080 2560x1600 2048x1536

Pitch 189 ppi 323 ppi 344 ppi 300 ppi 264 ppi

Colors 16 M 16 M Triluminos, 
X-Reality

Asus 
TruVivid

16 M 16 M

Brightness 344cd/m²

Contrast 853:1

Delta <3.7

Remanence <20ms

Battery Li Ion Li Ion Li Polymer

Capacity 4600 mAh 3950 mAh 3000 mAh 9000 mAh 11560 mAh

Voltage 16 Wh

Removable No No No No No No

Chargeable Wireless Quick 
Charge  2.0 
(HPm)

Autonomy 9 hours

Weight 338 gr 299 gr LTE 212 gr 603 gr 662 gr

Dimension 200x114x8.7 179x92x6,5

DAS  Head 0,34 w/Kg 

DAS Body

Processor Snap Dragon 
S4 Pro Krait

Snap Dragon 
800   Krait 
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400

ARM Arch. Cortex A9 Cortex A9 Cortex A15 Cortex A15 A6X

Forge Qualcom Qualcom

Chip Xenos 4412 MSM8974

Core Quad Core Quad Core Quad Core Dual Core Quad Core

CPU 4x1.6 GHz 4x1.5 GHz 4x2.3GHz 2x1.6 GHz 4x1.4 GHz

Process 28nm

Processing aSMP

Top Clock 400MHz

RAM 2 Go 2 Go 2 Go 2 Go 1 Go

Channel Dual

Latency Low

Type LP-DDR3

GPU Mali 400 Adreno 320 Adreno 330 Mali T 604  Power VR

Core Quad Core

Processing Multi (MP)

Chip

GPU Cock 450MHz

API OpenGL ES 3.0, DirectX, OpenCL, Renderscript Compute, and FlexRender™

Storage 16-32 Go 16-32 Go 16 Go 16 Go 16-128Go

SD Slot microSDHC No microSDHC microSDHC

Camera 5 MP 5 MP 8 MP 5 MP 5 MP

Full HD 2592x1944 2592х1944 3264x2448

Lens Exmor RS

Flash No No No Led Flash

APN Auto Focus, Stabilization, Face Detection, Touch Focus, Geo Tagging, HDR, Sweet 
Panorama

Web Cam 1.3 MP 1.2 MP 1.3 MP 1.9 MP 1.2 MP 

Quality VGA Full HD Full HD

Streaming 720@30fps

Over Wifi & G3

Video  HDR 
recording 

1920x1080
@30fps

1920x1080p
@30fps

1920x1080
@30fps

1920x1080
@30fps

1920x1080
@30fps

Wifi a/b/g/n b/g/n a/b/g/n a/b/g/n a/b/g/n
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Dual Band Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Direct Wifi 5 GHz 5 GHz 5 GHz Yes+MiMO 

Quality Transfer CD quality or Lossless, 44.1 kHz in 16 bits, WPA2

Hot Spot Yes Yes Yes Yes

USB v.2 OTG v.2 slimport v.2 & v.3 Lightening

USB Host Yes

USB MHL Yes (HDMI)

Blue Tooth 4 A2DP 4 A2DP LE 4 A2DP 4 A2DP 4 A2DP

Browser HTML5 HTML 5 HTML5 Safari

Java MIDP 
Emulator

Safari

Flash Safari

Infrared Yes Yes No Yes

2G-3G-3G+ 2G-3G+-4G 2G-3G+-4G 2G-3G+-4G

Carrier 2G [GSM, CDMA], 3G [HSDPA], 3G+, 4G [LTE]

Miracast Yes Yes

Tether Yes

NFC No Yes Yes Yes

NFC No Near Field Communication, 424 Kb/s, proximity 10 cm

GPS A-GPS A-GPS 

GLONASS Yes Yes

Sensors Compass, Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Proximity, Luminosity, Barometer 

Radio No FM RDS

Speakers Hexagon 
QDSP6V5A 
at 600MHz

Stereo Yes Dolby 

Front 
facing

HDMI HDMI port 

Jack 3,5 mm 3,5 mm 3,5 mm 3,5 mm 3,5 mm

Micro 
phone

Stylus S-Pen Responsive 
screen

Sketch Pro 
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Sensitivity 10x24 levels of pressure sensitivity, Wacom technology, Multi Touch (10 fingers)

Buttons Power, Volume Up, Volume Down, Home, led activity, led notification, 

SIM Mini SIM Mini SIM
Double SIM

Magnetic 
Charger 
Dock 

Yes

Wifi 
Charger

Yes

The SoC (System on Chip) Architecture
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Android Free Operating System

The Android operating system is  a  derivation from the  Gnu/Linux operating system, specially 
designed for mobile and touch screen devices. Android is Open Source, the kernel being under the 
Free Software Gnu/GPL license  (which  guaranty  that  any modification  will  remain  protected 
under the same license), and the rest is under the Apache license (which allows any modification to 
become proprietary).

The corporation Canonical is developing for 2014 a device called “Ubuntu Edge” which will be 
available only  for previous  contributors who subscribed at the 30 days crowd fund raising of 32 
Millions dollars they have launched on  http://www.indiegogo.com/ the 23rd of July 2013. This 
futuristic high specifications and sleek device will have an “out of the box” dual boot with Ubuntu 
Mobile and Android Stock. It is already possible to install Ubuntu Unity (for desktop computers, 
based on a Debian Gnu/Linux distribution) on phones and tablets, but all the functionalities are not 
yet available. Ubuntu Edge might be natively the first entirely Free Software Operating System 
running on a small touch screen mobile device (except maybe for some proprietary drivers). Such a 
device would enable the user/owner to run any software compatible with Gnu/Linux on the device 
or  on  another  computer  through  a  dock connection  and synchronization.  Firefox  OS with  the 
graphical motor Gecko is also an open source operating system for touch screen devices, based on 
Gnu/Linux and written completely in HTML 5, the new Open Standard for Internet. Cyanogen is a 
Free Software Custom ROM to be installed after rooting the Android device. 

Isn't Android already free software ? In theory, yes, but in practice, no. To work on actual hardware, 
Android ends up relying on device  drivers that are either outright proprietary or use proprietary 
firmware blobs.  All  commonly available Android devices also come with proprietary software 
applications installed, include DRM (Digital Restrictions Management), proprietary Boot Loader, 
Restricted Boot (restraining the user to replace the operating system).  The free software Android 
application repository F-Droid is the place where to find compatible free softwares. While most of 
Android is already free software, device manufacturers distribute the OS with some key non free 
parts. Those parts are in the layer of Android that communicates with the phone or tablet hardware, 
such as the WiFi and Bluetooth chips. In addition, every commonly available Android device comes 
pre-loaded  with  a  variety  of  proprietary  applications  running  on  top  of  the  operating  system. 
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Replicant seeks  to  provide  all  of  the  same  functionality  using  only  free  software.  Users  of 
Replicant have a full suite of free software mobile-optimized applications at their fingertips through 
F-Droid,  Replicant's  default  App repository.  F-Droid  isn't  just  for  Replicant,  it  works  on  all 
Android-based systems, and the FSF (Free Software Foundation) recommends it as a replacement 
for Google Play store. Mobile operating systems distributed by Apple, Microsoft, and Google all 
require you to use proprietary software. Even one such program in a phone's application space is  
enough to threaten our freedom and security -- it only takes one open back door to gain access. 
We are proud to  support  the Replicant  project  to  help  users  escape the proprietary  restrictions 
imposed by the current major smartphone vendors. There will still be problems remaining to solve, 
like the proprietary radio firmware and the common practice of locking down phones, but Replicant 
is a major part of the solution. When asked of the importance of the project and fund raising effort,  
Replicant developer Paul Kocialkowski said: "For a long time, it wasn't possible to operate a 
mobile phone using free software, even though that is one of the areas of computing where the most 
important issues are at stake. Replicant is a free Android derivative, while other Android versions 
usually require non free components to actually run on phones. We expect that having our project 
supported by the Free Software Foundation's fund raising program will greatly help the project, 
particularly by enabling us to build support for more phones." As of its  4.0 0004 release on July 
22nd 2013, Replicant works on ten devices, including multiple phones from the Samsung Galaxy 
S line and tablets from the Samsung Galaxy Tab line, as well as the Google Nexus S. The  fund 
raising campaign  is part of the FSF's Working Together for Free Software initiative, a broad 
campaign to connect software freedom advocates with projects that need their help. Other projects 
that  have  benefited  from  this  program  include  the  web  media-publishing  platform  GNU 
MediaGoblin and the  GNU Octave mathematics and data manipulation package.  As users switch 
their  computing  to  mobile  devices,  fully  free  mobile  operating  systems  are  of  ever  increasing 
importance. Donate to Replicant and help support freedom for all users. In addition to funding, the 
Replicant project needs developers, and is listed on the FSF's High Priority Projects page. If you 
are a hacker interested in working on Replicant or you have a question about the project, introduce 
yourself  to  the  IRC channel,  #replicant  on  irc.freenode.org,  or  the  mailing  list.  Developers 
interested in porting Replicant to new devices should visit the  project's  wiki page to get started. 
Supporters can also help by installing Replicant and submitting bug reports to the developers. (FSF 
Mailing list by Zak Rogoff, Campaigns Manager)

http://f-droid.org/
http://www.defectivebydesign.org/what_is_drm
https://www.fsf.org/campaigns/secure-boot-vs-restricted-boot
https://www.fsf.org/campaigns/priority-projects/reverse-engineering
https://lists.osuosl.org/mailman/listinfo/replicant
http://replicant.us/supported-phones
http://redmine.replicant.us/projects/replicant/wiki/Replicant40PortingGuide
http://redmine.replicant.us/projects/replicant/wiki#Installing-Replicant
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/android-and-users-freedom.fr.html
http://fsfe.org/campaigns/android/android.html
http://fsfe.org/campaigns/android/liberate.en.html
http://wiki.cyanogenmod.org/w/Main_Page
http://wiki.cyanogenmod.com/wiki/Main_Page
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/android-and-users-freedom.fr.html
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Android Operating System

Android or  AOSP ("Android Open Source Project") is an open mobile phone platform that was 
developed by Google and, later, by the OHA ("Open Handset Alliance"). Google defines Android 
as a "software stack" for mobile phones, which includes the Operating System (Gnu/Linux) under 
the  Gnu/GPL license,  the  middle-ware  (the  programming  that  allows  applications  to  talk  to  a 
network and to one another), and the applications (the actual programs that the device will run). All  
of its applications will be written using Java with the specific Dalvik Byte Code.

Anyone  can  download  an  Android  SDK (Software  Development  Kit)  from Google  (which  is 
mostly free but contains some non free API or libraries) or the  Replicant SDK (which is Free 
Software)  and  write  an  application  for  Android.  Android  supports  multi-tasking,  multi  users 
(restricted profiles) and multi platforms. The applications that runs on an Android device are called 
"Apps",  and  they  are  recognized  by their  extension ".apk".  These  "Apps"  are  interpreted  by 
"Dalvik", the Android Java Interpretor, and they come with a "Signature" that should assure their 
integrity. With Java, each Apps is launched in a  VM (Virtual Machine) that isolates the code and 
prevents the corruption of the memory allocated.

Sometimes features  that  have started in independent  communities  (like CyanogenMod or  XDA 
developers) have appeared in newer version of the "Official Android", and every time Android does 
a new "code dump" of their  latest  version,  all  users and all  communities  mutual benefit from 
Google's changes. 

The Layers of the Android System 
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Android applications run in a sandbox, an isolated area of the system that does not have access to 
the rest of the system's resources, unless access permissions are explicitly granted by the user when 
the  application  is  installed.  Before  installing  an  application,  the  Google  Android  Play  Store 
displays all required permissions of every App: a game may need to enable vibration or save data 
to an SD card, for example, but should not need to read SMS messages or access the phonebook. 
After  reviewing these permissions,  the user  can choose to  accept  or refuse them, installing the 
application only if they accept.

The  sandboxing  and  permissions  system  lessens  the  impact  of  vulnerabilities  and  bugs  in 
applications,  but  developer  confusion  and  limited  documentation  has  resulted  in  applications 
routinely requesting unnecessary permissions, reducing its effectiveness. A new feature appeared 
with the latest release of Android Jelly Bean 4.3 in summer 2013, which allows the user to manage 
precisely each granted permissions before installing a new App.

Android  can  be  installed  on a  i386 computer,  under  Windows,  Mac OS or  Gnu/Linux,  either 
directly in a dual boot, or on a Virtual machine like Virtual Box.

The  Android  Apps  are  developed  and optimized  for  different  size  of  screens and  may appear 
differently on different device size (phones or tablets).

http://www.android.com/
http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_%28operating_system%29
http://irinablok.dunked.com/android
https://www.virtualbox.org/
http://android-x86.googlecode.com/files/android-x86-4.3-20130725.iso
http://redmine.replicant.us/projects/replicant/wiki/ReplicantSDK
http://www.androidetvous.com/2013/01/05/sdk-android-google-interdit-les-modifications/
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Android Interfaces 

All Android devices are touch-screen devices.
All  these  devices  are  called  with  different 
names,  emphasizing  the  principal  usage 
(smartphone,  photophone,  phablet,  tablets, 
netbooks, some with a hardware keyboard or a 
dock)  coming in different  sizes (from 4 to  11 
inches).  The  interface  (or  launcher)  brings  a 
certain number of  screens (from 3 to 7 pages) 
that can be customized. On top of each screen 
will appear the "Notification Bar", with on the 
right, some small icons indicating the scores or 
the  state  of  the  hardware (time,  battery,  wifi, 
carrier  signal),  and  on  the  left,  with  some 
Toggles and Switches and settings. The "Menu" 
can be reached with virtual software buttons or 
with  physical  buttons  on  the  chassis  of  the 
device. The screens included the "Home Screen" 
can  be  populated,  organized  and  customized 
with different items (icons or shortcuts to Apps, 
widgets  that  display  updated  news  headlines, 
search  boxes,  folders,  wallpapers,  skins,  lock 
screen). The "Menu" offers a direct link to the 
most used functionalities (Home, Back, Running 
Apps, Browser, Settings, Mails). 

• Lock screen: password, pattern, face recognition
• Home: launcher, screens, pages, icons, widgets, wallpaper, skins, search box, themes
• Applications: drawer, tray, folder, running Apps, proprietary softwares, third party Apps
• Notifications: pull down, toggle, switches (left), time, battery, wifi, carrier signal (right)
• Dock: sliding list of all Apps
• Menu: preset shortcut to Home, Previous Screen, Running Apps, Browser, Settings, Mails
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The  Android  interface  will  vary  slightly  or  significantly  from device  to  device,  depending  on 
whether it has been customized by the Manufacturer, the Carrier, or some independent developer 
Communities. 

• "Holo": The Official Google Android GUI (Graphical User Interface) Android 4.0
• "Sense": The private layer from HTC 
• "Touch Wizz": The private layer from Samsung 
• "MotoBlur": The private layer from Motorola 
• "Timescape": The private layer from Sony Ericsson 
• "MIUI": The independent interface coming with a "MIUI Custom ROM" 
• "CyanogenMod": The independent interface coming with a "CyanogenMod Custom ROM" 

These  private  interfaces  (called  layers  or  overlays)  add 
generally  some  unique  features (cosmetic  additions, 
launchers,  lock screens,  programmed gestures,  softwares, 
social  networking  widgets,  media  widgets,  weather 
widgets, integrated services with a server on Internet, like a 
tracking/blocking/wiping service for lost devices, a storage 
service  on  the  cloud,  or  a  premium content  services  for 
subscribers  with  extra  charge).  These  features  can  make 
each  interface  looks  and  feels  special  or  different  from 
another  brand.  Meanwhile,  most  of  those  functionalities 
can  also  be  found  on  the  market,  as  many  have  been 
developed by independent developers, and can be added to 
a "Android Stock" version, through the Google Play Store (very often for free or sometimes for a 
small  price).  The extra  layers  that  are  coming  from the  Manufacturer  or  from the  Carrier  are 
commonly accounted responsible for slowing down the performance of an Android device, as they 
use permanently,  lots of processing and battery power,  while the special features will  not work 
anymore with an  upgrade of the "Google Android Stock System", putting the user/owner of the 
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device in the uncomfortable position to have to wait for the Manufacturer or the Carrier to propose 
an update of hi/her version of Android and compatible with their extra layer, which is particularly 
annoying  when  the  issue  is  a  security  patch,  for  some  known  and  resolved  bugs,  or  for 
vulnerabilities that have been discovered and for which a solution already exist.

http://community.giffgaff.com/t5/Blog/Android-User-Interfaces-HTC-Sense-Samsung-TouchWiz-
and-others/ba-p/3069783

Pros of Manufacturer layer: 
▪ Cosmetic additions, integrated launchers, animated lock screens, programmed gestures, 
▪ Proprietary softwares, social networking widgets, media widgets, weather widgets, 
▪ Integrated services with a server on Internet 

• Tracking/blocking/wiping service for lost devices 
• Storage service on the cloud 
• Premium content services for subscribers with extra charge 

Cons of Manufacturer layer: 
▪ Slowing down performances (processing & battery) 
▪ Need to wait for updates and security patches 
▪ Most of the features can be found for free on the Google Play Store 

Android History

In  November  2007  Google  announced  Android,  a  Java/Linux-based  mobile  phone  and  tablet 
operating system, and the first device running Android was the  HTC Dream in 2008. The  code 
names of  the  releases  follow an  alphabetic  order  related  to  English  desserts.  Each  version  of 
Android contains a different "easter egg", which is a hidden surprise form the developers.

End 2013 Android 5.0 (Key Lime Pie)
July 2012 Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean) 
December 2011 Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) 
May 2011 Android 3.1 ( Honeycomb)
December 2010 Android 2.3 (Ginger Bread) 
May 2010 Android 2.2 (Froyo) 
October 2009 Android 2.0 (Eclair) 
September 2009 Android 1.6 (Donut)
April 2009 Android 1.5 (Cupcake)
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Android Ecosystem

Android OS Fragmentation 2012 Android OS Fragmentation 2013

The Android “ecosystem” is said to be “fragmented” (meaning diversity) because there are many 
different versions of the Android operating system installed world wide in many different devices 
(the majority of people using it mostly for phone calls, and not putting the effort to upgrade their 
device to the last version of Android, or because this is not supported by the manufacturer who 
prefer to sell new devices), and many  different manufacturer interface layer (or  overlays) for 
which the manufacturer do not really propose or follow with system updates (making the rooting 
procedure  the  only  way  to  upgrade  a 
device).  The  Android  Ecosystem 
(comprising  hardwares,  systems  and 
softwares  from  multiple  sources),  offers 
many  advantages  (diversity,  creativity, 
freedom, reactivity, competition for market 
shares),  and  is  the  exact  opposite  of  the 
“Apple  Ecosystem”,  which  is  closed  and 
proprietary  and  where  all  Apps  are 
approved to fit in the design and security 
policies. There are in 2013 more than  900 
000 applications (Apps) available for the 
devices  running  Android,  becoming  the 
largest application ecosystem for mobile devices. Even in the United States of America, Android is 
leading the phone market, but in other countries the shares are much greater, as the influence of 
marketing and nation pride have less effects on purchasing behaviors.
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The Android Mobile Market Share

At the  Google Play Store, lots of the Apps are free or 
sold for a smaller price than other proprietary markets. 
Android is installed in billions of devices in the world, 
and  represent  the  highest  share  of  the  phone's  market 
(The Apple iPhone retrograding to a close second place, 
while the rest of the other operating systems are very far 
behind: BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, Symbian, Maemo, 
or WebOS). Among the most popular Android phones are 
the "HTC One" from China, the "Samsung Galaxy S4" 
from South Korea,  the "Google Nexus", and the "Sony 
Xperia Z" from Japan. 

Mobile Market Shares by countries
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In 2013, Android is the most installed operating system in the world, with more than 900 millions 
of Android devices activated, more than 48 billions of Apps downloaded from the Google Market, 
and with more than 900 thousands of Apps available. 

The increasing Number of Apps available for Android at the Android Google Market 

Android Functionalities

• Open Software Touch Screen Mobile Communicative Operating System, Free Apps
• Multitasking, Multi Users, Multi Touch, Customizable User Interface (Launcher, Widget)
• Stylus, Voice & Hand Writing Recognition, Full HD Camera/Video Playback and Recorder
• Sensors, GPS, FM Radio, LTE, Wifi, Dual Band, DLNA, USB, Bluetooth, NFC, Infrared 
• Developer Tools, Games, All day Handset, Wallet, Productive Mobile Terminal Computer

Android Development

Major  mobile  phone  companies  have  joined  the  Open  Handset  Alliance to  promote  the 
development of Android, which is intended to be a "truly open platform for mobile devices." The 
objective of Google's mobile operating system is to simplify software development for wireless 
devices, make it freely accessible to everybody, and promote improved services to the estimated 
three billion mobile phone users on the planet. 

Google and the Open Handset Alliance are providing a Software Development Kit (SDK) that is 
available to anybody free of charge. The SDK includes all the information, API libraries, and tools 
you need to write, build, test, and debug applications for Android. The SDK allows developers to 
write software for Android devices in Java. The system is designed for platform independence, so 
that no or little adjustments are required to run the same applications on different devices. 

The Native Development Kit (NDK) is a tool set that allows developers to implement parts of an 
App using native-code languages such as C and C++, which in general is not platform independent, 
and may be more efficient in some cases. For certain types of Apps, it  can be helpful to reuse 
existing code libraries written in these languages, but most Apps do not need the Android NDK.

There is also the Free and Open Source Android Developer Tools (ADT) plug-in for Eclipse that 
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runs on most major OS platforms and that provides a professional-grade development environment 
for building Android Apps. ADT is a full Java IDE (Integrated Development Environment ) with 
advanced features to build, test, debug, and package an Android Apps.

Many independent developers or development communities work and put their passion for a better 
and  freer  Android  Operating  System & Applications.  Independent  developers  can  submit  their 
Android applications to the  Google Play Store (previously the Android Market) for the users to 
download and install them on their device. Generally, the user will use the  “Google Play Apps” 
which  is  already  installed  in  any Android  device  and  requires  to  create  a  “Google  Play  Store 
Account”.  Once,  an  App  has  been  installed  through  the  “Google  Play  Store”,  the  user  is 
automatically informed via a notification when there is a new version of the App with “Google 
Update Service”.

http://android.com 
http://source.android.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_software_development
http://developer.android.com/training/index.html
http://www.xda-developers.com/
http://www.cyanogenmod.org/
http://teamw.in/project/twrp2
http://openjdk.java.net/
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Android Programming Environment

The  Android Software Development Kit (SDK) provides the following necessary tools for the 
developing of Android Applications (Apps):

• A Compiler 
• A Debugger 
• A Device Emulator 
• The Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM)

The  Dalvik  Virtual  Machine  functions  like  the  JRE  (Java  Runtime  Environment)  and  uses  a 
different  “byte code” than the Java byte code to run Android Applications.  That is why it is not 
possible to run directly some  “Java Class Files” on Android., but they can be converted in the 
Dalvik byte code format.

The principal specifications of  the Environment of an Android Operating System:
• Background Processing 
• User Interface Graphical Libraries 
• Graphics using the Open GL Libraries that supports 2D and 3D 
• File System with Permission Access 
• An embedded SQLite database 

The Android Operating System Layers:

• The applications (written in Java, executed in Dalvik)
• The  framework  services  and  libraries  (written  mostly  in  Java)  with  APIs  (Application 

Programming Interface) that a program may call.  
• The Native Libraries, Daemons and Services (written in C or C++)
• The Dalvik  Virtual  Machine (DVM)  will  execute  the  compiled  applications  and most  of  the 

framework code 
• The Gnu/Linux kernel (including hardware drivers, the networking modules, the file system and 

the IPC (Inter Process Communication)
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The Android App Framework The Android Standard Libraries

An Android App is an Object Oriented Program in Java composed of different Components (or 
building  blocks)  interacting  with  each other  and with  the  Android  System.  Any Application  is 
treating  and  transmitting  some  kind  of  an  information,  and  this  information  passes  from  one 
Component to another (depending on what the application is supposed to do), as each Component is 
specialized to perform a particular function. Some Components are designed to communicate with 
other Components and other Applications. The Components can be differentiate according to what 
they do, like displaying some information on the screen of the device, treating the input from the 
user, transmitting some information to another Component or receiving some information from the 
hardware.

Every developed App has an  “AndroidManifest.xml” file that  describes  the application to the 
Android System. Every App is packaged and signed before going to a market for download. Every 
running  App  has  a  life  cycle,  and  a  compatibility  API  level corresponding  to  the  version  of 
Android. 
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Android Manifest File

Every application must have an “AndroidManifest.xml” file (with precisely that name) in its root 
directory. The “Manifest” presents the essential informations about the application. The Android 
System uses those informations before it runs the application's Java code.

The principal informations contained in the “AndroidManifest.xml”:

• The Name of the Java Package for the application that serves as a unique identifier for 
the application in the Android System.

• The  description  of  the  Components of  the  application  (activities,  services,  broadcast 
receivers, intents, and content providers), with the  Names of the Classes that implement 
each components. The Android System will publish the capabilities of these Components. 
For example, which Intents messages the Components can handle. These declarations let the 
Android System know what the Components are and under what conditions they can be 
launched.

• The processes that will host the Components of the application.
• The permissions of the application to access the protected parts of the API and to interact 

with other applications. 
• The  permissions  for  the  other  Applications  and  other  Components that  would  be 

required to interact with the application's Components. 
• The lists of the Instrumentation Classes that may provide profiling and other information 

for the application (these declarations are only present in the manifest when the application 
is being developed and tested, and they are removed when the the application is packaged). 

• The minimum level of the Android API for the application to be running. 
• The lists of the libraries that the application must be linked to. 

The “AndroidManifest.xml” file
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The directives & attributes of the “Manifest” File:

The  directives  &  attributes  of  the  “AndroidManifest.xml”  File  are  officially  defined,  and  a 
developer cannot add his/her own.

The Developing Cycle of an Android Apps:

<action> 
<activity> 
<activity-alias> 
<application> 
<category> 
<data> 
<grant-uri-permission> 
<instrumentation> 
<intent-filter> 
<manifest> 
<meta-data> 
<permission> 
<permission-group> 
<permission-tree> 
<provider> 
<receiver> 
<service> 
<supports-screens> 
<uses-configuration> 
<uses-feature> 
<uses-library> 
<uses-permission> 
<uses-sdk> 

http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html
http://gurushya.com/android-manifest/
http://gurushya.com/android-tutorial-for-beginners/
http://matthewongamedesign.blogspot.fr/2013/06/unity-and-andoid-manifest-file.html
http://codecompiler.wordpress.com/2012/08/21/android-manifest-xml/
http://tsicilian.wordpress.com/2012/11/20/a-few-tips-for-beginning-android-development/
http://developer.android.com/design/index.html
http://piedralibre.wordpress.com/2010/11/25/android-manifest-una-introduccion/
http://www.linuxtopia.org/online_books/android/devguide/index.html
http://www.orangeandbronze.com/orange-orchard/blog/2012/04/beginning-android-part-2/
http://www.tbray.org/ongoing/When/201x/2010/11/14/What-Android-Is
http://www.vogella.com/articles/Android/article.html
http://techblogon.com/install-eclipse-android-sdk-adt-pluin/
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http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/uses-configuration-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/supports-screens-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/service-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/receiver-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/provider-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/permission-tree-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/permission-group-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/permission-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/meta-data-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/intent-filter-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/instrumentation-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/grant-uri-permission-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/data-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/category-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/application-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/activity-alias-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/activity-element.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/action-element.html


Android Terminology and Project Structure

Android abbreviations and terminologies:
• “.apk file”: The package of the Android application or apk file is a single file containing 

the source code, the resources used by the application and the manifest file. 
• “Dalvik”:  The  Android  Virtual  Machine (VM)  executes  files  in  “.dex”  format.  The 

android programs written in Java are compiled by the  Java Compiler and converted into 
.dex format using the “DX Tool” that comes with Dalvik. 

• “.dex file”: The Dalvik Executable file or “dex” file contains the executable instructions in 
a format optimized for efficient storage and execution by the Dalvik VM.

• “adb”: The  Android Debug bridge is a command line debugging utility that comes with 
the Android SDK ( Software Development Kit) 

• “DDMS”: The  Dalvik Debug Monitor Service is a  GUI Tool (Graphical User Interface 
Tool) for debugging an Android App. The DDMS uses the “adb” command to connect to the 
emulator or to the device. 

Android Project Structure:
• /bin: Contains the executables files, the compiled Java Class (.class), the Dalvik (.dex), etc. 
• /gen: Contains the files generated by the android build tools (eg: R.java).
• /lib: Contains the third party libraries (jars) used by the application. 
• /res: Contains the resources used by the application like icons, layouts, localized strings etc. 

The Android Building Tools generates the “Ids” (in the R.java file) for each resource placed 
inside the resource folder. The “/res” folder contains the following sub folders:

• /res/drawable: Contains the images according to their size, with further subfolders 
for high-density, medium-density and low-density screens. 

• /res/layout: Contains the “.xml” files representing the UI layouts of the application. 
• /res/menu: Contains the “.xml” files representing the application menus. 
• /res/values: Contains the “.xml” files representing externalized strings, colors, styles, 

dimensions etc.
• /res/xml: Contains the additional “.xml” files needed by the application.
• /res/color: Contains the additional color resources that adapt to different view states.
• /res/raw: Contains the other files needed by the application in their raw form (eg: 

audio file).
• /assets:  Contains the static resources needed by the application, just like “/res” directory 

(The difference is that the “Building Tool” does not generate the “Ids” for files inside the 
assets directory.

• /src: Contains the source code for the application.
• “AndroidManifest.xml”:  The “.xml” file that contains the description of the application 

(the name, the activities, the services, the other Components). This declaration is needed by 
the Android System to run the application code. 

• “proguard.cfg”: The file for integrating the application with “Proguard”, which is a tool 
that shrinks the size of the application package (.apk) file and obfuscates the code to makeit 
harder to reverse engineer.
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Two ways to structure the elements in the UI (User Interface):
• Using the Java Code: To explicitly create and position the various UI elements inside the 

Java Code (like in Swing/AWT for programming Desktop GUI Applications  in Java).
• Using the “.xml” layout files: To specify each elements and its position in a specific “.xml” 

files  placed as  a  resources  under  the  “/res/layout”  directory.  Android  will  automatically 
generate an “id” for each layout resource with the “Android Asset Packaging Tool” (aapt). 
The “id” of each layout resource will serve as a reference in the Java Code to render the 
associated view. The “xml layout option” is preferred over directly creating the components 
in the code for two reasons:

• It keeps the UI structure separate from the application logic.
• Its easier to read and modify for both programmers and GUI Builder Tools (like the 

Building Tools found in the IDEs such as Eclipse or Intellij).

The Android  Development Phases

http://gurushya.com/android-abbreviations-terminologies/
http://gurushya.com/android-project-structure/ 
http://gurushya.com/2-ways-to-structure-the-ui-components-in-your-android-application/
http://www.cs.ccsu.edu/~stan/classes/CS355/notes/03-AndroidUI.html

The Android Layers Applications and Framework
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Android Life Cycle and Packaging Process

The Life cycle of an App 

The packaging process of an App
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Android Application Components

There are 8 different types of  Components in an Android Application Development Project:

1. Activities
2. Services
3. Broadcast Receivers
4. Content Providers
5. Intents
6. Intent Filters
7. Views
8. Notifications

The Android Activity Stack Flow
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The  “Android  Activity” is  a  basic  building  block  of  every  visible  or  interactive  Android 
application as it provides a User interface (UI). An Application may be composed of many different 
“Activities” running at  the same time,  each “Activity” may work in  collaboration with another 
“Activity”, but each “Activity” remains an independent entity. In Android, all the “Activities” are 
managed  in  an  “Activity  Stack”,  each  “Activity”  is  running  in  the  foreground  after  another, 
depending on its place and its priority in the Stack. 

The Android Activity Component Life Cycle

The Android Application Life Cycle
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The “Android Service” is another building block of an Android applications, but does not provide 
any User Interface (UI). The Android Service is a Component that can run in the background for 
an  indefinite  period,  until  it  accomplishes  a  particular  task (like  downloading  a  file  from the 
Internet for example),  or until  a particular  event occurs. Because of its  background nature,  the 
Android  Service  is  resources  consuming (accessing  the  processor  often,  but  different  from a 
separate process or a thread, a thread being a small portion of compiled code going through the 
processor during a few clock periods). An Android Service may play the role to offer a service to  
another Application (using the bind mechanism).
 
The “Android Service” may be of two types:

• A “Started Service” (Unbounded): This type of “Android Service” is created and called by 
an “Android Activity”, but after the creation, the “Android Activity” does not communicate 
anymore, nor follow the status of the “Android Service”. The Service is just created by the 
Activity Component with no bind between them. The Service will accomplish its task and 
automatically be terminated when done.

• A “Bound Service” (Bounded): This type of “Android Service” create a bind between the 
“Android Activity” and the “Android Service”. A “Bound Service” is like a client-server 
interface  that  allows  two-way  communication  (“send  requests”,  “get  results”,  and  even 
“work for” across processes using Inter Process Communication (IPC)), and the “Android 
Activity”  is  expected  to  receive  further  information  from the  “Android  Service”,  like  a 
notification for example, a simply its status or a “start and stop” “Android Service”.

The Android Service Component Life Cycle
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The “Android Broadcast Receiver” is a type of Component that can receive and respond to any 
broadcast  announcements.  Some information  coming  to  a  “Receiver”  may  be  broadcast  to  the 
applications that  have registered to that “Receiver”.

The “Android Content Provider” is a type of Component  that gets and delivers specific sets of 
data to applications. For example, a “Content Provider” will retrieve the information of a contact 
from  the  “Contact  Database”  (name  and  phone  number),  and  bring  this  information  to  the 
Application that pointed to this “Content Provider”.

The Android Content Provider Component

The “Android Intent” is a type of Component that passes messages between Components, which 
is quite equivalent to parameters passed to “API Calls”. The fundamental differences between an 
“API Call” and an “Intent” is the way of invoking it:

1. API calls are synchronous while intent-based invocation is asynchronous (mostly)
2. API calls  are bound at  compile time while intent-based calls are run-time bound 

(mostly)

The core android components of an application — activities, services, and broadcast receivers — 
are activated through messages, called intents.

For  example an  Activity can send an “Intent”  to  the  Android System in order  to  start  another 
“Activity”. There are 2 types of “Intents”:

1. Implicit Intents:  Implicit intents specify the action which should be performed by 
another component or another application. For example, a browser can be registered 
to the Implicit Intent (Intent.ACTION_VIEW), so when another application request 
to open an URL, the browser receive the demand and perform the action. If there are 
several browser that have registered to the same Implicit Intent, then the Android 
System, through a “Dialog Selection Box”, will  propose the user to chose which 
browser to use to open the URL.

2. Explicit  Intents:  Explicit  intents  defines  explicitly  the  exact  component  which 
should be called by the Android System (by using a Java Class as Identifier). Explicit 
Intents  are  typically  used  within  one  application  because  the  Java  Classes  are 
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controlled  by  the  developer.  Explicit  Intents  are  also  useful  to  open an  Android 
Activity from another Activity,  to send some data to that other Activity.

The “Android Intent Filters” is a type of Component that are used to inform the Android System 
which “Implicit Intents” an “Activity”, a “Service”, or a “Broadcast Receiver” can handle (these 
Component can have one or more “Intent Filters” attributed to them, and each filter will describe 
the capacity of the component to receive “Intents”. For example, the “Activity NotePadEditor” of 
the “Application Note Pad” has two filters, one for viewing and editing a specific note that already 
exists,  and another  for  starting  with  a  new blank note.  The “Intent  Filters”  are  defined in  the 
“AndroidManifest.xml” file. Never the less, a “Broadcast Receiver” is able to define its “Intent 
Filters” inside his own Component. The “Intent Filters” are categorized (action and data filters) and 
may also contain additional  “Meta Data”.  When a Component does not define its own “Intent 
filters”, then it can only be called by “Explicit Intents”.

The Android Components Communication Types

The Android Process Queue in the Dalvik Virtual Machine
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The Android Layers around the Runtime with the Core Libraries and Davlik Virtual Machine

http://skogberg.eu/android/
http://asantoso.wordpress.com/2009/09/15/how-to-build-android-application-package-apk-from-the-command-line-
using-the-sdk-tools-continuously-integrated-using-cruisecontrol/
http://mobile.tutsplus.com/tutorials/android/java-tutorial/
http://techblogon.com/android-fundamentals-components-activity-service-broadcast-receiver-content-provider/
http://techblogon.com/android-development-tutorial-for-beginners/
http://www.edureka.in/blog/android-tutorials-for-beginners-activity-component/

The interface of the Android Software Development Kit (SDK) 
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Android Usage

The  mobility is an important factor for a mobile device and the  quality of the screen is a major 
requirement to provide a comfortable experience, while the speed of the processor and the amount 
of memory are necessity for a fast and smooth usage, and for long term compatibility as well as. 
Android is compatible with a very large number of different resolution and screen size.

The Android screen size compatibility

The  battery life  measures the time during which the device can be used in different demanding 
situations  (phone  communication,  wifi  Internet  surfing,  watching  video  in  full  HD,  maximum 
period of standby, file management for treatment or transfer, period for a complete recharge, using 
the USB cable or a direct power supply). The battery life depends of how many functionalities are 
"On", knowing that communication synchronization and display resolution, brightness, pixels per 
inches and frames per second are most consuming. The need for battery life depends on the usage 
(the maximum time of use differ very much on the type of processing and display), but also on how 
long the device must be available before the next recharge and the availability of a nearby power 
supply (compatible with the charging port). A removable battery is important as its life depends on 
few thousands of cycles (different battery technologies exist and new are to come).

Different battery technologies are used on mobile devices (Li-ion, Li-Polymer, etc...) and generally 
the ways to recharge the battery is by the electrical power supply through a plug, but also through 
a USB cable connected to another device, and even through a a Wifi connection or a with some 
photo-voltaic cells.

Usage of Battery life: 
▪ Phone communication (phone calls and text messaging)
▪ Internet browsing (over Wifi or Carrier network) 
▪ Video in full HD (watching, recording, gaming)
▪ File management (treatment and transfer) 
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Need of battery life: 
▪ Maximum period of standby, time for a full recharge, numbers of charging cycles
▪ Period for a complete recharge (using the USB cable or a direct power supply) 
▪ Communication synchronization (real time widgets, social media time line)
▪ Display (resolution, brightness, pixels per inches, frames per second, edge to edge) 
▪ Next recharge (availability of a power supply), type of technology 

Embedding the newest communication technologies and a wide range of functionalities are reliable 
proofs that the device will be used for a long time and for many purposes. The standards, protocols 
and ports should alway be accessible and open, for now and in the near future, to insure best, free 
and long term usage. The flexibility to tweak the system is crucial to ensure the entire control on 
the device or the possibility to recycle it when the user decides to upgrade to a new one. It is the 
user responsibility and creativity to choose from the multiple uses of a device. Any options or any 
softwares offered by a device should be configurable, enable or disable, according to the user/owner 
preferences  and situation.  A good device become a  world wide success in  hand, when all  the 
components work well together and for a long time, when this complex open package (battery, 
processor, memory, storage, screen, display, resolution, pixels, radios, ports, design, photo, video) is 
also suitable for many years, open to other devices, and when it guarantees the user, the access to 
his freedom, his privacy and his security. 

The Different Technologies of Pixels and Screens
 

Android Usage
Mobility (far anywhere) Battery Life SD Storage Size Weight Ports Proofs
Quality (pleasure use) Display Full HD Design HDMI APN PPI
Reactivity (compatibility) Processor RAM Wifi LTE Irda RJ45
Durability (long time use) Removable Resistant  USB NFC DAS Chassis
Functionality (multi tasking) Phone Tablet Internet Photo/Video Games Sensors
Flexibility (openness) USB Boot Root Access Tether USB Host ROMs Loader
Security (privacy) Authentication Encryption Gnu/GPLCommunity UpdatesUpgrade

While it is not easy nowadays to change the technical specifications of a particular device (such as 
the processor, the characteristics of the display or the ports), there are some simple measures that 
can be taken to immediately improve the autonomy of the battery. 
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Ways to improve the autonomy of the battery:
• Deactivation of Wifi, Bluetooth, phone (or reduce from 3G to 2G) 
• Reducing the luminosity of the screen 
• Reducing the speed of the internal clock of the processor, aSMP
• Configuring the device in fast sleeping mode when not in use, and fast awakening 
• Avoiding multi tasking, split windows, voice recognition, sensitive screen for a stylus 
• Deactivation of the rotation of the screen, eye-tracking, real time widget updates  

The Battery Electrical Efficiency Chart

Battery  comparison are  tricky  to  make,  because 
each device must be put in  the same conditions of 
use  (browsing  over  wifi  or  carrier  network,  video 
watching, gaming, calling, listening to music in the 
background) and of setting (brightness, clear cache), 
and  the  performances  depend  on  the  size  of  the 
screen  and  its  resolution (number  of  pixels  to 
enlighten), the “intelligence”  processors (aSMP) as 
well as the capacity, the age and the technology... 
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A new French technology Wysips (What You See Is Photo-voltaïc Surface) may transform a mobile 
device into an energy facility.  This concept would give “eternal battery autonomy” or a longer 
battery life to the device, using a layer of semi cylindric lentils to concentrate the flow of natural or 
artificial light and redirecting it to some photo-voltaic cells incorporated in the screen.

The Photo-voltaic Cells Screen Layers

The User Profile can be oriented either  Geek (hardware specifications),  Productivity (software 
features),  Security (encryption of data and communications),  Adventurers (resistant glass, water 
and dust proofs)  or  Consumer (price), but everybody around the world should benefit from all 
possible advantages of the new mobile communicative technologies in a one only individual device.

http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/tablets-in-the-enterprise/how-and-when-to-charge-your-tablet-battery/?tag=nl.e103
http://www.motoask.com/motorola-atrix-4g-news-f8/increase-you-battery-life-save-your-time-t175.html
http://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/ipad-mini-benchmark-review,3367-6.html
http://www.ginjfo.com/espace-environnement/green-it/telephonie-voip-green/wysips-lecran-dun-smartphone-devient-
producteur-denergie-20130130  
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Android Domotic

The  digital  computerized  data  based  profiled 
world with  its  magnetic  radio  communications  is 
entering without us noticing our daily way of life.

Domotic (domestic automatic) are power appliances 
deployed  inside  a  house  or  a  building.  They  are 
compatible with Wifi, Blue Tooth, Infrared, Ethernet 
or the electrical wires inside the house, and they can 
be  used  along with  NFC tags  to  allow the  user  to 
monitor,  to  control  or  to  program automated  or 
remote  actions  inside  the  house  (with  the  App 
“Tasker” for example), using movement detection to 
trigger particular actions, power plugs and interrupters 
to power on or off electronic devices or a software to 
manage  the  configuration.  All  these  appliances are  connected  together  through  the  domestic 
computer, and eventually to the Internet or to the telephone network, making possible to monitor 
any house appliances  form a mobile  Android device,  or  from a  cloud web service.  These still  
expensive appliances are commercialized by Belkin (brand WeMo).

Meanwhile,  there are  many machines  that  are  now equipped with a  dedicated and embedded 
operating system (vehicles, kitchen, heaters, …), and very often it is either a micro (µ) Gnu/Linux 
or an Android, for its reliability, its robustness, and because of the openness of the code source, its 
customization, its security and its fast updates. 
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Choosing a Mobile Communicative Handset

Android phones are popular, powerful, attractive, customizable, easy to use, reliable and have a fast 
rate of  development (System & Apps), as it is supported by the Free Software & Open Source 
Community. But not all Android phones are the same, and there are many Brands & Models that 
differ slightly in the version of Android as well as the specifications and prices. But mostly such a 
handset should last several years and nearly every months new devices are released.

The open nature of the Android platform means that a wide variety of manufacturers can offer 
Android  phones,  and  those  phones  can  offer  a  variety  of  features.  Before  signing  a  lengthy 
subsided service contract with a carrier operator in order to get a discounted price on the handset, 
it might be wise to check the coverage and negotiate a 30 days trial period as part of that contract, 
to  ask a friend for  advices,  tips  and hands on experience.  Not  all  Android phones  support  4G 
Wireless, which is the newest, the highest speed and the future norm of telephone networks. A 
bigger screen means a bigger phone in size and weight, and a bigger phone may be hard to slip into 
a pocket or uncomfortable to hold in one hand or next to one's ear during lengthy phone calls.

Depending on personal usage (outdoor or indoor life), not every functionalities may be needed for 
an everyday usage (either softwares or hardwares functionalities), though it might be interesting to 
plan in advance with a long term insight, either because usage often expand, and because features 
are  always good arguments  for a resell  perspective.  The  type of port is  also important,  as for 
example, the Micro USB charger can be proprietary, and will not function like an universal Micro 
USB, and will require to have at disposal the proper accessory each time.

In general, the higher the  resolution, the crisper and clearer the display will look, but this will 
require more power from the battery. Whenever possible, it is wise to try the phone out in a store 
before committing to a purchase. Front-facing cameras are used for video conferencing, while rear-
facing cameras are used for capturing photos and videos. Speakers should be placed in such a way 
that both hands do not obstruct them while holding the device in landscape mode. Not all Android 
phones run the same version of Android, and not all of them will get updated to the latest version 
of the official release of the OS as soon as it's available. Finding out what version of Android the 
device is running is as much important as to ask the carrier or the manufacturer, when (or if) it will 
be updated to a newer version.

The open nature of the Android platform also means that it's possible to make changes to the look 
and feel of the OS itself.  That means that an Android phone made by  HTC may operate a bit 
differently than one made by Samsung, and the user will need some time to adapt when switching 
from one manufacturer to another. Most manufacturers put overlays on top of the Android OS, to 
differentiate their product and add some extra unique features, but these layers alter the original 
interface and sometime the compatibility with some other softwares, and it takes time for those 
manufacturers to provide (if they do so) rapidly “their” update of the new version of Android.

Samsung, for example, uses its Touch Wiz interface, which adds widgets to access more easily to 
various phone features and on line resources (like social networks or cloud services), and is well  
known for  its  stylus  developed in  collaboration  with Wacom, specialist  of  the drawing tablets. 
Motorola, meanwhile, offers a MotoBlur interface, which aggregates information from a variety of 
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social networks and delivers it to the user in a constantly updated feed. These overlays or interfaces 
vary from manufacturer  to manufacturer,  and from phone to phone.  For example,  the interface 
Motoblur will look a lot different on a phone with a 3-inch screen than it will on a phone with a 4.3-
inch screen. Whenever it is possible, it is always best to try out the phone before buying it, and to  
make some on line research for comments and experiences on forums and reviews on blogs, so to 
get a feeling of what the experience will be like, and to know if the model support Custom ROMs.

New Android phones are announced all of the time, so today's shiny, new top-of-the-line Android 
phone could be old news by tomorrow. It  just  means one should  take the time and do some 
research before acting. It is best to make sure the Android phone one buy today is the device that  
one will going to want a month from now and even a year from now. The product cycle for phone 
is relatively short (a few years) and technology advances rapidly (phones can be rapidly obsoletes). 
 
Before making a purchase, it is advisable to read up on the best Android phones currently available, 
while also researching new Android phones that will be released soon. When you have chosen your 
phone, it will be time to choose which Apps (Free or Lite, Open Source, Advertisement Supported, 
Priced, Premium or Pro) you will want to have. 

Criteria to look for before buying:
• Manufacturer model and technical specifications 

▪ Format of the Device (phone 5'', phablet 7'', tablet 10'', one hand hold, 16/9 ratio)
▪ Quality of the Display (IPS, pixel density, brightness, contrast, multi touch)
▪ Performance of the Processors (ARM Cortex, Quad core CPU, 2 Go RAM, GPU)
▪ Battery Life (10 hours, 4 hours to recharge, USB recharge, Removable, Wifi charge)
▪ Storage Capacity (internal and external, SD Card, USB host) 
▪ Software updates and upgrades (Android 4.3, Root Tool Kit, Custom ROMs)

• Network Coverage (carrier contract) and Radio Compatibilities (4G LTE Service) 
• Design (buttons, border width, thinness, weight, chassis material, stylus, solidity,  treatment)
• Usage (multi tasking, Internet, music, video, web cam, games, social media, cloud, e-book) 
• Ports (USB, NFC, Irda, DLNA, HDMI or MHL, GPS, Sensors, front HQ speakers, jack)
• Camera (Front, Rear, HD video, resolution, out door brightness, flash led, floating video)
• Softwares (Features, launcher, interface, popularity, device family, Apps, cloud services) 
• Manufacturer Interface (overlays, popularity, possibility to unlock and root the device) 
• Timing (future releases may be cheaper, more powerful, have more functionalities)
• Budget (buying price, accessories, phone contract, reselling price, long term life)

The Samsung Internal Hardware Design

http://mobiledevices.about.com
http://cellphones.about.com
http://wiki.cyanogenmod.org/w/Devices
http://wiki.cyanogenmod.org/w/Devices#vendor=;
http://freexperiaproject.com/
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The Concept of Modular Device

The concept of a "Modular Touch Phone Tablet" (under the name of "XTRUD" has been launched 
by the French Francois Rybarczyk). The idea is of the "IBM PC Compatible", applied to small 
mobile devices, where all major components, designed with common international norms, will be 
able to communicate with each others,  and therefore become  compatible,  interchangeable and 
removable. The hardware in this kind of device could be ordered by the client, according to his/her 
own preferences  and budget,  and could  be assembled and upgraded by a  retailer  or  by a  well 
informed customer, who could do it at home and replace, add or remove any piece. Each piece of 
the hardware would be chosen, including the chassis (size, material, physical buttons, led, weight), 
the screen (resolution, ppi, resistant treatments), the mother board, the SoC (CPU), the memory 
(RAM, cache), the battery, the radio (Wifi, Carrier G4/LTE, Bluetooth, NFC, Irda, GPS), the ports 
(USB, HDMI, Power charger, external SD Card), the sensors, the built-in storage, the lens of the 
cameras (Mega pixels, video, zoom, flash), the speakers, the micro phones and the jack.

The modular concept implies that the software should also become modular, and be programmed 
with standards communication and security norms, so they can work with one another, without 
diminishing the stability nor the robustness of the whole system. The package of softwares could be 
chosen too in the purchase process by the user/owner, which will let the ability to buy everything at 
once form a single source with special guarantees, or from time to time with different sources. The 
flexibility of such a model, will procure many advantages for the consumers as well as the industry. 
The Operating System could be updated or changed without any delay, and without any constraints. 
The products could be manufactured on demand, and prices could be regulated in advance. Each 
device will be in some way personalized and correspond exactly to the need of the user/owner, but 
further more, each device could be upgraded with new hardwares as well as new softwares, making 
durability  in  time another  argument  for  each participants  of  the sector.  The resources  involved 
would be better employed, and less uncertainty or waist would be produced... 

The Hardware Layers of a Mobile Device

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUT6bZdITo8
http://www.everythingabouttablets.net/inside-a-tablet-or-what-makes-those-tablets-tick/ 
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Choosing Android Apps

There are many "top 10" or "top 100+" Apps lists on Internet, many of these lists overlapping the 
others and possibly missing the hidden gems. And with hundreds of thousands of mobile Apps 
available today, browsing for a new App from your mobile phone is really not efficient. The Apps 
markets still  need more robust sorting and filtering so you don't have to wade through. Getting 
recommended Apps automatically and regularly, is a great way to keep up with new Apps that can 
enhance your life or work. 

 
• Check your social circle for recommended Apps (in real life ;-). 
• Sign up for a free service that uses the Apps you installed to recommend more Apps
• Check out the few sites that can give you customized Apps recommendations: 

▪ Appolicious is a social App site for iPhone/iPad, Android, and Yahoo! Users (after 
creating an account) which builds your library of Apps by scanning your App folder, 
rate those Apps to get recommendations, based on your collection and your activity 
on  the  site,  view  handpicked  Apps  from  other  users,  follow  other  users, 
recommendations evolute according to installed Apps

▪ AppBrain is a similar site just for Android Apps, with less of a social-networking 
bent, the "AppBrain App" can be used to manage your Apps, share your Apps with 
others, provides broad recommendations for Apps you might like

▪ Other sites:
▪ Fresh Apps
▪ Digg-like (iPhone App rating site)
▪ AppSpace

• Browse Apps handpicked by writers you know and like
▪ Blogs or sites
▪ Social networking sites 

• Enterprise  Apps  Stores (EAS)  are  on  line  store  to  download  Apps  from and  for  the 
business  sector  (security,  management,  deployment,  licensing,  corporate  policy,  updates, 
compatibility,  cloud,  secure  channel),  bigger  companies  with  an  in-house  mobile 
development team may prefer to create their own enterprise App stores, while consumer App 
stores endeavor to get the maximum amount of users, Enterprise App Stores try to limit the 
Apps:

▪ Cisco offers both external as well as internally licensed Apps to end-users 
▪ McAfee has included basic EAS features to its general framework
▪ Apperian now includes an EAS module in its mobile development profile
▪ The  Apple  App  Store,  though  not  an  EAS,  has  a  recent  corporate  purchasing 

program in bulk 
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Android Apps Markets

Applications for Android are called "Apps" and use the extension ".apk". It is safer to download 
Apps from known and official sites, such as the official Google Play Store, as some Apps can be 
modified  and  still  have  the  right  signature.  Other  market  places  may  offer  promotions,  tests, 
reviews, ratings, comments, classifications.  F-Droid is a Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) 
market that offers a large selection of free Apps with no tracking, no ads, and no dependencies. 

Android Markets:

F-Droid http://f-droid.org/ Free and open source software (FOSS)
Google Play Store https://play.google.com/ Official Android Google Market Site
Amazone Apps Store http://www.amazon.com/mobile-Apps/ Free App of the day, promotion, demo 
Samsung Apps Store http://Apps.samsung.com Samsung drivers and Apps
XDA Developpers http://forum.xda-developers.com/ Root Tool Kit, ROM, Theme, Launcher, Widget
Android Pit http://www.androidpit.com/ Alternative Android Market 
Slide Me http://slideme.org/ Promoting small and independent developers 
Get Jar http://www.getjar.com/ Categories and sub categories with comments 
Appoke http://appoke.com/ Alternative Android Market 
App Brain http://www.appbrain.com/ Searching the Markets from a browser 
Fetch Apps You’ll Love http://www.fetchmobile.co/ App for detail search, comments, categories 
OnlyAndroid MobiHandhttp://onlyandroid.mobihand.com/ “Deal of the Day” for discount Apps 
Apps Fire http://Appsfire.com/ Discounted Apps, popular Apps, video previews 
Aproov http://www.aproov.com/ Free Android Apps, people's video on hands 
Aptoide http://www.aptoide.com/ Backup & share Apps: http://Bazaarandroid.com
Apklist http://www.apklist.com/ Free Apps New Android Market Apk

Other sites are: Appia, App Brain, Handango, Handster, Mobango, Opera Mobile App Store, Soc.io, Insyde Market, 
Brophone, Samsung Apps, Mobile9, Aptoide + Bazaar Android for Open Source free Apps, Micandi for adults Apps,  
and there’s also the Baidu App Store in China, Camangi Market in Japan and Yandex in Russia... 

• To allow the direct installation of "Non Official Market Apps":
Settings > Security Menu > tick "Unknown Sources" 

The Free Softwares F-Droid.org App
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Android Security & Privacy Issues

The security issue is becoming more and more important for Android as it is installed in phones and 
other devices all over the globe by millions of users, and sometimes used by employees to access 
privileged company informations and applications (this tendency is called BYOD (Bring your own 
device)). The  mobility and connectivity of the device increases the potential to face a risk or a 
danger  because the device moves in  public  areas  and does not  stay in  one only protected and 
familiar place. Crackers, cyber criminals and crooks count on the statistical chances to get their 
objective through, and it is obvious that the most popular and the most younger platforms have 
always been the most targeted. The openness of the code source of the Android Operating System 
may appear as a weakness and an easy way to overcome its protections, but is in fact a strength and 
a fast way to publish corrections and counter measures. In deed, the community of Free Software is  
always looking at the quality of the code source and is always improving its mechanisms.

These  security and privacy issues will always remain a threat to any computerized devices, but 
they might be less intrusives or compromising as the Android System, as well as the behavior of the 
users becomes more mature. Security should not be implemented at the cost of Privacy, Censorship 
or Freedom. Today, people should be careful with all the digital various and complex threats of 
the  communicative  world:Trojans,  Backdoors,  Viruses,  Worms,  SMS,  Downloaders,  Internet 
Transactions,  Cracker  Exploits, Botnets,  Root  Kits,  Fake  Certificates,  Flames,  Spams,  Phone 
Clonings,  Dubious  Links,  QR codes,  Strange  Updates  or  any  unknown  disguised  applications 
(whether a utility or a game, whether an APK or a JAR format) that could contain some malicious 
and hidden code (ransomwares, malwares, spywares, adwares, hijacking, greyware, cyber-warfare, 
spoofing, sniffing, phishing).
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For example, the e-banking Trojan ZitMo (when installed on a Android phone) or the Trojan Zeus 
(when installed on a computer that synchronizes the phone private data),  can transfer the SMS 
content  of  the device to  a  Command & Control  Server (C&C) and can  steal  the purchasing 
transaction information made on Internet or  mTAN (mobile Transaction Authentication Number). 
Some other applications (like FakeAV, or Plankton) may deliberately block a device for extortion, 
and the user will be ask for money to have its device unblocked. Some other applications may send 
SMS to premium-rated phone numbers. Some other application may try to gain root privilege, 
send posting on the user behalf, steal, clone or modify data (phishing, spoofing, sniffing), launch 
console  remote  commands,  push advertisements aggressively,  download secretly  some other 
application and try to spread an infection either to some other application already installed on the 
device  or  to  some  other  device 
around (through a  wifi  or  a  blue 
tooth connection). 

Money  is  not  the  only  valuable 
thing  to  be  stolen,  broken, 
falsified  or  lost.  Access, 
recognition,  influence  and/or 
private data are also important and 
valuable. There are many reasons 
that can be the drive or the under 
story  mobile  of  a  a  virtual 
offense. Stealing is often related to 
money, but there are indirect ways 
to steal cash, and gain something. 
The  access  to  the  private  and 
personal  information are  also 
potentially  valuable  assets,  and 
can  be  targeted  by  crooks  and 
other criminal organizations to put 
a  individual  person  at  risk,  with  profiling,  data  mining,  hijacking,  harassments,  blackmails  or 
coercion manipulations.

The purposes for Malicious Codes:

• Gaining direct cash or indirectly (SMS, bank account, Spam and advertisement)
• Access to a device (password, keys, bandwidth, hijacking)
• Access to the user identity (name, address, contacts, habits, files, social engineering)
• Access to the private and personal information (profiling, blackmail, corruption)

Some security Apps can prevent the misuses of Android devices, like the Anti Virus Apps or the 
Apps that monitor the permissions granted to an App, but the data based of the malicious code may 
not be always up to date and the  user behavior will always be a major vulnerability, especially 
when a device is let out of sight or borrowed y some else. There are some signs that could reveal 
that a device has been infected by some malicious code (publicity, peaks of consumption, bills, and 
these signs concern the probable effects or the consequences of an infection:
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The signs that could reveal that a device has been infected by some malicious code:

• Phone bills excessively high and data consumption on the carrier telephone 
contract is increasing (for downloading and uploading, hidden SMS to premium 
phone numbers, frequent connections to unknown servers)

• Advertisements are intrusives, excessive and more frequent than usual 
• Unexpected  or  inappropriate  Apps  are  installed (with  more  privileges  than 

needed)
• Unexpected auto reboot of the device (activation of a recent malicious App)
• Fast  draining of  the  battery  and increase  time  for recharging (background 

process)
• Poor or decrease of the performances of the device (processor over occupied)
• Unknown  and  undesired  programmed  and  scheduled  processes  in  the 

background
• Unusual  activity  and  unusual  changes  on  the  content  of  files  or  posts  on 

Internet

Security to be really implemented on an Android device should apply at  many levels: the kernel, 
the Java Runtime Virtual Machine, the system interface, the user interface, the applications, the 
security applications, the system data, the application data, the personal data, the backup data, the 
hardware,  the  network,  the  network  protocols,  the  web  servers,  the  encryption  keys,  the  user 
password, the user practices, the community stands, the society common laws, etc...

The Android Layers Security Issues
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While  security is  a  real  issue,  the Android devices  are  considered more secure than any other 
mobile device, because it is running a  Gnu/Linux Operating System, and while the threats do 
exist,  the practical reality is  that,  today,  it  is  mostly the Asian countries,  people carrying older 
version  of  Android  and  people  installing  lots  of  applications  from the  black  markets,  that  are 
potentially affected or effectively infected by Viruses, Trojans and malicious Apps (by less than 5% 
of the devices, which is hard to quantify). Never the less, it  takes only one time, and even the 
possibility of a risk is a chance that most people would not want deal with,  and that could be 
prevented by Open Source Softwares, common sense and good practices.

Though in an everyday reality, the Android platform is still quite secure yet, it is the privacy that is 
still an issue for everybody in the world and for any connected digital devices. It is well know, but 
not addressed by democratic societies, that public  governments always try to put in surveillance 
people's communications (under the pretext of ghost terrorism or national security prevalence) and 
that  private  corporations are  gathering  people's  informations  to  gain  markets  and  customers 
control (under the pretext to reach customers' fidelity, but with in fact the commercial underlying 
intention to “offer” targeted products according to people's statistical habits and supposedly needs). 
People should not be obliged to present their passport when hanging around the digital avenues, nor 
unknowingly decline their all history when entering a shop or saying “hello” to a friend. Or is this 
our “Sad World Wide Web Reality”, just because people in their vast majority just let them do and 
because governments profit from corporations' lobbying, sharing the same goals to take control over 
people's life ? Finally, private security companies are trying to sell they products and always over 
emphasize the risks of digital equipments, to play on people's fears and ignorances and to sell their 
products, often designed to gain access to the device and to collect private informations.

http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/8106/The_most_sophisticated_Android_Trojan?replyto=86075
http://www.securelist.com/en/analysis/204792254/Kaspersky_Security_Bulletin_2012_Malware_Evolution?
print_mode=1
http://www.hotforsecurity.com/blog/android-mobile-malware-report-july-2012-3066.html
http://imsciences.edu.pk/serg/2010/07/android-security-a-survey-so-far-so-good/
http://www.generation-nt.com/infection-smartphone-android-kaspersky-lab-actualite-1767932.html
http://www.linformatique.org/04-08-2013-android-4-3-sa-fonction-cachee-pour-controler-les-permissions
http://www.embedded.com/design/safety-and-security/4398993/Securing-Android-for-warfare
https://source.android.com/devices/tech/security/index.html
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Android Common Sense, Usage, Rules and Precautions

The common sense rules (to prevent and to reduce the chances to get infected, and to maximize the 
protection on an Android device, as any other digital engine):

1. Prefer strict  settings configuration and allow insecure settings only temporally when necessary (by 
switching off  the Security Settings option “Allow installation from unknown sources”)

2. Install with App Market from Trusted Sources (Google Play, f-droid.org), verify signature (md5sum)
3. Check  every  single  permission requested  by  any  new  App  (before  installing  and  granting 

permissions,  and dismiss the Apps that might require more permission and access than needed.  
“App Ops” is a new functionality for Android 4.3 that allows with the App “Permission Manager” to 
review and change each particular permission/access for each individual App), beware of APK files

4. Delete and refuse unknown and unwanted softwares, use little programs that does well one task
5. Search for the App's ratings, comments and downloads counts (before installing), write your own
6. Install, update and systematically use a full-scale and trusted Security App (Anti Virus Scan)
7. Check regularly the system log files, the integrity of files and the Apps installed (look for curiosity, 

suspicious or strange behaviors), use separate accounts for dedicated tasks
8. Clean the device from old and unnecessary confidential informations (historic, cookies, forms, cache, 

messages, passwords), before posting remember that Internet tracks and keeps everything
9. Keep the device with an up to date and stable version of the Android System (Stock Android)
10. Always  make a  backup of  the personal  data (prefer a private,  secure and separate  device  over 

services in the cloud that can be compromised), store the backup in a different location
11. Disable unused radio communication protocols and services (wifi, blue tooth, NFC, Irda, GPS, etc...)
12. Change, protect and use a strong password (Code PIN, letters, case, numbers, punctuations, signs, 

pass phrase), use non digital, non connected and non perishable support for vital information
13. Activate  a  restricted multi  user account and the  parental  control (when the device is  handed to 

children or to some else), be present and available for others, trust yourself and your own values
14. Only process banking operations within a private and secure Wifi connection (never from a public 

Wifi network that could have been already compromised and monitored, ask financial institutions to 
use a one time credit card number for on line purchases), pay in cash or exchange with real people

15. Learn  and  practice  before  rooting a  device  (acquire  the  knowledge  and  the  experience  of  the 
responsibilities to have root access), share the knowledge, help others and get involved

16. Prefer Free Softwares for the open code source, the clear community reliability and responsiveness 
(Gnu/GPL Systems, Apps and knowledges are reviewed, tested and shared by experts and hackers)

17. Stay informed and follow new technologies and digital threats (with subscription to news letters and 
participation in specialized forums and IRC channels), participate and return to the community

18. Encryption of data and communications with secure and open source protocols (HTTPS, SSL, SSH, 
Gnu/PGP, TOR), install and configure an open source firewall, change habits, use anonymous server

19. Remove the battery and the SIM card of the device when not in use (as sneaking functionalities can 
be remotely enabled and privacy endangered), live and share an honest life in the real world

20. Beware of unknown messages or SMS offering bargains, fantasy and links to click on (check the 
URL and the sender before acting),  focus on positiveness, on what really matters,  little progresses

21. Avoid centralizing all personal informations and communications in a single external space or from a 
single  source:  dispersion and diversification are one key for privacy,  make sure the data has a 
backup, is encrypted and is not accessible to anyone, even data center administrators) 

22. Think, decide, act and militate with  awareness, humility, transparency and humanity, like all data 
and communication were already compromised, infiltrated, integrated, monitored, stored, analyzed, 
anticipated, centralized, monopolized, censored, disguised, corrupted (as it is exactly the case)

23. Act and stand for the right to live in a better world, where beauty, compassion, diversity, freedom, 
joy, harmony and peace are indeed the intentions and the practices of people (be the change) 
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Android Interface Tour: gestures, motions, eyes & voice recognition

Charge the battery or plug the device to a power source before first booting out the box. Make 
sure that a good cellular signal and a Wifi  connection are available during Setup, as a  Google 
Account will be asked for syncing personal data and localization. After the first Setup, the session 
lock screen will appear and can be unlocked with a gesture (called swiping) on the lock icon (to the 
right or upward, depending on the launcher).

The Gesture feature is a generic term for all the actions done with the body. The gestures comprise 
the Android universal “Touching Manipulation” of the screen and buttons the special programmed 
“Patterns” done with the fingers, and also in a wide understanding of the term, the “Motion” of the  
device with  the hand,  the “Eye Recognition”  and tracking using the  web cam, and the “Voice 
Recognition” using  the micro phone.

The Gestures in a narrow sense  are primarily the  Touching Manipulations with one or several 
fingers on the screen (swipe, tap, pinch, tick, hold, drag & drop, rotate, keyboard swiping, letters 
encoding),  but the gestures can also designate some particular programmed  Touching Patterns 
drawn on the screen to perform a particular programmed action that has been associated to the 
pattern (to unlock the login screen with a programmed pattern, to draw/write a letter using the hand 
writing recognition, to launch a particular App when drawing a programmed sign on the screen).

The Principal Touching Manipulation Gestures

The Motions are particular movements of the device made with the hand (palm, flip over, double 
flip,  rotation,  piloting,  tilt,  shake, reaching close to an NFC tag) using the sensors or the radio 
protocol on the device to perform certain particular software actions.

The Eyes Recognition uses the front facing camera in real time to track and follow the user eye 
movements and to adapt the display accordingly (put in sleeping mode, scroll pages, take a photo 
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snapshot with a blink of an eye).

The  Voice Recognition uses the microphone of the device and a preprogrammed key phrase to 
launch a search on the Internet browser or to perform a particular action within Android.

The Gestures:

• Unlock Home Screen (by swiping the screen with one finger)
▪ Lock screen (login screen, session screen)
▪ Password (typing on virtual keyboard)
▪ Pattern (9 point square labyrinth)
▪ Facial Recognition (iris or finger print)
▪ Voice Recognition (or whistle tune :)
▪ NFC Tag (attached to a clothe or a hand clock)

• Gestures Manipulations (to be performed on the touch screen from any screens)
Swipe finger on the screen

To make appear a side menu launcher (from left & right sides) 
With some third App Launcher
Enable the Split Window Multi Tasking (Samsung software)

To switch to another screen (from left & right insides) 
To stop a running App in the recent Apps screen (to right or left) 
To scroll a page (up & down, slow || fast)
To delete a notification (in the upper left notification bar)

Single Tap
To activate (icon, button, tick a check box, widget, App, notification)

Double Tap, Triple Tap (with one or several fingers)
Press and hold (long tap or long press with one finger)

To make appear a contextual menu presenting the appropriate options 
To move a shortcut by sliding the icon to another place, screen or folder
To make appear the contextual settings of the window
To create a new shortcut on a screen 
To launch a preset App (from the home button) like Google Search

Press and tap with another finger
Press and rotate with another finger 
Drag & Drop (to a screen, a folder or the trash can)
Pinch (with two fingers on any App window)

Zoom out 
Zoom in 

Multi Touch (from two to ten fingers) 
Typing Gesture (like swipe keyboard typing, since Android 4.2)

When tapping into a “Text Box” (for entering some text)
The keyboard will appear (with the options: voice, hand writing recognition)
Drawing a letter gesture (hand writing Recognition)

Floating Windows (to watch a video while browsing the Web for example)
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• Programmed Gesture Patterns
Preprogrammed Action to activate an App (works also with some dedicated App)
Programmed Gestures (with a “Gesture App” to launch any other App)

• Motion Gestures (moving the device in the space with the hand using the sensors)
Flipping the device 

Over  to silence an incoming call (proprietary software)
Double flip to activate Google Gesture Search

Tilt the device (forward and backward)
Shake the device (from right to left)
Balance the device (downward, upward to scroll a page, with the sensors) 
Palm hand over the device screen 

Implemented with the web cam analyzing user behavior in real time
To take a screen shot (“Air gesture” by Samsung software)
To swipe on air screens while holding an icon (drag on air :)

Putting the device in the pocket (automatic sleeping mode)

• Eyes Gestures (using the web cam real time monitoring)
To scroll a page
To take a snapshot with a blink of an eye
To put the device into sleeping mode (proprietary software)

• Voice Recognition
The voice Recognition is a way to interact with a device without touching it
Tapping the Voice Recognition Button (in the App that is compatible)
The pronunciation of a key pass-phrase to activate the feature can also be used 
with a phone in sleeping mode, and allows the user to use Google Voice Now & 
Search, without touching the device that implement this feature (Motorola Moto X 
proprietary software)
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Android Interface Tour: screen, icon, widget, status & notification bar

The Android Interface flies around the Home Screen with the  Software Buttons in the bottom 
(Home, Back, Recent Apps), the Screens that may be populated with different elements according 
to  the  user  customization  (icons  or  shortcuts,  widgets,  wallpaper,  folders,  dock,  tray,  software 
buttons, notification bar, status system bar, sliding rawer from the edges), the upper  Notification 
Bar and the Status Bar.

The Android interface may look different according to the Android Version of the system, to the 
Android OEM Interface (Google Stock, Manufacturers,  Carriers),  or to the launcher installed. 
Many new features are only available with the Manufacturer interface and software, and a lot are 
available through some extra Apps to download and install separately (very often for free). Each 
new version of Android integrate more features in the system, and fix some bugs, that is why it is 
important to be able to install the newer version as soon as possible (for update, upgrades and 
security patches), but also to benefit from the advanced features natively (that were only available 
through the proprietary softwares).

The interface of an App depends on the developer choice, but there are “Google Guide Lines” that 
are  supposed  to  harmonize  the  user  experience.  Many  Google  Apps  are  integrated  in  most 
Interfaces, but many other Google Apps may be downloaded free of charge from the Google Play 
Store.

The Android Interface:

• Lock Screen
• Home Screen

▪ The main screen that appears after login
▪ The edges of the screen (up, down, left and right) are used for interactions
▪ The style of the Home Screen and the choice of the applications already installed 

may vary accordingly to the over layers put on the Android Google Stock System 
(Manufacturer, Carrier, Launcher, Custom ROMs) 

• Screens
▪ The current screen is sometimes materialized by a white dot on a transparent bar in 

the upper or bottom layout (among 5 or 7 other dots representing the other pages)
• Icons

▪ The Icons are Shortcuts to Apps which are represented by  unique icon
▪ The icons can be customized and organized in the screens, in the tray, in folders and 

in special launcher Apps
▪ To launch an App is as simple as tapping the icon once (Apps launcher)
▪ Are they Animated Icons ?
▪ The Trashcan Icon will appears in the middle of the top bar when holding an icon 

(Contextual Menu Option to delete an icon or an object)
▪ Folder is a particular icon that contain other icons, which is useful to organize Apps 

by categories in a screen
• Wallpaper
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▪ The wallpaper is the background image (for all or one screen)
▪ Wallpapers can be fixed image or animated (Live Wallpaper) 

• Widgets
▪ To show updated informations (refresh period is configurable) and to interact with
▪ Widgets are resizable
▪ The Search Bar  Widget  can be present and available from any screen (to  search 

words on Internet,  files or Apps on the device,  using the typing keyboard or the 
voice)

▪ Weather  Widgets  can  be  animated  according  to  the  current  weather  with 
representation of the sky

▪ Widgets can be downloaded from the Google Market
• Configuration of the Settings

▪ The General Settings Screen is accessed through an icon in the main Home Screen, 
inside the Tray or the Dock, or by sliding down the Status Bar

▪ Particular Settings are accessed by tapping a Toggle or inside an App 
▪ The Settings Screen presents some Sliding Button Bars to enable various  an options 

(right & enlightened) or to disable (left & shadowed)
▪ The Settings Screen presents some Checking Settings Boxes to enable or to disable a 

parameter 
▪ Tapping seven times on the “build number” enables the activation of the developers 

options (developer mode is required to enable the option “USB Debugging” which 
allows the  connection  of  the  device  with  a  computer  through a  USB cable,  and 
permits the use of remote commands with ADB and SDK to unlock the Boot Loader, 
install “Custom Recovery Mode”, root the device and install “custom ROMs”)

• Status Bar 
▪ The Status Bar is shown in the upper right bar of the device
▪ The Status Bar shows real time system informations

Battery 
Signal strength of the telephone carrier connection or the wifi router
Wifi available 
Time

▪ The Status Bar Symbols are explained (on a list or on Internet)
▪ The Status Bar allows a direct access to the Settings Screen and some customized 

toggles buttons (by pulling down the upper right curtain)
Toggle Buttons are shortcuts to switch on/off particular settings
Toggle Buttons are fast access to very often used and changing settings
Trashcan (appears in the middle of the top bar when holding an icon)

• Notification Bar
▪ The Notification Bar is shown in the upper left bar of the device 
▪ The Notification Bar is customizable
▪ The Notifications appear in resume on the Notification Bar
▪ The Notifications is detail are accessed by sliding the finger top down or pulling 

down the curtain from the top edge of the screen
Notification are piling up 
Emails, SMS messages, background notifications 
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Click on a notification to open the correspondent App
• Apps Drawer

▪ The Apps Drawer shows all the Apps installed in one screen
• Apps Tray

▪ The Apps Tray is a synonym for the Dock. The Dock is an Apple patented term to 
designate the Software Buttons at the bottom of each screen with 5 or 7 other icons 
that present shortcuts to Apps, to the Settings Screen or to some very often used 
Apps, but the concept has been reviewed and extended by Android developer. The 
Apps Tray or the Dock may always show the Menu Icon and 4 or 6 other icons that 
can be personalized. The Menu Icon is represented by 9 squared dots and is another 
term for the Apps Drawer.

▪ The App Tray or the Dock Icons or Buttons may differ with each manufacturer layers 
and may have distinct purposes:

Menu Button in the middle to open the Tray Apps screen
Recent Apps Button to access the running Apps screen 
Phone Buttons to launch the Dialer App to make a call 
Browser Button to launch the Browser App
Settings Buttons to open the Settings screen
Mail Button to launch the Mail App 

▪ The Dock Buttons will always be present on each screen (but not inside an opened 
App window), whether the device is on land scape or portrait mode (rotation)

▪ It is possible to deactivate the Dock to gain some space screen 
• Google Software Buttons 

▪ The Google Software Buttons appeared in the recent Version of Google Android to 
skip the necessity to have some physical buttons on the device. The Google Software 
Buttons  are  officially  called  the  “Navigation  Bar”  (since  Android  4.0  to  replace 
traditional hardware keys). The Google Software Buttons is a kind of a Tray always 
present (on each screen and on each App window)

▪ The Google Software Button are 3 virtual buttons with a dark background
▪ Home Button (to go to the main home screen) 
▪ Back Button (to return to the previous screen) 
▪ Running Apps Button (to see all the Recent opened Apps running in the 

background,  and  eventually  to  delete  them to  free  some space  in  the 
memory or gain some velocity) 

• Physical Buttons 
▪ The physical Buttons depends on the manufacturer design (usually a Home Button)
▪ A long press on the Home Physical Button enable to launch a preprogrammed App

• Launchers 
▪ The term Launcher can designate the original integrated interface for all screens of 

the device or a particular App installed to customize the appearance and eventually 
to optimize or to add some functionalities:

▪ Home  screen  look,  wallpapers,  ergonomic,  haptic,  icons,  themes, 
defilement effects, gestures, shortcuts, skins, widgets

▪ Third party Launcher designate the Apps available in the Google Market 
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Android Interface Tour: Software Interface & Google Apps

The Software Interface:

• Inside an App Window
▪ The Action Bar (AB) on top of the App Window (navigation, settings, options)
▪ The Contextual Action Bar (CAB) overlays the App's Action Bar for a sub-task
▪ The Navigation Drawer (ND) is a top transition panel for main navigation options
▪ The Interface is composed of different parts (Fragmented Container, List, Scrolling 

Menu, etc...)

• Copy & Paste
▪ To perform a copy and paste on a touch screen device is special since there is no 

mouse,  and the finger  is  the  only pointer  available  (a  cursor  appears  only  when 
touching into a “Text Box” with the finger or a stylus)

▪ First, touch, press & hold over the word that starts the portion of text to copy
▪ An enlightened resizable area will appear with some arrows (or  bounding handles) 

showing both ends
▪ Second, press & hold the enlightened area
▪ A contextual menu option pop up box will appear (Copy, Share, Find Web Search)
▪ Third, choose the “Copy” option to copy the selection text to the “System Clipboard”
▪ Open the App where to paste the selection
▪ Fourth, press & hold into a “Text Box” 
▪ A contextual menu option pop up box will appear (Paste)
▪ Fifth, choose the appropriate selection of text from the “System Clipboard” (if there 

are more than one)
▪ Sixth, tap on the “Paste” option to paste the selection
▪ Seventh, add some text and save or send the file
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The Software Updates:

The software updates can designate different updates (Apps) or upgrades (Android System)

• OTA (Over The Air) are Firmware updates coming from the manufacturer

• Odin is a site and an App to download and install official ROMs (for Samsung Galaxy S 
devices)

• Heimdall is the Free software version of Odin

• Push is a term to designate the way that Apps updates are performed. Push Updates concern 
the already installed Apps. The push Update is said to be push from the Server to the Client, 
ad this process is done automatically, except for the “freeze Apps” that do not allow any 
modifications. These Push Updates, for some indelicate or malicious Apps, may sometimes 
run in the background without the user acknowledgment nor consent.

The Google Apps:

Many Google Apps are available for free of charge, but not free of time nor free of concerns nor 
censorship,  as it is well  known that all private data are stored, integrated,  profiled and sold to 
corporations for commercial purposes, unsolicited advertisements and 
data mining (this  being the business model of the Google Company 
worth billions of American Dollars).

The privacy and the freedom of the people is also in danger, as it is 
also  known,  but  less  on  the  air  of  the  Mass  Media,  that  the  NSA 
(National  Security  Agency  of  the  United  States)  uses,  analyses 

compiles  and  stores  these  enormous  databases 
regrouping  and  integrating  multiple  informations 
from multiple sources and multiple formats (identity 
files,  geographical  movements,  personal 
relationships, phone calls and e-mail recordings, photo and comments published 
on  sites,  behavior,  political  and  psychology  profiling.  These  collections  of 
information coming from multiple sources and multiple format concern, not only 
all Americans Citizens (despite the American Constitution and the Treaty on the 
Fundamental Human Rights), but also all the users of the 
entire world who opened such free accounts and used such 
free services.

These foreign agencies (NSA, CIA, FBI, and so on) have been doing so, 
spying on the people for decades and with enormous budgets and high tech 

materials  (financed  by  the  public  taxes).  With  super 
computers  and  modern  complex  algorithms,  they  are 
certainly capable to recall any precise private informations 
on almost any individual person that has been connected to the web (by tracking 
the  IP address,  installing  backdoors  or  viruses  on  personal  computer,  recording 
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private conversations in a room by remotely accessing the microphone or the web cam of a smart 
phone). These personal informations, that most of us have forgotten and forgiven, and that could be 
dated for more than a decade, may come from all the major American popular sites, like Google 
Mail, Google Search, Google Map, YouTube, Facebook, Skype, Microsoft, Apple, AOL, Hotmail, 
Yahoo, LinkedIn, Amazon, Ebay, Twitter, Dropox, Paypal, etc..., and could be easily compiled and 
integrated with databases of any backbone Internet Service Provider (ISP), any national medical 
social  security,  or  any  major  big  and  transversal  corporations  (like  the  banks  consortium  for 
international  payments  with  credit  cards  or  money  transfers,  the  airplanes  companies  for 
international travels, and so on...), preparing for an unknown and unwanted  “Big Brother” of a 
“New World Order”...
 

The NSA Heat Map of the Boundless Informant Program

The Echelon and the Satellite Coverage of Global Communications
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• Google Voice commands 
▪ The Google Voice Commands enables the user to interact with the Android Interface 

with the voice and to perform preset actions:
▪ “send text to” [contact] [message] 
▪ “call” [business name and city] or [contact] 
▪ “send email to” [contact] [message] 
▪ “go to” [website] 
▪ “note to self” [note] 
▪ “navigate to” [location/business name] 
▪ “directions to” [location/business name] 
▪ “map of” [location] 
▪ “listen to” [artist/song/album] 

• Google Now uses Google Voice & respond 
▪ Google Now enable to launch some searches within Google Internet Search Engine

▪ “What is the weather” [location]
▪ Calculations
▪ Key words search

• Google Cloud Messaging
▪ Google Cloud Messaging function with a Google Mail Account, and enable the user 

to synchronize and homogenize the Gmail messages from different devices 
•

http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/gestures.html
http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/app-structure.html
http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/actionbar.html
http://android-ui-utils.googlecode.com/hg/asset-studio/dist/index.html
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/text/copy-paste.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmDH_CX2c9U
http://jbonillasaus.blogspot.fr/2013/02/google-big-brother.html
http://www.oezratty.net/wordpress/2013/big-brother-nous-surveillait-deja/
http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/danielamico9/why-nsa%E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cmetadata%E2%80%9D-
collection-should-disturb-you
http://www.infowars.com/the-nsa-has-inserted-its-code-into-android-os-or-three-quarters-of-all-smartphones/
http://thedailyattack.com/2013/06/big-brothers-toy-nsas-boundless-informant/
http://dcclothesline.com/2013/06/11/prism-big-brother-is-watching-and-censoring-you/
http://securinet.free.fr/echelon-moyens.html
http://reseau.echelon.free.fr/reseau.echelon/informations.htm
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/GopEchelon.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/echelon01.htm
http://datamining.typepad.com/data_mining/2011/08/visualization-of-google-plus-graph.html
http://massprivatei.blogspot.fr/2013/05/googles-nsa-connections-should-concern.html
http://www.chaosisgood.com/2013/02/is-consumer-profiling-modern-day.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/echelon14.htm
http://www.android-help.fr/article/meilleure-application-cloud-storage-fichiers-nuage
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http://massprivatei.blogspot.fr/2013/05/googles-nsa-connections-should-concern.html
http://datamining.typepad.com/data_mining/2011/08/visualization-of-google-plus-graph.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/echelon01.htm
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/GopEchelon.htm
http://reseau.echelon.free.fr/reseau.echelon/informations.htm
http://securinet.free.fr/echelon-moyens.html
http://dcclothesline.com/2013/06/11/prism-big-brother-is-watching-and-censoring-you/
http://thedailyattack.com/2013/06/big-brothers-toy-nsas-boundless-informant/
http://www.infowars.com/the-nsa-has-inserted-its-code-into-android-os-or-three-quarters-of-all-smartphones/
http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/danielamico9/why-nsa%E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cmetadata%E2%80%9D-collection-should-disturb-you
http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/danielamico9/why-nsa%E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cmetadata%E2%80%9D-collection-should-disturb-you
http://www.oezratty.net/wordpress/2013/big-brother-nous-surveillait-deja/
http://jbonillasaus.blogspot.fr/2013/02/google-big-brother.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmDH_CX2c9U
http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/text/copy-paste.html
http://android-ui-utils.googlecode.com/hg/asset-studio/dist/index.html
http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/actionbar.html
http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/app-structure.html
http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/gestures.html


Android Screens

The Android Home Screen Interface

Swipe Keyboard Some Google Apps Unlock Screen Pattern

 

 

 

http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9230152/Android_4.0_The_ultimate_guide_plus_cheat_sheet_?
taxonomyId=238&pageNumber=1
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Android Status Icons

The  Status  Icons  have  changed  a  little  since  Android  2.3  Gingerbread symbols,  and  can  be 
customized with a launcher or a “Custom ROM”.

The Android (Gingerbread) System Status Symbols

http://www.vincentabry.com/en/android-icons-and-notifications-symbols-2024 
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Android File System

Android File System is organized in different  partitions, like in a Gnu/Linux Operating System. 
Each of these partitions has it’s own functionality and purpose. There are mainly 6 partitions in 
Android phones, tablets and other Android devices (depending on the manufacturer device model, 
some other partitions may be available). The Partitions and the File System Type are installed or 
formatted  on  the  Internal  Storage  of  the  SD Card and  eventually  in  the  external  SD Card 
provided by an extra storage space available through the Micro SD Slot. The “/boot” partition is  
require to reboot the device on  “Fast Boot Mode” to Access the “Recovery Mode”. A “Factory 
Reset” will wipe out all the files in the “/data” partitions and restore the device in the original state 
of an unused ROM (either the “Google Stock ROM”, the “Manufacturer ROM”,  or a “Custom 
ROM”). Deleting the “/cache” partition gives a refresh to the system and may sometimes accelerate 
the system as it no longer has to manage these files. Not all partition are partitioned with the same 
file system (/system and  /data are  yaffs2 while  /sdcard is  vfat. See the output of the command 
“mount”). 

Internal Storage reserved for the system:
/boot (Kernel and the Ramdisk, needed to boot the system)
/system (Android GUI, all system applications, needed to use the system)
/recovery (Backups, access to the recovery console)
/data (User’s Data, Contacts, SMS, User Settings, Apps, Apps Data)
/cache (Frequently accessed data by the system, Apps components)
/misc (Miscellaneous, System Settings in form of on/off switches)

(CID (Carrier or Region ID), USB configuration, hardware settings)
Internal Storage reserved for the user:

/sdcard (User Data, media, documents, ROMs, Apps)
(Some “user-installed apps” may save their data and settings here)

External SD Card Storage reserved for the user:
(The mount point differs form device to device)
(No Apps Data is ever saved here)
(All the files stored there have been added by the user)

/sdcard/sd (Samsung galaxy)
/sdcard2

In the External Storage reserved for the user to install more Apps on a “Custom ROM”:
/sd-ext (This is not a Standard Android Partition)

(Popular in the “Custom ROM” scene)
(It is basically an additional partition on the External SD card)
(It is used as the “/data” partition with certain ROMs)
(It is used with the features APP2SD+ or when “data2ext” is enabled)
(It is useful on devices with little space in the “/data” partition)
(It is used to extend the possibilities to install Apps)

The Android System Partitions
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Android Tweaks

These commands can be launched with ADB (Android Debug Bridge) in SDK ("Android Software 
Developers Kit for Windows computer) from the computer connected to the Android device with a 
cable  USB ("Enable  USB Debugging")  and the  syntax  "adb command",  or  directly  onto  the 
Android device within a Terminal or a Shell (emulator). 

Boot animation: 
/system/media/bootanimation.zip (boot animation) 

desc.txt (parameters) 
xxx yyy zz (xxx=image height, yyy=image wideness, zz=images/second)
p nb pause folder (nb = times to read the sequence, nb=0 for infinite)
p nb pause folder (pause = time between each sequence, pause=0 for no pause) 
p nb pause folder (folder = location of the images of the sequence) 

.../folder/images.png (images) 

http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?p=30691312#post30691312
http://www.xda-developers.com/android/rekindle-your-bios-post-sequence-lust-with-live-dmesg-and-logcat-boot-
animations/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1025561

ADB commands:
...\sdk\platform-tools\adb.exe

adb devices (list Android devices) 
adb connect <device> (connection) 
adb reboot bootloader (reboot in Fast Boot Mode)
adb reboot recovery (reboot in Recovery mode)
adb push <localfile> <distantfile> (copy file) 
adb pull <distantfile> <localfile> (get file) 
adb install <application.apk> (installation) 
adb shell (android shell prompt) 

>ls (list directory)
>df (disk free)

http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html#commandsummary

Screen shots with the "Dalvik Debug Monitor": 
..\sdk\platform-tools\ddms.bat (screen shots) 

Real time informations: 
cat /proc/cpuinfo (processor) 

Mounting the partition system in Read & Write mode: 
su (root access) 
mount (mounted partitions) 
umount (unmounting partition) 
remount (remounting partition) 
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(/dev/block/mtdblock11 /system yaffs2 ro,relatime 0 0 ) (partition system) 
mount -rw -o remount /dev/block/mtdblock11 /system (remounting partition system) 
mount -r -o remount /dev/block/mtdblock11 /system (restoring read mode only) 

Viewing the processes: 
top (active processes) 
iftop (active interfaces) 

Firewall configuration: 
su (switch to user root) 
iptable –h (help, show command options) 
iptables –L (list active chains) 
iptables –A INPUT –s ip-source –j DROP (drop IP@source) 

Viewing the log files: 
logcat (viewing logs) 
logcat -h (help) 
logcat –f <file> (redirect output to file) 
logcat *:E (list Errors only) 
logcat –t <500> (list last #500 lines) 
/dev/log/system (system log) 
/dev/log/main (general log) 

Viewing Modules Informations: 
dumpsys battery (battery charge) 
dumpsys diskstats (storage capacity) 
dumpsys meminfo (memory use) 
dumpsys cpuinfo (processor information) 
dumpsys wifi (wireless state) 
dumpsys statusbar (status) 
dumpsys usb (usb devices) 
dumpsys sensorservice (sensors informations) 
dumpsys usagestats (statistics) 

Random actions useful for developpers to test robustness of application: 
monkey --throttle 10  --pct-motion 50 2000
(2000 random events, 50% of screen "motion", interval of 10ms) 

Manually change the settings in file configuration: 
build.prop 

To allow "Non Official Market Apps" (for installing “.apk” files): 
Settings > Security Menu > tick "Unknown Sources" 

To access to the wifi key in clear text: 
/data/misc/wifi/wpa_supplicant.conf 
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Android Booting Practices of the Industry

The "Boot Loader" (also called HBOOT) is the first program executed on the device when the 
"Power Button" is "Turn "On".  The “Boot Loader” is comprised of two elements, the IPL (Initial 
Program Loader) and the SPL (Secondary Program Loader), which are somewhat the equivalent to 
the BIOS of a computer. These two programs will make some initial verification upon the hardware 
of the device and then will charge the "Android Operating System" itself or the "Official ROM" 
from Google or from the manufacturer.

The "Android Operating System" is composed of the "Kernel" and of different "Modules". For 
example, the "Radio Module" contains the software that will enable the device to communicate with 
the telephone carrier and other wireless antennas (GPRS, GSM, UMTS, GPS) and the "ExtROM", 
that will provide the different parameters for each provider or operator. It is at this stage, after the 
Boot Loader, that it is possible to perform a flash of a new ROM, which means copying a compiled 
and compressed file into the internal storage of the device. 

The “Recovery Mode" is  reached through the “Fast Boot Mode” while holding some physical 
button on the device during a reboot. The "Recovery Mode" enable the user to reach the advanced 
functionalities of the device, such as the management, the backup and the restoration of “Original 
ROMs” like “Nandroid”. The "Nandroid ROM" is the backup of the "Original Android Operating 
System" (either from Google or from the manufacturer) and is used to restore the device in its  
original state or so to say to "Factory Reset", with all initial "Setups".

The "Recovery Mode" can be replaced by another program, called the “Custom Recovery Mode” 
(like the "ClockworkMod Recovery Mode" or the “TWRP Recovery Mode”), which have some 
additional functionalities and the ability to install some other "Custom ROMs". The management 
of ROMs comprises different operations: the clearing of the  "Cache and System Data" (which 
contain the "System On Going Settings", and which is important in order not to fall in an endless 
boot loop), the update of the  "Nandroid ROM" (with a higher or a lower version of Android, 
which will used a ZIP file), the backup and the restoration of ROMs, and the partitioning of the 
internal storage ("Internal SD Card"). 

The "Stock Android" refers to the "Google Edition" of Android as it is released officially, and 
differs from the "Developers Edition" which refers to the "Manufacturers Androids" (OEM or 
Carriers  "skins"  of  Android)  where  some  additional  "interface  layer",  "Launchers",  "Private 
Softwares",  "Background  Services",  or  "Bloatwares"  have  been  usually  added  to  the  "Stock 
Android". 

Google  Editions  and  Developer  Editions  of  the  flagship  phones  also  have  a  couple  of  key 
similarities: full-retail pricing of $600-$650 (without a contract) and unlocked Boot Loaders.  In 
order to install a "Custom ROM" (or kernels, themes and mods), the "Boot Loader" of the 
device must be unlocked, and rooted. When the device is not unlocked nor rooted, the user/owner 
depends on the "ability and creativity" of the independent community to "hack" the device and to 
provide a program to unlock the "Boot Loader". Some carriers in the U.S.A offer a chargeable 
service to unlock the Boot Loader of the device they sold, and accept to use such unlocked devices 
on their network, while some others don't. Every other carrier in the world allows the user/owner to 
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unlock the Boot Loader of their devices, though doing so, it  voids the warranty of the device. 
Some carriers  (AT&T and Verizon)  are  getting  more and more  skilled  at  preventing  the "Boot 
Loader" to be unlocked. 

While the development  community has been fairly  consistent with  hacking or  bypassing those 
"Boot Loader Locks" for the Galaxy S4 and the HTC One, there's no guarantee that the community 
will be able to unlock future device "Boot Loader" any time soon. It should be pointed out that 
Motorola customers were stuck with locked "Boot Loader" for years until "djrbliss" finally defeated 
the "Boot Loader Locks" on the Snapdragon-based Atrix and RAZR series. For this reason, Google 
Editions or Developer Editions might be the best options to unsure to be able to root the device. For 
example, once the "Boot Loaders" have been unlocked, the independent development community 
has  had an  easier  time porting AOSP to  devices  in  the last  year  or  two (it  took the  Fascinate 
community almost nine months after release to get fully-working AOSP, but devices like the Galaxy 
S3 and the Note 2 only took a few weeks to get AOSP up and running).

Aside from network compatibility (with the carrier policy), this is another reason that "Developer 
Editions" have a significant advantage over "Google Editions", (ie) the user/owner of a "Developer 
Edition" device, would have the choice, to either, opt to keep the "OEM Skin", run a "Custom 
ROM" based on the skin, or install a "Custom ROM" (AOSP-based ROM) to benefit from all new 
features of the latest "Google Edition".

Finally, some hardware features, like the treatment of sounds or images with the camera, may only 
fully function with the "Manufacturer Software" (HTC's "Sense" or Samsung's "Touchwiz" layers, 
drivers, embedded applications), and therefore may not be available when the device's system has 
been "altered". One major issue "Russell Holly" pointed out with the "HTC One Google Edition" is 
that  certain hardware features depend on "Sense" in  order to  function to  their  full  potential.  It 
remains to be seen how the "HTC One's Ultrapixel Camera" will function on the "Google Edition" 
without  "HTC's  ImageSense  Software",  and  how  "Boom Sound"  will  perform out  of  the  box 
without "HTC's Beats Software". Likewise, some of "Samsung's Features" (like the "Smart Scroll 
Eye-Tracking") won't work on the "Google Edition" of its Galaxy S4.

Meanwhile, there are Apps in the "Google Play Store" that accomplishes exactly and sometimes 
more or better that what a proprietary software does, and the  Google development strategy for 
Android is to incorporate as many Manufacturers innovations as possible in the Android System, in 
order to reduce the disparity of the Android System installed in different devices, and to ensure the 
compatibility for the third party Apps. Maybe, it would be best if the Manufacturers development 
strategy would be not to modify the Android System (so the system updates would be directly 
available  for  everybody),  and  develop  separate  Apps  and  separate  Drivers  only,  to  make  the 
difference with their competitors (such Apps could be available for anyone from the Google Play 
Store, and it would be best if every program would be released under the Gnu/GPL Free Software 
License, to ensure security, privacy, freedom of choice, reuse of codes).

Some development forums threads are touted to announce that their Apps function just as well as 
their  OEM-skinned counterparts  (like "Beats audio" packages for nearly every modern Android 
device), but there is no certainty as to know if those Apps do really perform as the Manufacturer's 
propriety  software.  When  HTC and Samsung  don't  release  their  propriety  software to  AOSP 
(because if  they  did,  they  think  that  they might  lose  some proprietary edge for  their  top-shelf 
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devices, or more likely some marketing ideas to engage the emotional buzz in the mass media), 
what are the chances that smaller and independent developers will be able to fully duplicate the 
same functionalities ? How likely is it that Samsung or HTC will release open-sourced versions of  
their proprietary Apps to AOSP, so that anybody could enjoy their propriety developments in any 
other devices ("ImageSense" on a "Google Edition Galaxy S4" or "Smart Scroll" on a "Google 
Edition HTC One"), or would such an attitude be wisely considered as a fair return to the "Free 
Software  Community",  as  they  have  benefit  from and  made  their  own business  model  on  the 
already existing "Open Source System" ?

On  the  other  hand,  the  "Google  Editions"  will  always  have  the  advantage  of  the  time  on 
"Developers  Editions":  to  offer  new timely  updates  as  soon as  they  are  released,  which  may 
contains some new features, bug fixes, or more important, some crucial security patches. Because it  
can take a longer time for the manufacturer's facility or the carrier's lab to decide or to provide a 
new update that is compatible with their modified version of Android. (Discussion "The Pros and 
Cons  of  Google  Edition  Phones"  presented  by  Jeff  McIntire  |  May  30  2013  08:50  PM  on 
http://rootzwiki.com/news/_/articles/editorials/the-pros-and-cons-of-google-edition-phones-r1897) 

The  "Custom  ROMs",  developed  by  independent  developers  ("modders",  "themers"  and 
"performance  enhancers"),  like  the  XDA  developpers  community or  the  CyanogenMod 
community, are based on the "Stock Android" or a "RC Version of Android" (Released Candidate 
under tests), and sometimes are based on a "Manufacturer Android's Skin". The "Custom ROMs" 
may offer some advantages (fix some bugs, contain additional features or unofficial features still 
under development, remove some "useless" softwares, revival old devices, tune the system to be 
faster,  more  stable  or  less  battery  consuming).  In  order  to  install  "Custom ROMs",  the  "Boot 
Loader" of the device must be  unlocked first, and second, the device must be  rooted. "Custom 
ROMs" enable the user/owner to make a complete backup of the device, to installed Apps that need 
"Root Access" or to customize the system. 

The RUU (Rom Upgrade Utility) is a program to be installed on the computer (usually Windows) 
that may communicate with the  SPL (Secondary Program Loader), and that allows to flash the 
ROM that  is  already  installed.  The  CID (Carrier  IDs)  are  parameters  that  identify  the  carrier 
provider, and are sometimes used to disable the possibility to install any ROMs that is coming from 
another source. The unlocking of the CID allows the user/owner of the device to install any ROM of 
his/her  choice (that  is  compatible  with the device and with the version of the Android already 
installed). "fastboot" is a command line program installed on a computer with SDK and ADB that 
is used to unlock the Boot Loader, to wipe the Cache & Data of the Android system, and to flash or  
to install an image of a “Custom Recovery Mode”. It may also be used to flash a system image.

Before rooting a device, it is most advised if not mandatory to backup the existing Android system. 
Many  free  Backup Apps are  available  on  the  Google  Play  Store  (previously  called  "Android 
Market") to do so (Titanium Backup, Astro File Manager, SMS Backup & Restore, Call Backup & 
Restore). These Apps allows to backup the entire system (kernel, Apps, Settings, Cache, Data) or 
just the personal data (SMS, contacts, identification of the phone calls received or emitted, files). 
The entire  backup procedure  is  called  "Nandroid  Backup"  and is  done within  the  "Recovery 
Mode". The personal data that have been saved in an external storage can be restored to the new 
upgraded system. 
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Android Boot Sequence

The mobile platforms and the embedded systems, because of their small size and their hardware 
architecture,  are  different  from a  desktop or  a  laptop computer  PC,  and the  Boot  Sequence  is 
therefor particular. 

The Android Boot Sequence:

1. Power On
2. Boot ROM
3. Boot Loader “Android Repair Logo” “Fast Boot Mode”
4. Linux Kernel
5. Init “Android Logo” “Quick Boot”
6. Zygote (Dalvik VM) “Boot Animation”
7. System Server
8. Boot Completed Broadcast 

A “Quick Boot” simply kicks the system back to step 5 (like a “telinit” command in a Gnu/Linux 
system to change the run level), and re-starts the system server. The term “Fastboot” however is a 
bit misleading, it just goes up to step 3 and then waits for commands (it is the special boot mode for 
entering the “Fast Boot Mode” and the  “Recovery Mode” and flashing ROMs or images to the 
device).
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1. Power On
At power on, the CPU is in a state where no initializations have been done, the Internal Clocks is 
not set up and the only memory available is the internal RAM. When the power supply is stable the 
mother board starts the execution of the Boot ROM code.

2. The Boot ROM Code 
The Boot ROM Code is loaded and executed. The Boot ROM is stored in a hardwired ROM in a 
CPU ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) and loaded into the internal memory of the 
processor. The Boot ROM detects and loads the Boot Loader into the RAM (using the address of 
the boot media found on a system register). Once the Boot Loader is loaded, the Boot ROM Code 
will perform a jump and the hand is given to the Boot Loader. The Boot ROM is comparable with 
the BIOS in a PC computer.

3. The Boot Loader 
The Boot Loader is comparable to the boot menu of Grub/LiLo on Linux. The Boot Loader knows 
the path in the File System where to find and load the Kernel, and its purpose is to initialize the 
external memory and to load the kernel into the RAM. The Boot Loader is composed of two stages. 
The first stage of the Boot Loader is loaded by the Boot ROM Code and executed in the internal 
memory of the processor. It is the first stage of the Boot Loader that initializes the external RAM 
and that loads the second stage. The second stage of the Boot Loader is the first program to run in 
the RAM memory. It is the second stage of the Boot Loader that finds and loads the Linux Kernel, 
and that eventually  places some  Boot Parameters in the memory for the kernel to read when it 
starts. On mobile devices, the second Boot Loader may contain some more code to set up the File 
Systems, to initialize some additional memory, to configure some network support and maybe other 
things, depending on how the device is designed. On a mobile phone it may also be responsible for 
loading some code for the modem CPU and setting up low level memory protections and security 
options.  The Boot Loader usually perform a decompression routine of the Kernel and a jump to 
pass the hand to the Linux kernel.

The Boot Loader is specific to the mother board and processor (which is an ARM architecture for 
mobile devices). Device manufacturers may use one of the popular Boot Loaders ( redboot, uboot, 
qi bootloader ) or may develop their own Boot Loader. The Boot Loader is not part of the Android 
Operating System. The Boot Loader is the place where  OEM Manufactures and Carriers put 
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their locks and own restrictions. The Boot Loader perform its execution in two stages. The first 
stage detects the external RAM and loads the program for the second stage. In the second stage, the 
Boot Loader sets up the memory, the network and some other hardware that may be required for the 
Kernel. The Boot Loader is able to provide configuration parameters or inputs to the kernel for 
specific purposes.

The legacy loader contain two files “<android source>\bootable\bootloader\legacy\usbloader”:
1. init.s that initializes stacks, zeros the BSS segments, call _main() in main.c
2. main.c that  initializes  the  hardware  (clocks,  board,  keypad,  console),  and 

creates the Linux tags

4. Linux kernel
The  Linux  kernel  is  loaded  and executed.  The  Linux  Kernel  initializes  the  “Android  System 
Setup” (setup  cache, setup  memory protections,  scheduling, specific  drivers and  modules, the 
root file systems, initialization of interrupt controllers, etc.). Once the memory management units 
and caches have been initialized the system will be able to use virtual memory and launch user 
space processes. The Kernel will look in the Root File System for the “Init Process” (found under 
“system/core/init” in the Android open source tree) and launch it as the initial user space process.

5. Init 
The Init  Process is the first root process with a  PID (Process Identifier)  equal to one. The Init 
Process is  the parent  or  PPID (Parent  PID) of every other process that will  be running in  the 
system.  All existing process will be launched either directly from him or indirectly from one of its 
descendants. The Init Process will execute the script “init.rc” and launch “Zygote”.
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The Init Process will execute its configuration file called “init.rc” (the Init process will parse the 
Init Script). This is an executable script that initializes the “System Services”, the “File System” 
and other parameters that need to be set up. On an Android Open Source Project, The Init  Script is  
located in “system/core/rootdir/init.rc”. 

The Init  Process  will  mount all  the other  partitions attached to the Root File System and will 
launch all the services and daemons that will run in the background. “Init” will mount directories 
like /sys, /dev, /proc, and change the  permissions attached to these directories. It will setup the 
global environment of the system, the network and the memory management, start the System 
Manager that will manage all the native services like location, audio, shared preference etc., and 
will start “zygote” as “app_process”.

• init   is located at init : <android source>/system/core/init 
• init.rc   is located in source tree at <android source>/system/core/rootdir/init.rc 
• readme.txt   is located in source tree at <android source>/system/core/init/readme.txt 

The Init.rc file follows a specific format and rules wich are called “Android Init Language”. The 
“Android  Init  Language”  consists  of  four  broad  classes  of  statements  (Actions,  Commands, 
Services, and Options).

• Action : Actions are the names of the different phases of Init that will trigger a sequence of 
commands. Actions have a trigger which is used to determine when the action should occur. 
The syntax goes as follow:

on <trigger> [on early init, on init, on fs, on post-fs, on post-fs-data, on boot]
[service servicemanager, service zygote]

<command>
<command>

• Service : Services are programs which init launches and (optionally) restarts when they exit.
 The syntax goes as follow:

service <name> <pathname> [ <argument> ]*
<option>
<option>

• Options : Options are modifiers to services. They affect how and when init runs the service.

At this stage the “Android Logo” appears on device screen.
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6. Zygote
Zygote  is  loaded and executed.  Zygote initializes  the  Dalvik VM,  and  then  starts  the  System 
Server.

In a Java Environment, each “Virtual Machine Instances” (VMs) are run in a separate environment.  
When  Android  launches  different  instances  of  the  Dalvik  VM  for  every  App,  then  each  VM 
consumes  lots  of  memory  and  process  time.  To  overcome  this  problem  Android  OS  has 
implemented “Zygote”. Zygote enables shared code across Dalvik VMs, lower memory footprint 
and minimal startup time. Zygote is a VM process that starts at system boot time.

Zygote preloads and initializes “Core Library Classes”. Normally the “Core Library Classes” are 
read-only and they are part of the Android SDK or Core Frameworks. This is a important difference 
with the “Java VM” where each instance has it’s own copy of core library class files and heap 
objects.

At this time the “bootanimation” appears on the screen

7. The System Server
The “System Server” is loaded and executed. The “System Server” is the first “Java Component” 
to run in the system.  The “System Server” sets up all the  “Android Specific Services” (like the 
telephony manager and blue tooth, etc.). When the “System Server” fully functions, then all the 
Android  System is  activated,  and  a  “Boot  Completed” is  Broadcast.  After  the  Zygote  stage, 
“runtime” requests Zygote to launch the “System Server”. Zygote forks a new process to launch 
System Server.

The “System Server” is written both in native and Java languages. The “System Server” can be 
considered  as  a  process.  The same “System Server”  is  available  as  “System Services” in  the 
Android SDK. The System Server contains all system services. The source code can be found in 
the “ZygoteInit Class” and in the “StartSystemServer Method”. The Start up of each service is 
currently written directly into the run method of the “System Server”.

The “System Server Source” can be found in the file at the Android Open Source Project:
“frameworks/base/services/java/com/android/server/SystemServer.java”

The services of the “System Server” can be categorized in two:
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Android Services of the System Server Android Boot Sequence

The Core Services:
• Starting Power Manager
• Creating Activity Manager
• Starting Telephony Registry
• Starting Package Manager
• Set Activity Manager Service as System Process
• Starting Context Manager
• Starting System Context Providers
• Starting Battery Service
• Starting Alarm Manager
• Starting Sensor Service
• Starting Window Manager
• Starting Bluetooth Service
• Starting Mount Service

The Other services:
• Starting Status Bar Service
• Starting Hardware Service
• Starting NetStat Service
• Starting Connectivity Service
• Starting Notification Manager
• Starting DeviceStorageMonitor Service
• Starting Location Manager
• Starting Search Service
• Starting Clipboard Service
• Starting Checkin Service
• Starting Wallpaper Service
• Starting Audio Service
• Starting HeadsetObserver
• Starting AdbSettingsObserver
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8. Boot Completed Broadcast
Boot Completed Broadcast,  is  sent to all  the Apps that  are “registered listeners”.  Once System 
Services are up and running in memory, Android has completed its booting process. At this time an 
“ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED” standard broadcast action is “fired” to the registered Apps.

Comparison between different Boot Sequences (Gnu/Linux & Android)

http://www.androidenea.com/2009/06/android-boot-process-from-power-on.html
http://www.kpbird.com/2012/11/in-depth-android-boot-sequence-process.html
http://bootloader.wikidot.com/linux:boot:android
http://javigon.com/2012/08/24/from-poweron-to-android-the-boot-sequence/
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Android Rooting Overview

Rooting needs generally to  unlock the Boot Loader and rooting methods are always changing 
(Device  Models  +  Android  Version).  The rooting process  is  particular to  every  device  and 
specific  instructions  only  apply,  and  the  procedure  depends  on  the  Root  Tool  Kit  used . 
Checking out for the most recent information on rooting a particular device is very important before 
making the attempt, as well as making a backup of the “Original ROM”.

Rooting a device allows to widen and deepened the usage of an Android device.  Unrooting and 
relocking a device that has been unlocked and rooted are usually possible  (either with the same 
"Root Tool Kit", with “Unlock Root Tool”, with ADB command “fastboot oem lock”, or just by 
reinstalling  the  "Original  Initial  Stock ROM").  "Wipe Data and Cache" is  important  for  not 
falling into an endless loop boot.  After installing the  “Custom Recovery Mode”,  it  is wise to 
reboot immediately in “Fast Boot Mode” and make a backup of the “Original ROM” with the newly 
installed “Custom Recovery Mode”, and store the backup in the internal storage, for direct restore 
from the device if necessary (before installing any other “Custom ROM”).

Installing "Multi ROMs" for multiple boot (Android + Paranoid Android + Ubuntu + Gnu/Linux) 
is possible, using "Android SDK", "ADB" and "TWRP Recovery Mode" to flash the "*.zip" file on 
the device. The image "*.img" is copied in the "../sdk/platform tool/" folder of the computer and 
flashed from the computer to the Device with the command: "fastboot flash recovery *.img" 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1cD-JXRGX8 (Rooting new Nexus 7)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufdJ16dD6x4 
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2011403  
http://lifehacker.com/5789397/the-always-up+to+date-guide-to-rooting-any-android-phone 

The difference between "jail-breaking" and "rooting" is that jailbreaks refer to Apple iOS devices 
(iPhone, iPad, iPod touch), while rooting refers to Android devices. Jail-breaking and rooting, while 
they void the warranty, are not illegal.

While jail-breaking/rooting gives more access to the device's file system,  unlocking lets use the 
device on other  wireless  carriers.  Typically,  cell  phones  were tied to  just  one service provider, 
preventing the user to choose another provider. But cell phone can be bought already unlocked 
(international device sold at the airport for example) or can be unlock, by the user, a street shop, or 
by the company itself. Meanwhile, “unlocking the SIM Card” (to be able to sell the phone and/or 
use it with any carrier or provider in the world, usually "international devices", sold for example in 
airports) is different than “unlocking the Boot Loader” (to be able to root the device). 

Definitions and differences between unlocking and rooting:

• Rooting (Android) 
• Jailbreaking (Apple IOS) 
• Unlocking the SIM Card (From carrier or provider) 
• Unlocking the Boot Loader (For rooting the device) 
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Android Boot Mode

1. Boot Loader (HBOOT) 
1.1 IPL (Initial Program Loader) 
1.2 SPL (Secondary Program Loader) 

RUU (Rom Upgrade Utility) is installed on a computer to flash the existing ROM) 
2. Android Operating System 

2.1 Kernel 
2.2 Modules 

2.2.1 Radio Module 
2.2.2 ExtROM 
2.2.3 Other Modules 

2.3 Android ROM (images or distributions of the Operating System) 
2.3.1 Google Edition ("Stock Android") 
2.3.2 Developer Edition ("Manufacturer Android", OEM' skins, Carriers extra layer ROMs) 
2.3.3 Community Edition ("Custom ROMs" developed by independent communities)

# Sometimes some Google Edition or Developer Edition are sold "unlocked"
# "Custom ROMs", based on the "Stock Android" 
# "Custom ROMs" based on the "RC Version of Android" 
# "Custom ROMs" based on the "Manufacturer Android's Skin" 
# XDA developpers community # CyanogenMod community 

3. Recovery Mode (Access via rebooting in the “Fast Boot Mode” (while holding some physical buttons)
3.1 Original Recovery Mode (Management of the "Nandroid ROM") 
(the Google or the manufacturer "Original Android Operating System") 

3.1.0 Nandroid ROM ("Stock Android") 
3.1.1 Recovery ("Factory Reset") 
3.1.2 Backup 
3.1.3 Update (higher or lower version of Android which will used a ZIP file) 
  (Carrier IDs (or CID) identify the source of a ROM) 
  (Unlocking the CID allows to installed any ROM compatible) 
3.1.4 Clearing "Cache and System Data" or "System Settings" 
3.1.5 Partitioning of the internal storage ("Internal SD Card") 

3.2 Custom Recovery Mode
“ClockworkMod Recovery Mode” (CWM)
“TWRP Recovery Mode” (TWRP supports OTG cable for USB Mass Storage)

(The program developed by independent developpers, like XDA, CyanogenMod, TWRP) 
(The program is used after the Unlocking Boot Loader procedure)
(The program for Backup & Restore, Install, Wipe Data & Cache, Mount, Settings, Reboot, Advance)
(To flash any ZIP file, like “Super SU” to root the device)

Install new “Custom ROMs
(A rooted device is needed before flashing a new ROM) 
(After installing the “Custom Recovery Mode”,  reboot immediately in “Fast Boot Mode”)
(And before installing any other “Custom ROM”)
(Make a backup of the “Original ROM” with the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode”)
(Store the backup in the internal storage, for direct restore from the device if necessary)

3.2.0 "Custom ROMs" (fixing bugs, adding functionalities, removing "Bloatware", tuning) 
  ("Custom ROM" must be compatible with the device and the version of the Android installed)

# XDA developpers community # TWRP (Team Win Recovery Project) 
# CyanogenMod community # Touch version # Non Touch version 
3.2.1 Backup (complete backup) 
3.2.2 Recovery or installation of another ROM 
3.2.3 Update to "Stock Android" (with the loss of custom configuration) 
3.2.4 Clearing "Cache and System Data" or "System Settings" 
3.2.5 Partitioning of the internal storage ("Internal SD Card") 
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3.2.6 "Additional Features" 
4. "Fastboot" is a command line program installed on a computer to flash a "System Image" 

(ADB in SDK)
(Unlocking the Boot Loader will erase all the system and its cache)
(Kernel, Settings, Cache, Apps, Apps Data, Personal Data) 
“adb reboot bootloader”
“Fastboot oem unlock” to unlock the Boot Loader (from a computer, saying “Yes” on the device)
“Fastboot flash recovery recovery.img” to flash a “Custom Recovery Mode”
“fastboot flash system system.img” (to reinstall a valid “system.img” if reboot loop)
(with “format data” before and after the reinstall of the providing “system.img”)
“Fastboot erase cache” to “Wipe Data & Cache” and reboot in that new “Custom Recovery Mode”

5. Backup a non rooted device 
(Free backup Apps: Titanium Backup, Astro File Manager, SMS Backup & Restore, Call Backup & Restore) 

5.0 Nandroid Backup with the “Recovery Mode”
(Kernel, Settings, Cache, Apps, Apps Data, Personal Data) 
5.1 Personal Data Only with a Backup & Restore App (or an OTG USB cable if possible) 
(SMS, contacts, phone calls, files) 
5.2  “Original ROM” with the “Custom Recovery Mode” (CWM, TWRP)
(Kernel, Settings, Cache)
(Make sure the Apps are saved somewhere to be reinstalled, on a computer, on the cloud)

6. Rooting (once the Boot Loader is unlocked, “Custom Recovery Mode” is flashed and “Wipe Data & Cache”
6.0 Rebooting in the new “Custom Recovery Mode”
6.1 Rooting the device by installing the “Super SU” Zip file

The “dmesg” & “logcat” output shown at boot
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Android Rooting Purposes

• "Gaining Full access" 
Root permissions to the device is granted (systems, hardware, files) to the empowered user/owner 

• "Application Control" 
Install Apps that uses root permissions 
Install powerful applications 
Uninstall other applications 
Choose precise Apps 
Configuration & look 

• "Backup all & Restore" 
With "Recovery Mode" 

Backup Existing ROM before flashing some new ROM
(backups are stored into a folder) 

"Nandroid Backup" (backup the entire device, System, Apps, Data) 
Restore the latest backup if the flashing procedure did not went through: 
"Wipe Data and Cache", before restoring a "Nandroid Backup"
 (important for not falling into an endless loop boot)

With the Apps "ROM Manager" / "Manage and Restore backups" 
By booting into "Recovery Mode" / "Nandroid" 
Restore the "Original System" for claiming warranty of the device 

With "Root Uninstaller" 
With a "Custom Recovery Mode" 

(System, Settings, Cache, Apps, Data, SMS, Phone Logs, Configuration Files, Personal Data)
After installing the “Custom Recovery Mode”,  reboot immediately in “Fast Boot Mode”
 (and before installing any other “Custom ROM”)
Make a backup of the “Original ROM” with the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode”
Store the backup in the internal storage, for restore from the device if necessary
Backup all Data 
Restore or install any ROM 

"Nandroid ROM" 
"Custom ROM" 

With the "ROM Manager" an App from Play Store 
(It allows to access previous backups without going into "Recovery Mode") 

• "Recovery Mode" 
Is where the system enables to recovery an image and where new ROMs and themes may be flashed 
Recovery Mode is enabled in most devices without routing the device 

Making backup and restore backups of the original system, and perform other tasks 
(called "Nandroid" backups) 

"Wipe Data and Cache", wipe caches and settings loaded in RAM (Random Access Memory) 
Before installing a new ROM, or restoring a "Nandroid Backup", it is best to "Wipe Data and Cache" 
Especially when transitioning from a ROM based on a older version of Android (ex: 2.1 to a 2.2)
Beware that wiping data and cache will erase previous settings and Apps (but not on the SD Card) 

"Wipe Data / Factory Reset" 
"Wipe Cache Partition" 

 Accessing the "Recovery Mode" 
Boot up the device while holding several physical buttons 
Pressing down and holding continuously one, two or three external buttons 

("Volume", "Home", "Power") 
Installing new ROMs (that have been previously copied on the internal storage (SD Card) 

• "Custom Recovery Mode" 
Using "Quick Boot" Apps to reboot in "Recovery Mode" from the system 

(low level software for backup, flash, system task) 
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"Wipe Data and Cache" (important for not falling into an endless loop boot)
("ClockworkMod Recovery Mode") ("ClockworkMod") (CM) (CWM) 

"Wipe Data / Factory Reset" 
"Wipe Cache Partition" 
("Team Win Recovery Project") ("TWRP") 

Backup the “Original ROM”
After installing the “Custom Recovery Mode”, and before installing a “Custom ROM”
Reboot immediately in “Fast Boot Mode”
 Make a backup of the “Original ROM” with the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode”
Store the backup in the internal storage, for restore from the device if necessary

Restore a "Nandroid Backup"
Install or flash "Custom ROM" 

• "Flash Custom ROMs" 
The Android Operating System is stored in a ROM ship on the device (Read Only Memory) 
A "Custom ROM" may be a version of Android or another operating system (Zip files, kernels) 
Already purchased Apps work fine with rooted device, and there is no need to buy them again 

Different categories of ROM may be classified: 
ROMs from the stock that are officially released by "Google" 

("Google Stock ROMs") ("Google Edition") 
ROMs from Manufacturers with additional "interface layer" and software

(based on the "Google Stock ROM")
("Manufacturer ROMs") ("Developers Edition") 

ROMs that port the future version of Android or RC ("Released Candidate")
(from independent developers) 
("Unofficial ROMs") ("RC ROMs") 

ROMs that add "built in" new features on the "Stock ROM"
(from independent developers) 
("Custom ROMs") ("CyanogenMod") 

ROMs that add "built in" new features on the "Manufacturer ROM"
(from independent developers) 
("Custom OEM ROMs") ("CyanogenMod") (“AOKP”)

ROMs that focus on speed, stability and battery life (from independent developers) 
("Tuned ROMs") 

• Install "CyanogenMod ROM" or "Google Edition Stock ROM" (for unlocked & rooted device): 
Backup 

Reboot in "CyanogenMod Custom Recovery Mode" 
Backup & Restore 

Tap Backup button (to start the backup on the internal storage of the device) 
Download "CyanogenMod ROM" from a computer (Zip file)

Choose the specific version corresponding to the device : 
http://wiki.cyanogenmod.org/w/Main_Page 

Download "Google Edition ROM" from a computer (Zip file)
Choose the specific version corresponding to the device : 

http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?p=43015772 
Choose the Zip file and check the MD5SUM 

Download GAPPS ("Google Apps Bundle") from a computer (Zip file)
(GAPPS are Google Play Store Apps to install other Apps)  
Choose Bundle's specific version corresponding to the same version of "CyanogenMod ROM": 

http://goo.im/gApps 
Copy the Zip files ("CyanogenMod ROM" || "Google Edition ROM" & "Google Apps Bundle") 
(There are some specific "Carrier Google Edition ROMs" that correspond to some phone providers) 
(Those ROMs will not get any of the OTA updates from the Manufacturer or the Carrier)
(Some new "Custom ROMs" may be available from the independent developer community) 
(Reversing the process, by reinstalling the initial manufacturer backup will enable the future updates) 

Copy from the computer to the device (USB Cable), at the root of the internal storage
Shutdown the device 
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Unplug the USB Cable from the device 
Reboot the device to "Recovery Mode" 

Using "Quick Boot" Apps to reboot or using the physical buttons of the device 
Make a backup of the “Original ROM” with the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode”
 (before installing any other “Custom ROM”)

Store the backup in the internal storage, for direct restore from the device
Select "Recovery" 

"Wipe Data / Factory Reset"  
"Wipe Cache Partition" 
(“Wipe Data and Cache” is  important for not falling into an endless loop boot)

"Install ZIP from SD Card" 
(which is the "Internal Storage" by default when there is no SD Card) 

"Choose ZIP from SD Card" 
Scroll all the way to the bottom of the root directory 
Select one Zip file at a time and validate to install them ("Yes Install *") 
("CyanogenMod ROM" || "Google Edition ROM") saying "installation complete" 
("Google Apps Bundle") 
"Go Back" 

"Reboot System Now" (which may take a while, as it is a new ROM) 
Showing the "CyanogenMod ROM" spinning splash loading screen 
Showing the "Google Edition ROM" four color circles loading screen 

Checking the installation in "Settings" 
Android version 
"CyanogenMod ROM" version 

• "Multi boot" 
Choosing at the boot stage which ROM to load on the device 
(Internal Original ROM, New Release of Stock Android, Gnu/Linux Ubuntu, ROMs, Kernels) 

• "Tethering" 
Sharing the wireless Internet connection of the device with another device 
Tethering over Wifi or over telephone carrier (3G) 

• "Switching signature Off" (S-OFF) 
For HTC phones use a feature called Signature Verification in HBOOT, their Boot Loader 
By default, the phone has S-ON, which means it blocks from flashing radio images 
Radio images are the code that manages your data, Wi-Fi, and GPS connections 
Switching the phone to S-OFF enables to flash new radios
Rooting does not require S-OFF, but many rooting tools will give S-OFF in addition to root access 

• "Controlling softwares updates"
RUU and SBF are manufacturer files
RUU and SBF files are how the manufacturers deliver OTA (Over The Air) upgrades 

RUU (ROM Upgrade Utilities) for HTC
SBF (System Boot Files) for Motorola 

(Modders often post leaked RUU and SBF files for flashing a “Custom ROM”)
(When the manufacturer updates haven't been released yet)
(Used for downgrading the version of the OS)
 (When a rooting method is not available yet for the newest release)

RUUs can be flashed directly to HTC phone 
Motorola users need the program "RSD Lite" for "Windows" to flash SBF files to the phone 

• "Tweak the hardware" (overclocking the processors) or hidden settings 
Rooted device with a Custom ROM often run faster because the UI (User Interface) is cleaner 
Manufacturers usually add to Android their layer of softwares (launchers, back ground Apps) 
Extend the battery life (because only chosen application will run on memory) 
"Customizing the interface" (launchers, themes, ...) 
"Secure the device" 
"Direct updates and upgrades" from the official "Stock Google ROM" are faster and more often 

• "Transfer Backups" to an external storage (computer, cloud, USB key)
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To save space on the device (or redundancy backup) 
One "Nandroid Backup" can take more that 2 Go 
When the device is loaded with lots of personal data (Apps, photos, videos, games) 
The backup on the device may not be possible (with the  limitation of the internal storage on SD Card)

Plug in the device to the computer with USB cable 
Computer:
../the-device-name/Internal Storage/CyanogenMod/Backup/the-backup-folder-with-date 

• Unrooting and relocking a device that has been unlocked and rooted are usually possible
Either with the same "Root Tool Kit"
With the App “Unlock Root Tool”
With the ADB command “fastboot oem lock”
Or just by doing a “Factory Reset” of the device and reinstalling the "Original Initial Stock ROM"
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Android Rooting Applications

Some  tools  or  Apps  may  offer  at  the  same  time  different  functionalities (backup,  rooting, 
flashing), the difference is made at the stage at which they are useful. The tools, the Apps and the 
ROMs are all binaries, but they differ in the sens that the tools and the Apps run within a system,  
and that the ROMs represent the system itself. Some Apps may only be useful for an already rooted 
device, as they might need root access to perform what they are supposed to do.

The tools and the ROMs are both copied to the internal memory of the device (the built-in internal 
SD Card), but the tools are "installed" upon a system (the tools are compiled for a system), while 
the  ROMs  are  "flashed" on  the  internal  memory  (the  ROMs  are  compiled  for  a  hardware 
architecture).  Finally, the tools are installed while the system is running, and the first "Rooting 
ROM" that is temporarily installed, is flashed at a lower mode ("Recovery Mode").

The lower "Recovery Mode" is needed in order to skip the control of permissions that will apply 
within a "Non Rooted Running System", and is used just for the purpose of unlocking the "Boot 
Loader", which will enable the rooting process. The rooting process consist in installing a system or 
a ROM that enables root access on the device, and rebooting this "Rooted System". When "Root 
Access" is gained, meaning the user/owner can boot directly a system with root access, then some 
other tools, Apps or ROMs may be installed directly and within the "Rooted Running System". 

1. Apps before rooting (not requiring root access) 
2. Apps during rooting (acquiring root access) 
3. Apps after rooting (requiring root access) 

Some Apps are used before obtaining root access (for backup or restore without root access). The 
"Root Tool Kit" is useful during the rooting process (for rooting the device), while some other Apps 
are useful after the rooting process (for managing ROMs). 

Backup Apps:

"Carbon Backup" to make a full backup to a computer
(without root access) 

"SMS Backup and Restore" to save all the texts messages 
(before rooting) 

"Titanium Backup" to back up everything up (Apps and data) and restore it afterward 
(before & after root) 

Rooting Apps:

"Google Android SDK" ("Android Software Developers Kit") 
"Android SDK Platform-tool" 
"Android SDK Tools" 
"Android Support Library" 
"Google USB Driver" or "Manufacturer USB Drivers" 
"ADB" (Android Debug Bridge) 

"Custom Recovery Mode" 
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"ClockworkMod Recovery Mode" ("ClockworkMod") ("CWM") ("CM") 
"TWRP Recovery Mode" ("TWRP")
"SuperSU" 

"Root Tool Kit" 
"NCRY ToolKit for Nexus 7" “NewNexus7Root”
"WugFresh" "Z4root" 
"Gingersnap" "Superoneclick" 
"Gingerbreak" “CF-Auto-Root file for the Nexus 7”

"Custom ROMs":

"CyanogenMod" 
"Google Apps" 
"BackTrack" 

Rooted Apps (examples): 

"ROM Manager" 
"ROM Toolbox lite" 
"Root Uninstaller Pro" 
"Triangle Away" 
"Linux Installer" 
"Titanium Backup" 
"System Tuner" 
"CPU Tuner 
"Wireless Tether for Root Users  
"Undelete" 
"avast! Mobile Security" 
"MarketEnabler 
"SD Maid" 
"SD-Booster" 
"Super Download Lite" 
"StickMount" 
"Gemini App Manager" 
"CacheMate for Root Users" 
"Root Checker" 
"Android Terminal Emulator" 
"DroidWall" 
"LBE Privacy Guard" 
"Rescan Media ROOT" 
"VM Heap Tool" 
"Samba File Sharing" 
"Set DNS" 
"adb Wireless" 
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Android Rooting Process

The rooting process depends and may vary upon the brand and model of the device, the version of 
Android already installed, the system installed on the computer and the Root Tool Kit used (the 
“Custom Recovery Mode”). It is very important to make sure that the Root Tool Kit is compatible 
with the specific device (brand and model). The rooting process is simple, first unlocking the Boot 
Loader, second installing a “Custom Recovery Mode”, third rooting the device with “SuperSU”.

-3. Upgrading Android  to the latest version of the system supported (recommended even before 
rooting), but maybe the wanted functionality exits without rooting, with an App to download or by 
upgrading the device system...

-2. Rooting without Wiping or Unlocking the Boot Loader is maybe possible for certain devices 
("Voodoo OTA Root Keeper" App for Nexus 4) 

-1. Backup with the “Standard Recovery Mode” to save a “Nandroid” backup, or with a dedicated 
App like "Titanium Backup" (because Apps and Apps Data may not be backup within the standard 
system).

0. Becoming a developer and enabling USB Debugging on the device
Becoming a developer is done by typing seven times on the “Build Number” of the device in the 
Settings About Device. Enabling “USB Debugging” on the device is done by ticking the option in 
the  Settings  Developers  Options  that  had  appeared  in  the  Settings  after  having  become  a 
“developer”. The USB Debugging Option is for the communications between the device and the 
computer with the USB cable.

The Android Build Number The Android USB Debugging Setting

 1. Downloading the necessary files (SDK, OEM USB Driver, SuperSU, Root Tool Kit)
(http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html)
(http://forum.xda-developers.com/)

Installing the SDK (for ADB and the “fastboot” command)
Installing the latest Android USB Driver on the computer (to have good communication through 
the USB cable)
Downloading the latest “SuperSU” Zip file to the computer (then to the device)
Launching the Root Tool Kit on the computer ("Root Tool Kit") 
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 2. Unlocking Boot Loader with the device in “Fast Boot Mode”
ADB and “fastboot” command before  rebooting in a new “Custom Recovery Mode”

("WugFresh", "TWRP", "CWM","NCRY", Gingerbreak may be different) 
2.1 Reboot the device in “Fast Boot Mode” (or select Boot Loader with the appropriate 

OEM procedure & OEM Bundle)
2.2 Connect USB Cable and open the Android related directory on the computer 
2.3 Copy the "Custom Recovery Mode Image" to the “SDK Platform-Tool” directory 

on the computer (for example “ClockworkMod Recovery.img”)
2.4 Copy the file “SuperSU.zip” to the root file system of the device 
2.5 Unlock the Boot Loader of the device (from the computer)

“fastboot oem unlock”
Say “Yes” on the device (Volume buttons for navigation & Power for Enter)
“fastboot reboot bootloader”
Seeing “unlock” on the device

2.6 Flashing a “Custom Recovery ROM” (on the computer)
“fastboot flash recovery recovery.img”

2.7 Wiping all “Data & Cache” from the memory (on the computer)
“fastboot erase cache” (on the computer, for no endless boot loop)

2.8 Reboot in "Fast Boot Mode" >> "Recovery Mode" (on the device)
2.9 After installing  new “Custom Recovery Mode”

Reboot immediately in “Fast Boot Mode” >> “Custom Recovery Mode”
Make a backup of the “Original ROM” or the “On Going ROM”
With the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode”
Before installing any other “Custom ROM”
Store the backup in the internal storage, for direct restore from the device

3. Rooting Device
3.1 "Wipe Data and Cache" inside the newly installed “Custom Recovery Mode” (this is 
important because if the device is rebooted, then it might fall into an endless loop boot)
3.2  Install  the  “SuperSU.zip”  with  newly installed  “Custom Recovery  Mode”  (on  the 
device)

3.2.1 Select the “SuperSU.zip” that was copied at the root of the file system
3.2.2 Clic install 

3.3 Reboot the device to the old Android rooted system 
3.4 Check the root access (with a rooted App) 

4. Restoring Backup (if necessary with "Titanium Backup") 

5. Installing a "Custom ROM" (is the next step after rooting a device and the "CyanogenMod 
ROM" is a Free Software and the most known of the Custom ROMs). The procedure can be done 
with different methods:

5.1 With the “Custom Recovery Mode”
5.2 With the App “ROM Manager”
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The TWRP Custom Recovery Mode Interface

The Android Fast Boot Mode Screen The Android Unlock Boot Loader Screen

6. Rooting and installing Ubuntu 

The rooting process can be done under a  Gnu/Linux  system, here is a procedure for rooting the 
Nexus 7 first generation and installing Ubuntu on Android:
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Adding the repository on the Gnu/Linux computer and installing the package for Nexus 7
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-nexus7/ubuntu-nexus7-installer
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install ubuntu-nexus7-installer

Reboot in “Fast Boot Mode” on the Android device and plug the USB cable to the computer 
sudo fastboot devices

1234567891234567 fastboot
Unlock  the  Boot  Loader and  restart  the  Android  device  (also  done  by  accepting  the  screen 
“Unlock Boot Loader, May void the warranty” on the device and pressing the Power Button)

sudo fastboot oem unlock
sudo fastboot reboot bootloader

Launch the “Ubuntu-Nexus7-Installer”
Restore the Android System in case of problems, after downloading the image:

wget https://dl.google.com/dl/android/aosp/nakasi-jro03d-factory-e102ba72.tgz
tar zxvf nakasi-jro03d-factory-e102ba72.tgz
Reboot the device in “Fast Boot Mode”
cd nakasi-jro03d/
sudo ./flash-all.sh

http://korben.info/android-mise-a-jour-sans-perdre-root.html
http://www.techxtras.blogspot.in/2013/04/clockworkmod-cwm-recovery-and-twrp.html
http://droidviews.com/2013/how-to-root-verizon-galaxy-s4-sch-i545-and-install-cwm-recovery-on-it/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2382051
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM3CBtAaoWU&list=UUk1SpWNzOs4MYmr0uICEntg
http://www.faclic.com/comment-installer-ubuntu-sur-nexus-7-12856.html
https://dl.google.com/dl/android/aosp/nakasi-jro03d-factory-e102ba72.tgz
https://bugs.launchpad.net/ubuntu-nexus7
http://webtrickz.com/guide-to-unlock-bootloader-of-samsung-galaxy-nexus/
http://spyzrus.com/what-is-rooting-an-android-phone-how-to-do-it/
http://www.gizmodo.co.uk/2013/02/how-to-root-nexus-4/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/androidroot/
http://www.goandroidmarket.com/2013/03/advantages-and-disadvantages-android.html
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1999069
http://www.tux-planet.fr/comment-rooter-le-google-nexus-4/
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Android Rooting Requirements

Before rooting,  it  is  important  to  review the process,  make some good  research and look for 
feedback for the same device and the same Root Tool Kit. While rooting it is important to check 
on the computer the version of the USB drivers, To charge fully the battery of the device and to be 
sure to have access to a good Internet connection.

The checking list before going for root:

• USB Cable + Computer + Device 
• Internet + Battery Charged + Electricity powering the computer 
• Up to date "Manufacturer USB Drivers" installed on the computer and matching the device 

model 
• Reading ... Sharing ... Chatting ... Learning ... Questioning ... Thinking ... Experimenting ... 

Sharing ... 
• Backup of the “Original ROM”
• Choosing the specific ROM that matches the Device Model and the version of Android 

installed (this is the main reason to brick a device)
• A semi brick device is when Android can be easily restore (for example, when a boot loop 

occurs, if the SuperSU file was not copied to the device, but still TWRP Recovery Mode ask 
for rooting the device, this may cause a boot loop)

• Choosing between the  Root  Tool  Kit  that  may apply  to  the  situation  (Device  Model  + 
Android Version) 

http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2380913
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Android Unlocking the Boot Loader Overview

Unlocking the Boot Loader is the critical point in a rooting process. For the hacker it is the hard  
part, as a way must be find to access it and write on it (to go around the Manufacturer or Carrier 
intention and measures to lock the device they have sold), and for the user/owner of the device it is  
the choice that must be evaluated and decided. It is the first step of a rooting process, and sometime 
in some cases the unlocking of the Boot Loader may not be reversible. The unlocking procedure 
will erase all data, and usually will vanish the warranty of the device by the manufacturer or the 
Carrier (even though it is in general possible to return the device in its original state).

Important information before unlocking the Boot Loader:

• Unlocking the Boot Loader will erase all data, as it performs a blank "FACTORY RESET
• Unlocking the Boot Loader will vanish the warranty, as the device is in "altered state"
• Locking back the Boot Loader is possible if in the need to restore the device to its original 

state for repair/service/warranty purposes
“fastboot oem lock"
Unlock Root Tool

• Rooting the device without Unlocking the Boot Loader is sometimes possible and called 
"ROOTED STOCK"

• Unlocking the Boot Loader allows to root the device within a “Custom Recovery Mode” 
and to install  “Custom ROMs” or  “Kernels”,  and to customize the  “Boot Animation” 
(bootscreen)

▪ "fastboot oem unlock"
▪ "fastboot flash recovery recovery.img"
▪ "CUSTOM RECOVERIES" (ROM, .zips)
▪ “CUSTOM KERNELS” (boot.img)

• Flashing  a  “CUSTOM RECOVERY” or  “KERNEL” without  using  the  “fastboot” 
command is possible with "dd" command:

▪ In either "Android Terminal Emulator"
▪ Via an "ADB shell"
▪ Elite Kernel 
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Android Boot Animation

The Boot Animation is an animated image shown at boot when the device is loading the Kernel. 
The Boot Animation Logo is commonly a compress Zip file and named “bootanimation.zip” (for 
Samsung's devices it might be a ".qmg" file placed in the directory “/system/media/”). The Boot 
Animation can represent the logo of the manufacturer of the device, another  logo or a  mascot in 
movement, an animation of some sort or a  Throbber (indicating that the system is waiting for a 
task to finish).

The pathnames on the device and filenames may be different according to the manufacturer device 
and its proprietary “overlayer” of the Android System. Generally the Boot Animation file is using 
the image format 480x800 and runs at 30 FPS (Frames Per Second). Generally, the device must be 
rooted in order to install a Boot Animation File. The size of the Boot Animation File may slightly 
extend the boot process by a few seconds depending on its weight.

The Boot Animation File can be installed on the device through different methods, with ADB from 
a computer connected to the device with an USB cable (for non rooted devices), or from the device 
itself  (when  the  device  is  rooted),  with  the  App  “Terminal  Emulator”, with  the  App  “Root 
Explorer”, with  “TWRP Custom Recovery Mode”, or with a dedicated App downloaded from 
the Google Play Store, like “Boot Animation Root” which propose more than 300 “Custom Boot 
Animations” for smartphones and tablets. The Boot Animations Formats generally depends on the 
size of the display and requires the App “Busybox” for root access. The Boot Animation can be 
accompanied  with  a  customized  sound,  and  the  shutdown sound  can  be  deactivated  (here  on 
Samsung's device):

“/system/media/audio/ui/PowerOn.ogg”
“/system/media/video/shutdown/shutdown.qmg

The ADB method (non rooted device):
Install the android  SDK on the computer and connect the device to 
the computer via an USB cable
Open the Command Prompt on the computer
Change the current directory to the SDK tools folder where ADB is 
located:

“cd C:\android-sdk-windows\tools”
Enter the following code in Command Prompt:

adb remount
adb push c:\temp\bootanimation.zip /data/local/bootanimation.zip

adb shell
reboot 

The Terminal Emulator method (rooted device):
Connect the device to the computer via an USB cable
Locate  the  “Android  Device  Directory” newly  mounted  on  the 
computer file hierarchy
Rename the Boot Animation File to “bootanimation.zip”
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Copy the downloaded “Boot Animation File” to the “sdcard” directory on the device:
“cp bootanimation.zip ../Android/sdcard/”

Unplug the USB cable from the device, open the App “Terminal Emulator” on the device and 
enter the following code to install the Boot Animation File:

su ; cp /sdcard/bootanimation.zip /data/local/bootanimation.zip ; reboot
or dd if=/sdcard/bootanimation.zip of=/data/local/bootanimation.zip ; reboot

The Root Explorer method (rooted device):
Connect the device to the computer via an USB cable
Locate the “Android Device Directory” newly mounted on the computer file hierarchy
Rename the Boot Animation File to “bootanimation.zip”
Copy the downloaded “Boot Animation File” to the “sdcard” directory on the device:

cp bootanimation.zip ../Android/sdcard/
Unplug the USB cable from the device
Open the App “Root Explorer” on the device and 
Copy and Paste the “/sdcard/bootanimation.zip” to “/data/local/”

cp /sdcard/bootanimation.zip /data/local/
Change the permission to read/write (rw) for the “bootanimation.zip” file

chmod +rw /sdcard/bootanimation.zip
Reboot the device

Here is an example of installation on a Motorola device:
Download the “bootanimation.zip” file from the Internet
Make sure the file is named “bootanimation.zip”
Download the Motorola USB Drivers and install them on the computer.
Install the Android SDK correspondent to the system installed on the computer.
Plug the device to the computer with the USB cable.
Open a command line terminal on the computer
Change the current directory to the “SDK Platform Tool Directory”

“../android-sdk/platform-tools/”
Copy the “bootanimation.zip” file into the “platform-tools” folder
At prompt of the command line  push the Boot Animation File, by typing the following 
code where “/data/local” is the directory on the Motorola device to copy the Boot Animation 
file:

adb push bootanimation.zip /data/local
Unplug the USB cable from the device
Reboot the device
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http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=905538
http://droidboots.com/downloads/boot-animations/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/03/12/bootscreen-roundup-series-part-1-5-bootscreens-that-will-really-turn-your-phone-on/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/01/20/android-lovers-meet-awesome-custom-boot-animations/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/03/11/tutorial-a-new-bootscreen-will-make-waiting-for-your-phone-to-turn-on-suck-less/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/05/19/bootscreen-animation-roundup-part-4-is-that-a-tesseract-in-your-pocket-or-are-you-just-happy-to-
see-me/
http://infectionist.com/misc/droid/bootanimations/matrix_green.zip
http://www.highimpacthalo.org/forum/showthread.php?t=55499 
http://m.droidforums.net/forum/droid-hacks/13556-matrix-bootanimation.html
http://www.mobilespie.com/459/custom-boot-animation-logo-installation-help-guide/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2063280
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2037324
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PR4Rsdgtc0I
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2032019
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2145537
http://www.droidforums.net/forum/droid-hacks/81766-custom-boot-logos-who-wants-one-70.html
http://www.androidauthority.com/android-boot-animations-paolo-ceric-235006/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2334927
http://sourceforge.net/projects/androidroot/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=755265
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Android Unlocking & Rooting Warnings

Please make sure to  make your own research and  apply the correct and updated procedure 
according  to  your  own  device  model.  Thank  you  for  reading  these  warnings  for  a  better 
understanding of the responsibilities and issues involved in the process of rooting a device. In no 
mean, the author of this document could be held responsible or accountable for any software or 
hardware damages of any kind made to any kind of device by following the instructions and advises 
published in this documentation. This documentation is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY 
or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. (disclaimer).

*************************Warning & Disclaimer*************************************
1. Always make a full backup of the device 
2. Unlocking the Boot Loader will erase all data, as it performs a "FACTORY RESET" 
3. Unlocking the Boot Loader will vanish the warranty, as the device is in "altered state" 
4. Beware of exotic sites that offer download for malicious code could have been injected in Apps, links, ToolKit or ROMs 
5. Never stop an on going flashing process  , as it may damage the software on the ROM and "brick" the device 
6. Safer it may be to disable radio communication like telephone, Wifi, Bluetooth, NFC, Irda, GPS on the device
7. Safer it may be to unplug the USB cable attached to the device for reboot while rooting
8. Beware of Some old rooting Apps may brick the device on new version of Android (“ChainFire3D”) 
9. Updating a rooted system with the Manufacture Service may cause to unroot the device and loose all settings   
10. Updates from the Company that tweaked the Stack Android are more sparse, lag and subjected to be stopped     
11. All files should be downloaded from a known or trusted source and the integrity verified with the MD5 sum before 

use (ROMs, Images, Drivers, Root Tool Kit, Applications) 
12. A "bricked device" is a device that won't boot no more, unusable or spinning in an endless loop (as useful as a brick) 
13. A "bricked device" can occur if the "ROM's device" does NOT match the Model of the device, or while downgrading 

(! Wrong file, (ie) the ROM was intended for another device, or wrong driver for the touch screen !)
 (! Downgrading the version of the Operating System installed on the device in order to apply a Root Tool Kit !) 

14. Some "bricked device" can be repaired and reinstalled   
15. Sometimes running several times the process of the Root Toolkit will finally flash correctly the ROM
16. Beware of  Apps that requires root access on a rooted device. Rooted devices increases responsibilities and Security 

Risks: Installing software from unknown sources (or non-official sources) as the rooted device offers root privilege. There  
is always the theoretical possibility that something malicious could be included in a software package, unless it has been  
checked at the code source level by programmers experts. By rooting, one could potentially be giving someone Superuser 
rights to the phone via an App or a ROM. Only use of "trusted ROM's" and research properly before installing anything.

17. Potential Hardware Damage when overclocking the CPU, there is the risk of burning out the processor or circuits with the 
heat. Set fail-safe limits to stay within hardware potential.

18. In no mean, the author of this document could be held responsible or accountable for any software or hardware damages of  
any kind made to any kind of device by following the instructions and advises published in this documentation. This 
documentation  is  distributed under  the  Gnu/GPL license with  the  hope  that  it  will  be  useful,  but  WITHOUT ANY 
WARRANTY;  without  even  the  implied  warranty  of  MERCHANTABILITY  or  FITNESS  FOR  A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. (disclaimer)

*************************Warning & Disclaimer*************************************

ClockworkMod! 

ClockworkMod  Recovery  (CWM)  enables  to install,  update,  or  upgrade  both  official  and 
unofficial ROMs (known as ‘custom’ ROMs). It also enables  advanced recovery and backup 
methods, and one can mount the USB storage to transfer files between the device and a PC while 
remaining in the recovery mode (very helpful for if you have a bricked device and can’t boot into 
Android or if you simply don’t want to do another reboot to transfer a file you forgot). Partitioning 
the SD card and wiping user data, dalvik cache, and battery stats are some other capabilities of 
ClockworkMod.  Aside  from installing  custom ROMs,  ClockworkMod often  makes  it  easier  to 
perform other Android hacks such as rooting, enabling lag fixes, etc...
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One of the common options ‘that just works’ for installing ClockworkMod recovery on your device 
is  to first root the device then download and install  the  ROM Manager application from the 
Google Play Store; after installing the application, you just have to run it and select the first option 
in it: “Flash ClockworkMod recovery”. If your device has an official version of ClockworkMod 
recovery released for it, you will most likely be successful in flashing ClockworkMod recovery to 
your device. But, this method does not work on some devices like the Samsung Galaxy S series 
devices (due to some extra layer of protection) and on certain other devices (due to reasons related 
to the availability of ClockworkMod for the devices or due to some limitations of the devices). Plus 
Google has started protecting recovery on Android 4.x and higher so that adds another level of 
complexity when it comes to installing ClockworkMod.

Bottom line:  There is no one standardized way to install  ClockworkMod and it  varies from 
device to device. If flashing ClockworkMod recovery using the ROM Manager method does not 
work for your device or if you are looking for alternative guides for installing ClockworkMod on 
your device(s), just keep following the dotTech guides on installing ClockworkMod recovery; we 
will be writing guides on how to install ClockworkMod recovery on various devices. You can let us 
know which device(s) you would like us to write about specifically through the comments below 
and we will try to fulfill your requests.

How to access the Recovery Console ? Once you have ClockworkMod recovery, you want to access 
it, right? Or maybe you haven’t installed ClockworkMod recovery and want to access your default 
recovery. How do you do that? I may sound like a broken but just like ClockworkMod installation 
procedures vary from device to device, so does the method for accessing recovery.

The good news is that manufacturers like to standardize how to access recovery for all there devices 
so  most  devices  of  the  same manufacturer  share  the  same method.  For  most  Android  devices 
manufactured by Samsung, the recovery console (Android recovery or any other custom recovery 
like ClockworkMod) can be booted into by turning off the device, and then turning on the device 
while holding the ‘Volume down’ and ‘Home’ buttons pressed until you see the Samsung logo. For 
devices from other manufacturers, other methods include: turning off the device and holding the 
‘Volume down’ or ‘Volume up’ button pressed while switching on the device (Volume down/up + 
Power);  turning off the device and holding the ‘Volume down’ and ‘Volume up’ buttons  while 
powering on the device; etc. — it varies. In many situations you are not taken directly to recovery 
mode but rather have to select “RECOVERY” option after performing the two/three finger salute.

If you have managed to install ClockworkMod, you can easily reboot into recovery by selecting 
“Reboot into Recovery” option from the ROM Manager App. If you have  ADB installed on 
your computer, you can choose yet another path to access recovery  that works for all devices. 
Enable  USB debugging  from Settings  ->  Applications  ->  Development  (or  System settings  -> 
Developer options on Android 3.x and 4.x). Then, connect your device to the computer, and enter 
“adb reboot recovery” (without quotes) in a command prompt. ClockworkMod is probably one of 
the best things to happen to Android. It has helped open doors that might have remained closed 
otherwise. But be sure to use it wisely otherwise you may have a bricked device!

http://dottech.org/76648/what-is-clockworkmod-cwm-recovery-and-why-do-we-use-it-dottech-explains/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2380913
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Rooting Example with Nexus 4 in 2012

Here is an example in French of rooting for a Google Nexus 4 in late 2012
(“Fast Boot Mode” = Volume Down + Power): 

http://www.tomshardware.fr/articles/root-android-rom-smartphone,2-837-4.html
 
Following with the particular procedure for several different devices, each procedure being specific 
to each device, as well as the version of Android already installed, and the Root Tool Kit used. 

Programs downloaded:

Google Android SDK http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
 CWM SuperSU v1.32 

ClockworkMod Recovery Touch 6.0.3.1-mako 
CyanogenMod 10.1.0-RC5-mako 
Google Apps 20130301 (CM 10.1) 

Procedure: 

BACKUP: 

00/ Personal Backup with "Titanium Backup" 
00/ Nandroid Backup with "Recovery Mode" 

UNLOCK BOOT LOADER: 

01/ USB Debugging 
02/ Check battery 
03/ Install SDK 
04/ Launch "SDK Manager.exe" 
05/ Install latest version of SDK and USB Drivers: 

Android SDK Platform-tool 
Android SDK Tools 
Android Support Library 
Google USB Driver 

06/ Check Internet connection 
07/ Shut down the device 
08/ Reboot in “Fast Boot Mode” with physical button on the device 
09/ Connect the device to the computer with USB OTG Cable 
10/ Launch ADB Shell 
11/ Change current directory to "X:\...\Android\android-sdk\platform-tools\" 
12/ "fastboot oem unlock" to unlock the Boot Loader and wipe out all data (say “yes” on device)
13/ Copy the SuperSU file "UPDATE-SuperSU-v1.32.zip" at the root of the SD Card 
14/ Shut down the device 
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ROOTING DEVICE: 

15/ Reboot in Fast Boot Mode holding physical button on the device 
16/ Connect the device to the computer with USB OTG Cable 
17/ Launch ADB Shell 
18/ Change current directory to "X:\...\Android\android-sdk\platform-tools" 
18/ Copy the ClockworkMod Recovery file "recovery-clockwork-touch-6.0.3.1-mako.img" into the 
current directory 
19/ Rename the ClockworkMod Recovery file to "customrecovery.img" 
20/ "fastboot flash customrecovery.img" to flash the new “Custom Recovery Mode” to the device 
21/ Select the option "Install .zip from the SD Card" 
22/ Choose the file "UPDATE-SuperSU-v1.32.zip" to root the device 
23/ Reboot the device with the option "Reboot System Now" 

INSTALL CUSTOM ROM: 

24/ Copy the CyanogenMod ROM file "cm-10.1.0-RC5-mako.zip" to the SD-Card 
25/ Rename the CyanogenMod ROM file to "update.zip" 
26/ Copy the Google Apps file "gApps-jb-20130301-signed.zip" to the SD-Card 
27/ Reboot in Fast Boot Mode holding physical button on the device 
28/ Connect the device to the computer with USB OTG Cable 
29/ Launch ADB Shell 
30/ Change current directory to "X:\...\Android\android-sdk\platform-tools" 
31/ "fastboot boot customrecovery.img" to reboot the device onto the “Custom Recovery Mode” 
32/ Select the option "Wipe data/factory reset" 
33/ Select the option "Wipe cache partition" 
34/ Select the option "Install .zip from SD card" 
35/ Choose the file "update.zip" to install the CyanogenMod ROM 
36/ Wait for the installation to complete 
37/ Select the option "Install .zip from SD card" 
38/ Choose the file "gApps-jb-20130301-signed.zip" 
39/ Wait for the installation to complete 
40/ Reboot the device with the option "Reboot System Now" 
41/ Wait for the first reboot of the new ROM 

The Nexus 4 Device
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Rooting Example with  Nexus CRY Root Tool Kit

0/ Check if Internet is fully operating 
0/ Check if the Battery of the Device is fully charged 
0/ Download the latest applications (Root Tool Kit, Android USB Driver) for computer 
-(With Windows, Nexus 7, Android up to 4.2.2 and NCRY Root Tool Kit) 
-(With "WugFresh" the "Busy Box" Apps needs to be installed on the device to complete the root?) 
-("Busy Box" Free Apps can be installed without rooting the Device) 

Computer: Install the "Windows Android USB Driver" for the version of the OS installed on the computer 
Computer: Install "Root Tootlkit" on the computer system, eventually after extracting the file downloaded 
Computer: Launch the "Root Tool Kit" 
Computer: Upgrade the Root Tool Kit with Internet if require 
Computer: The "Nexus 7 Root Tool Kit" provide a Button "Initial Setup" to verify the "Android USB Driver" 

Click "Full Driver Installation Guide" 
Popup Window 
Third tab, "Step 3" indicates the procedure of the installation of the "Android USB Driver" 

Button "Full Driver Test" to perform the verification 
Check for a "Success Message" 
If a "Failure message" appears 
Then follow the instructions on the first Tab ("Step 1") to reinstall the driver 
Return to "Step 3" to check again the "Android USB Driver" 

1/ Enabling the "USB Debugging Mode"  
Tablet: Launch "Settings" Apps / "About Tablet" / Click seven times on "Build Number"

(to become developer) 
Tablet: Back Button / See "Developer Options" that newly appeared 
Tablet: In "Settings" / "Developer Options" / Check to enable "USB Debugging" 
Tablet: Home Screen Button 

2/ Plug the "On The GO USB Cable" to the computer and the phone or the tablet (called here "Device") 
Computer: See "Device connected" 
Tablet: See "Device connected" (Notification: "USB Debugging connected") 

3/ Backup All Data (because the "Fast Boot Unlock" will wipe out all data on the Tablet ROM) 
Tablet: Backup (System + Data + Applications) from the Tablet to the Computer 

4/ Unlocking the Boot Loader 
Computer: Verify Internet connection (as the Root Tool Kit will need to download some files) 
Computer: Select "Boot Loader" on the Menu in the "Root Tool Kit" (or "Fast Boot Menu") 
Computer: Choose the Tablet Model (with Version + RAM) and Android System Version 
Computer: Click on the Button "Start" for installation on the Tablet 
Tablet: Press "Volume Button" to enlighten "YES" to "Unlock Boot loader" 
Tablet: Press "Power Button" to validate the choice 
Tablet: The Tablet will be unlocked and reboot 
Tablet: Proceed through the Welcome procedure (name, Wifi, Google Account) 
Tablet: Enabling the "USB Debugging Mode" 

(See phase N°1), this phase is repeated as the content inside the device has been cleared
Computer: (?See if the "Fast Boot Mode" is enabled?)

(maybe the tablet need to have some Google Drivers to show it ?)

5/ Rooting the Device 
Computer: Choose "Root Button" with the "Nexus 7 Root Tool Kit"

Or follow direction below with "NCRY Root Tool Kit" 
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Tablet: Restart the Tablet in "Fast Boot Mode" 
(by pressing and holding at the same time the Buttons "Volume Down" and "Power" for the Nexus 7) 
(Depending on the device, different keys are applying) 

Tablet: The Flash Screen is showing an opened robot and should write in red letter "unlocked" 
Computer: Select "Root" on the menu in the Root Tool Kit. 
Computer: Choose the Tablet Model (with Version + RAM) 
Computer: Click on the Button "Start" for installation on the Tablet 

The rooting procedure is rebooting the device 
Then it loads a temporary "Kernel Image" into the RAM of the device 
Then it downloads some "Other Files" to the computer 
Then, while pushing those files to the device, it roots the previously "Unlocked Boot Loader" 
Then finally, it restarts the device in "Fast Boot Mode" 
To install a "Custom Recovery Rom" in the device booting directory (with "WugFresh") 
If this option was checked in the "Root Tool Kit" before launching the rooting procedure. 

6/ Restarting the Device 
Tablet: Restart the Tablet in "Normal Mode" 

(by pressing "Power" Button) 
The "flash booting screen" should show the "Google Logo" and a "Lock Unlocked Image" 
Several reboots may be processed automatically showing the "colored X Logo" 

7/ Enabling the "USB Debugging Mode" 
Tablet: (See phase N°1), this phase must be repeated as the content inside the device has been cleared 
Tablet: Unplug the USB OTG Cable 

8/ Completing the rooting procedure 
Tablet: The "Super User" App may have been installed through the rooting procedure and should be launched 
Tablet: Launch the "Busy Box" Free Apps or install it for Shell Gnu/Linux Tools 
Tablet: Check the permissions with "Super User" and "Root Checker Pro" 
Tablet: Reset the counter with "Triangle Away" 
Tablet: Install "Super User APK" from "ChainFire" (XDA developer) 
Tablet: Install "Titanium Backup" and make a backup 
Tablet: Install "BotBrew Basil" to enable "apt-get" commands (need a "Bootstrap Procedure"?) 
Tablet: Install the SSH client "ConnectBot" and "Terminal" to launch commands 
Computer: Install "ADB" to communicate with a computer through USB 
Tablet: Install "Linux Installer" to be able to install Debian in a "chroot" along with Android 

(When installed and before exiting, need to Unmount the "chroot" before unmount the "loop file") 
Tablet: Install "VNC Server" to view any X11 graphical application through the "VNC Viewer"  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyIxDO2vpco
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?p=20205435  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8bhP2ueoJk
http://ndroidtechnology.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1cD-JXRGX8
http://nexus7root.com/new-nexus-7-root/how-to-root-new-nexus-7-2013/
http://fr.ubergizmo.com/2012/10/nexus-4-fuite-du-manuel-utilisateur/
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Android Apps Library 

The App Drawer show all the Apps installed on the device.

The Apps installed on a device can also be seen in the different screens where shortcuts with the 
correspondent icons have been put and organized.
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Generally an App is downloaded from the Holo Interface of the device itself, using the Wifi or the 
telephone carrier connection, and using an “Android Market App” that will connect to the Market 
Server.  It  is  possible also to download an  “.apk” file directly from the device itself  or from a 
computer and transfer it to the device (and to install, or  “side load”, the “.apk” file with the App 
“Easy  Installer”  or  “ES  Explorer”,  this  requires  to  have  enable  in  the  Settings  the  option 
“Unknown Sources”). The Google Play Store is the official repository of Apps for Android, while 
F-Droid.org  is the Market Place to go to find Free Software Apps for Android. Some  Cracked 
Paid Apps may be available for free on some Android Black Market, but it is illegal and at the own 
risk of the user (as it is is bypassing the developer's rights, and it may contain malicious code).

Certain Apps are not available for download from certain countries or with certain devices. When 
connecting to the Google Account in the Google Play Store, the server check the device and the 
country,  and  might  refuse  the  download,  if  these  informations  do  not  correspond  to  whatever 
regulation put in place for this Apps. But there is a way to simulate a country (the IP address), as  
well  as  a  device  by  spoofing  the  localization  and  the  model,  and  therefor  to  bypass  this 
segregation from anywhere in the world.
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The Business model of the Free Apps (as well as the model of the 
Free  Software  Development)  can  be  very  lucrative  when 
considering the millions of devices that could be marketed. It took 
just  a  few  years  for  the  Android  developers  to  attain  several 
hundreds of thousands of Apps available, and now to overpass the 
number, the diversity and very often the quality of the Apple Store 
ecosystem for the Iphone and the Ipad. In general, the statistics of 
the  revenues for Apps, to compare the benefits to develop for the 
Open Source Android Platform over the IOS proprietary platform, 
only take the price and the  quantity of Apps sold, but rarely take 
into account the other revenues coming from the publicity or any 
other  means.  Those  individual  and  mercantile  comparisons  will 
never  consider  the  global  advantage  of  the  Open  Source 
Community  to  reuse  and  improve  the  quality of  the  code  from 
previous applications, nor the most important advantage to have the 
right to look at the source code, in order to verify the  security 
and the privacy of an App.
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Apps. can be  free to download (free for certain functions only, free for trial, or free some levels 
only for games), seemingly free but trapped with advertisements (it may help a good developer, but 
a good man should know where to stand) or filled with malicious instructions, and can be sold (for 
the entire Apps and upgrades, for the use of a cloud service attached).

Certain Apps require to  grant permission, but some unfriendly Apps might steal and sell private 
informations  (localization,  contacts,  habits,  interests)  or  be  used  as  a  Trojan  to  install  hidden 
background back doors. It is always recommended to check if the chosen function is not already 
available in the Official Market, and to be very careful with the "unofficial sources of Apps", and 
to systematically check the signature of the App as well as its reputation...

It is easier and less expensive to deinstall an App and to change for another, rather than to buy 
another device and wait for the next urgent update. And it is often possible to try out an App, before 
adopting it or buying the premium version.

Finally, what is the purpose to have a mobile device ? When it is a phone, the device is carried all 
the time by the user, the main purpose is to give and receive phone calls, SMS and short mails, and 
taking once in a while average quality pictures to publish on the social media. The average time 
using the device would be repeated may times during the day, for a few minutes each time at the 
most because the screen does not allow to be comfortable with more time. This usage makes the 
portability, the quick draw pocket size, the very light weight and the battery life important criteria. 
Here, the Apps are mainly for communication, entertainment and killing time.

The choice is directed by the size, people need a phone to carry all day.
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When it is a small tablet, the main usage is to take notes and have always in proximity a multiple 
usages tool ready for productivity and reactiveness. The size matters a little to be able to carry the 
device in a hand bag or for short distances from an office to another, but it is not that much of an  
importance, the robustness of the device, the variety of ports, the compatibility and the diversity of 
the softwares are more important.

Here the functionalities, like a stylus and the multiple window for real multi tasking, fast and easy 
Internet search with multiple tabs, good photo quality to show a colleague, good videos quality to 
have a web conference session, comfortable keyboard to write long mails and sharing files in any 
environment are strong criteria.  The average time spent on the device would be from 10 to 20 
minutes, just a few times during the day. The Apps are mainly for productivity and multi media, 
for text writing and documents editing.

The choice is directed by the multiple functionalities, people need a small tablet as a productivity 
tool.
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When it is a  big tablet, then the every day portability is not preponderant, the device is staying 
mostly at home or in one room, and it is carried for vacation. People don't want to be attached to a 
wire, but they would mostly use the device in always the same places, the kitchen, the couch or the 
bed. The big size and the light weight both matter a lot because it is used for long period of time 
watching multi media contents.

The average time of use is several hours, but only one or two times per day (for the same person).  
People want of course to have access to all the functionalities that the other smaller device have, 
they do not want to be limited, as it would be the family fun device, but there is the big difference, 
compare with the other smaller devices, here they want to have great visual and responsiveness 
for games, watching videos or streaming on a home flat screen TV. The Apps are mainly for high 
quality multi media content and computer games, maybe editing videos, fast connectivity with 
the home computer, the Television and everybody's phone, and of course checking mails.

The choice is directed by the quality of the screen and a fast processor comparable to a laptop or 
a desktop computer, people need a TV and a computer in hand.
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Index of Useful and Well Known Android Apps

Must have Apps Good to have Apps Fun to have Apps Need to check Apps

Backup Apps

"Carbon Backup" (Free) An App to make a full backup to a computer without root 
Need a computer client to activate the USB connection, need Android 4.0 
Full backup to internal storage (system, Settings, Apps, Personal Data) 
By the creator of ClockworkMod, useful before rooting,
Cloud storage (premium version) 

"Titanium Backup" (Free & Stock & Rooted & Pro) A powerful to backup & restore everything up 
Full and specific backup (system, Settings, Apps, Personal Data, Market Links). 
Can selectively restore & backup items by items, on internal or external storage 
0-click batch & scheduled backups to/from the SD card 
Can remove ("Bloatware", "Bundle Apps" or "Protected Apps"), freeze, move Apps 
Can browse any App's data, No Ads (free version) 
It requires "Busy Box", backup automation 
Cloud storage (premium version) 
(Button "Problems?" and wait for the notification prompting you to restart Titanium Backup) 
(Check in "Preferences" the "Auto-sync TB" to save its own settings on the SD card) 
("Menu"/"Batch"/"Run"/"Backup all user Apps + system data" / "Run the batch operation") 
("Preferences" / check "Enable Dropbox" / Main Screen and tap the "Sync to Dropbox now") 

"SMS Backup & Restore" An App to save all your texts messages 
"Google Account"(Free spy) Google Account linked to the device synchronize data automatically when connected 

(contacts, e-mails, agenda, Hangouts (previously Talk), system parameters, Wifi password) 
(download Apps from Google Play,...) 

"My Backup" (Free 30 days full demo, rooted, Pro) Cloud, Migration of Apps & Data to another device 
"App Backup & Restore" (Free & Stock & Pro) Backup only the Apps when installed 
"Ultimate Backup Lite" (Free & Stock & Rooted & Pro) Full backup, cloud storage, cache cleaner, task killer 

(premium) Automation of backup to the cloud and restoration from the cloud, Uninstaller 
"JS Backup" (Free) Contacts, phone logs, SMS, calendar, bookmarks, settings, shortcuts, alarms 

Dictionary, Apps, images, s, play lists, videos, CSV format 
"Other Apps" Super Backup, Easy App Toolbox, Holo Backup, Backup your Mobile 

Security Apps

Anti-virus Apps seems to request unnecessary permissions for what they are supposed to do (like read and write in SMS or in USB  
storage, read and write in Contacts, read Internet historic and bookmarks, read and write in phone calls logs, access to send premium 
SMS or make phone calls, disabling sleeping mode, access to GPS, modify Global Parameters, etc...). Frightening people on virtual 
dangers is a way to gain access to confidential information and to device functionalities (while some people would argue that security  
companies write themselves the Virus and the Trojans to have the excuse to sell their products, and to protect only their clients ...).  
Meanwhile, these programs request extended rights on the system, and if they contain some unknown vulnerabilities, they could be  
used by others to gain access to the device. The privileges given to these programs for convenience put the user in dependence  
toward them. The permission to write or to delete anything on a device should be the privilege of the user of the device, and while  
these programs are a good help to be warmed, they should not replace the user's choice and right to take action. 
 
"Avast! Mobile Security" (Free & Pro) A free App to scans your Apps to know what they do 

Very good Anti-virus engine, detection for malware, spyware, 
Network meter, filter calls, SMS, privacy report (permissions granted for Apps) 
Safe browsing (Web shield that scans URLs for malware), Apps management, battery 
Anti-theft (SMS Remote wipe, lock, alarm, lock SIM card, prevent USB debugging) 
Firewall (rooted devices) to control network traffic (block Wifi access or specific Apps) 

"Lookout Premium" (Free & Pro) "Lookout Security & Antivirus" 
Powerful Anti-virus, scheduled scanning, locate function for lost devices, alarm 
Anti-theft, "Find My Phone" features, track the device online via the Lookout website 
Backup contacts online and restore them to existing device or new one 
Automatic backup and restore functions 
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"Trust Go" (Free & Pro) "Trust Go Antivirus & Mobile Security" 
Security scanner for on-demand or scheduled scans to uncover and remove malware 
Secure Web browsing to protect you from dodgy downloads and phishing scams 
System manager to help you manage data, backup option, memory, and battery usage 
Secure Apps, protection against downloading and installing dubious Apps or updates 
Privacy guard 
Anti-theft tools for locating a missing phone and remotely wiping it 
"Trust Go" scored a stunning 100 percent detection rate in AV-Test’s malware test in 2013 

"dSPloit" Test the security of the device, hack Wifi networks, trace, port scanner 
Vulnerability finder, spoofing, login cracker, Wifi killer, password sniffer 
Session cookie hijacker, redirection, replace images, script injection 

"Others Anti Virus" Antiy, AVL, Bitdefender, Symantec, Comodo, Trend Micro, Dr. Web, Sophos, AVG Anti-Virus 
"Metasploit" (Free) Cracking tool 
"SecondSight" (Free) Webcam surveillance connected to a computer, movement recognition 

Alert real time (mail, photo, video live flux, capture photo by interval, FTP export) 
"XPrivacy" (Free & rooted) Deny or spoof private informations to Apps (phone number, localization, 

Works with "Exposed Installer" 
“Location Spoofer Pro”
"DroidSheep" (Free & rooted) Security analysis in wireless networks 

Capturing Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and other social accounts 
"DroidSheep Guard" (Free) Monitoring ARP-table, detection of ARP-Spoofing on the network (DroidSheep, FaceNiff) 
“Other Security Apps” Theft Aware

File Manager Apps

"Root Explorer" File manager when the device is "rooted" 
"File Access" File manager for non rooted devices 
"History Eraser Pro" (Free) To delete junk off the phone, walk through data, text messages, browser history 

Cached files 
"X-Plore" (Free) File system manager, copy, rename, create folders, Picasa, SQlite, zip, unzip 

Explore SMB shared folders on the network 
"ES File Explorer" (Free) File manager, application manager, task killer, install “.apk” files 

Cloud storage service sync (Drive, Dropbox,...) 
"Skifta" (Free) File Manager, source, destination, content 

Share fies from smart phone to any DLNA certified device (phone, PC, TV) 
"Bump" (Free) Lets two users tap their phones together to share photos, contacts, Apps 

Cross platform between iOS and Android 
"SnapPea" (Free) Sync Manager between computer and phone 

Audio, video, Apps, photos, send text messages from your computer 
"SD Booster" (Free) Change the amount of Cache Memory 
"Droid Sail App2SD" (Free) Move Apps to SD Card to manage the space 
"File Expert HD" (Free) Explore by file format, space occupied, various tools 

Edit (rooted), share, transfer (NFC, Wifi, Wifi Direct, Bluetooth) 
"Total Commander" (Free) File manager, copy, move, mkdir, rename, compress, decompress, search 

Share (Bluetooth), plugins extensions 
"File Manager HD" (Free) File manager for high resolution devices, copy, cut, paste, file, directory 

Editor integrated, search, share, file system (local, SMB) 
"eFile" (Free) File manager, share (Wifi), drag & drop, multiple windows 
"Samba Filesharing" (Free) Sharing files between computer and device over Wifi, both ways (copy, paste), shared network 
"Disk Usage" (Free) Graphical viewer of storage on the SD Card and internal storage 

proportional use of space in directory tree, "aperçu", delete, multitouch interface 
Function with some file managers ("Astro File Manager", "OI File Manager") 

“Stickmount” (Free & rooted) Mount USB external mass storage (read & write both ways)
“B-Folders” (Free) Secure file storage, AES 256 bit encryption
“Android Commander” (Free) Access Android File System from a computer (Windows,Linux)
"Other Apps" Storage Analyser, Search Duplicate File Free, Nexus Media Importer, Cachemate, App2SD, 

SD Maid, Disk Digger, Root Uninstaller, "Astro File Manager", "OI File Manager", 

Cloud Apps

"Dropbox" (Free) Cloud storage for free up to 2GB of files sync between devices and stored online 
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Additional space to buy 
"Box" Secure Cloud storage like Dropbox, sync, store, encrypts files, passcode 

Access them from another device, 50MB 
"Google Drive" (Free) Cloud storage, basic office suite, create, edit documents 

Sync between devices or users 
"Flickr" (Free) Cloud storage, terabyte of free storage space 

Filters, editing, powerful mobile photo 
"Google+" (Free) Instant Upload (picture taken with the APN of the Android device)
"Other Cloud Apps" Sky Drive, Data Sync, Minus, Ubuntu One File, Comodo Cloud, CX, HubiC, 

Browser Apps

"Dolphin" Internet browser, early version supports Flash (but remember HTML 5 is better) 
Like Chrome, fast, Sonar (search, share, bookmark, navigate with voice commands) 
Gestures, 60 Addons 

"Chrome" Google Browser, fast, syncing tabs between desktop and mobile
Google Search with the voice

"Maxthon" "Maxthon Internet Browser" 
HTML5 with endless configurations, gesturing, WAP toggling, fetching, day/night mode 

"Opera Mini 7" (Free) The fastest mobile browser, no Flash 
Opera's servers compress web pages for one tenth of the bandwidth 

"Lightning Browser" Small light weight fast browser, multiple tabs, flash player support 

Productivity Apps

"Evernote" (Free or $45/year) Taking notes and attached them to images or videos 
Sync files to the cloud, integrates with other Apps, list, recipe, day planning 

"Astrid" (Free) Open source tasks list management according to their importance, setting off a timer 
The world's most complex and in-depth personal to do list 

"Catch Notes" (Free or $4.99/month) Taking notes, like Evernote, reminders, photos, checklists 
Recordings, sync, Web interface 

"Google Keep" (Free) Taking notes, like Evernote, lists, annotate photos, transcribe audio files 
Widget capture and share 

"any.do" (Free) Taking notes, task lists, syncing devices, review to do lists 
Gesture, alerts, customized layout, speech recognition 

"Drive" (Free) Note taking, on the go, sync in the "Cloud Drive" 
"Out of Milk" (Free) Taking notes, task managers, to do lists, store on the net, grocery list 

Customize, sync, widgets, coupons 
"mNote" (Free) Note, web based, syncing to simplenoteapp.com 
"Wunderlist" (Free) Note, organize lists by categories, reminder, widget 
"Moble" (Free) Note, post-it, validation, collaborative, dead line date, quantity, price 

Apps Manager

"Gate Guru" (Free) Apps finder, search best Apps, ranking Apps and Markets in the world 
"Directory Bind" Store Apps in external memory but still available to be run 
"Best Apps Market" Fast and reliable Apps discovery tool to organize downloads 

Independent reviews, deals, filters 
"Clueful" (Free) Evaluate the privacy of Apps, from Bitdefender 

Expose what installed Apps are getting away (phone number, contacts, Spam) 
"Bot Brew Basil" (rooted) In Gnu/Linux ROM enables the "apt-get" commands (need a "Bootstrap Procedure"?) 
"App Protector Pro" (Free) Lock any Apps (gallery, browser, Android Market) with password or pattern lock 

Locking mode to manual or automatic, Locale and Tasker rules with plugins, menu, 
"Uninstaller" (Free) Easy uninstall Apps, 
"Link2SD" (Free) For Android < 2.2, Apps installation on the SD Card (not the internal memory) 

(file apk, dalvik-cache, librairies.so) (need to create a second partition) 
"Barcode Scanner" (Free) Barcode Apps reader (tag QR-Codes), picture sent to server (mail, SMS) 

Automatic download and installation of the Apps, direct link to the Android Market 
"Appbrain" (Free) Computer application to navigate in Google Play Store with a browser, popular Apps 

Search and download of Apps, synchronization and installation with AppBrain Market Sync 
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"Fetch Apps You’ll Love" (Free) Apps finder, detail search, comments, categories 
"Best Apps Market" (Free) Apps finder, choice of best free Apps and free games 
“Root Call Blocker”
“Market Helper”
Other Apps Manager” Market Autoupdate Bulk Toggle, MarketEnabler, DroidVPN, 

Customization Apps

"Nova Launcher" (Free) Launcher, home screen interface more customizable, super fast and smooth, Android 4.0 
Dock (7 icons, 3 pages), transition effects, drawer, infinite scrolling, 
(Prime) Gesture, folders, badges notification 

"Zedge" (Free ad-supported) Ring tones, notification sounds, live wallpapers, search, categories 
"Sidebar Pro" (price $2) Multitasking, sidebar menu, Apps, widget to toggle options, Wifi on and off 
"Metamorph" Making or choosing own's theme , lock screen, menu screens, individual Apps 
"Beautiful Widgets" (Price) Customize phone’s home screen, weather reports, clocks, battery status 
"Widgetsoid" (Free) Create widgets for various phone functions 

Toggle your 4G antenna on and off, clock widget 
"So.Ho social Launcher" (Free) Launcher, Folders, Widgets, Switch "Facebook" to "Twitter" 
"Toucher" (Free) Shortcut, folder, toggles, lock screen, screen shot, themes, home screen panel 
"Home2 Shortcut" (Free) Launch any application by double tapping a physical button 
"Homeflip" (Free) Show current active Apps 
"Gesture Launcher" (Free) Launcher, Program a gesture on screen to launch any application 
"Pie Controls" (Free) Spanish fan style, sliding side shortcut, settings, colors 
"Power Toggle" (Free) Customize upper sliding bar with specific toggles, transparency 
"RW PlanetScapes" (Free) Live Wallpaper 
"Go Launcher EX" (Free) Launcher, most popular & complete & easy, icon, photo folder, clock, home screen 

Themes, custom animated transition, lock screens, Android 2.0, up to 15 icons on the dock 
Customization, gestures, home page to be selected, badges of notification, folder 
Resizeable widget, configuration backup 
Shops of themes, widgets, wallpapers 

"Apex Launcher" (Free) Launcher, complete & fast, Android 4.0.3, 
9 home screens, lines & columns, 7 icons per dock up to 5 pages, icons customization 
Drawers, gestures (Swipe, Pinch, Double Tap), hidden unused features, transition effects 
Configuration backup, phones & tablets optimization 
(Price) Widgets on dock, badges notification, multi touch, folder fusion 

"Zeam Launcher" (Free) Launcher, fast and light weight (388 ko) 
7 screens, customized dock, widget resizeable, 

"ADW Launcher" (Free) Launcher, easy, compatible with older version of Android 
Icon customization (size, name, police), gesture, dock, lines & columns, 

"Other Launcher" Smart Launcher, Launcher Pro, SlideScreen, Next Launcher, Holo Launcher, Wave Launcher, 
Balancer Launcher, Espier Launcher, HeLauncher, Holo Launcher/Holo Launcher Plus 
Jelly Bean 4.1 Launcher by Team Syndicate, Launcher 7, LMT Launcher /w Pie Controls,

"Others Apps" (Free) "Sidebar", "Smart Taskbar 2", "Dock4Droid", "SwipePad", "Glovebox", "SwApps", "G-Player",
 "Floating Browser", "Floating YouTube Player", Button Savior, zMooth root
"Audio Master Floating", "Tiny Apps Lite", "Floating Banner" 

“OpenHome” (Free) Customization, replacement of default home screen, customs skins, icon packs, fonts
“Paranoid Android ROM” (Free) 3custom ROM”, Expanded Desktop, hides the bottom soft keys

Keyboard Apps

"Swype" (Free) Finger words, line-drawing, alternate keyboard with one or two fingers 
Prediction, voice recognition,themes, languages dictionary 
(Full version): Learning engine, keys configurations, dictation, languages, hand writing 

"SwiftKey Keyboard" (Price $3.99) Smart keyboard, word prediction, Swype-like input method called Flow 

"Other Keyboard Apps" A.I. Type, Go Keyboard, Google Keyboard, Keyboard Manager

Hardware Apps

"Auto Memory Manager" (Free Ad-supported) Detailed memory information, set memory priority on Apps 
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"Juice Defender" (Free) Conserves battery life by disabling the most draining components (3G/4G, idle,...) 
"Set CPU" (Free) Tool for controlling a rooted Android phone's processor speed 
"No Frills CPU Control" (Free) Change minimum and maximum frequency for the CPU 
"Battery Calibration" (Free) Management of the battery 
"Battery Spy" (Free) Battery usage viewer, backup battery logs, recognition of battery type, uptime 
"CPU-Z" (Free) SoC (Architecture, Process, Clock Speed, CPU Core frequency, CPU load, GPU) 

System (Model, Manufacturer, Board, Display, Version, Kernel, Resolution, RAM, Storage) 
Battery (Level, Power Source, Technology, Temperature, Voltage) 
Sensors (Accelerometer, gyroscope, thermometer, barometer, light meter, humidity) 

"Sensor List" (Free) Sensors informations from integrated captors in graphical forms 
"My Sensors" (Free) Sensors informations from integrated captors in mathematical forms 
"Tegrak Overclock" (Free) Overclocking CPU and GPU (for compatible kernels), maximum and minimum of governor 

Tuning voltage 
"CPU/RAM/Device Ident" (Free) Specification of device, CPU (frequency, governor), memory (type, quantity) 

GPU, Bogomips data base 
"MSI Afterburner APP" (Free) GPU monitoring and overclocking (Radeon, GeForce), tuning graphical Apps or Games 
"3DMark" (Free) GPU benchmark, Ice Storm (OpenGL ES 2.0 720p), Ice Storm Extreme (textures 1080p) 
"AnTuTu Benchmark" (Free) Hardware benchmark, RAM, CPU, FPU, 2D, 3D, RW SD Card (internal), I/O, comparison 
"GLBench GFXBench" (Free) GPU benchmark, 3D en OpenGL ES, comparison 
"Speed Test" (Free) Test network connectivity in 30 seconds (upload, download, graphs, consistency) 
"System Tuner" (Free & rooted) Tuning, task manager, Apps manager, Apps launched at boot, Apps backup 

SD Card cache size, CPU frequency, memory usage 
"Spare Parts Plus!" (Free) Hidden parameters, enable/disable compatible display, haptic feedback 

Transition speed of windows and animations, battery statistics, device history 
"Cool Tool System Stats" (Free) System parameters viewer in display overlay (over all windows) 

CPU charge and frequency, network traffic (Wifi, 3G, strength of GSM signal) 
Battery level, temperature 

"Equalizer" (Free) Frequency Management (60Hz, 230Hz, 910Hz, 3kHz, 14kHz), 11 settings by default 
Tuning Sounds effects (low bass, virtualizer for stronger volume) 
Spatialization of the stereo track, Reverberation, 

"Music Volume EQ" (Free) Equalizer, pop up window, volume, 5 frequency bands, bass boost, virtualizer 
9 different settings by default, customization 

“LCD Density” (Free) Manage the screen
“Other Hardware App” AnTuTu CPU Master, no-frills, LEDs Hack, 

ROMs Apps & images

"Root Tool Kit" (Free)
Installed in a computer (Gnu/Linux, Windows, Mac OSX) 
Require to unlock the "Boot Loader" and "root" the Android device (and updated “Android USB Driver” on the computer)
(See XDA Developers Site with their Forum and update ROMs and "Root Tool Kit") 
Depends on the configuration: 
(date, computer system, brand and model of the Android device, version of Android, “Custom Roms” to be installed) 
ADB (Android Debug Bridge) is a command line tool for computer to communicate with Android 
ADB and the “fastboot” command are part of "Android SDK" ("Android Software Developers Kit")
“SuperSU” to root the device
"WugFresh", "TWRP", "CWM", "NCRY ToolKit for Nexus 7", “NewNexus7Root” 
"Z4root", "Gingersnap", "Superoneclick", "Gingerbreak" and others 
 

"ROM Manager" (Free & rooted)
Flash ClockworkMod recovery, manage ROMs, partition 
Backups and restores from within Android!, install ROMs from your SD card 
Install favorite ROMs over the air (OTA) 

"ClockworkMod Recovery Mode"(Free)
Custom Recovery Mode to flash ROMS, install from Zip files, backup 

"Quick Boot" (Free & rooted)
Reboot Apps (Reboot, Recovery Mode, Boot Loader Mode, Power Off) 
Without pressing and holding physical buttons 

"ROM Toolbox lite" (Free & rooted)
 Multi tool for rooted device 

"CyanogenMod" (Free & rooted)
Custom ROM for rooted devices
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"BackTrack" (Free & rooted)
Gnu/Linux Security Distribution 

"Mod Manager" (price 3,99 € & rooted)
Apps to download ROMs that are compatible with the device and Android version 

“Mobile Odin”
Apps to download ROMs 

"Root Uninstaller Pro" (Free & rooted)
Restore a device to original state (warranty, unroot, locking Boot Loader)  

"Triangle Away" (Free & rooted)
Reset a low level "Counter" 

"Linux Installer" (Free & rooted)
Enable the installation of "Debian" in a "chroot" "loop file" along with Android 

"VNC Server" (Free)
Enable to launch and view any Gnu/Linux "X11" graphical application in "VNC Viewer" 

“SimpleSU” (Free) Simple permission access for Apps without a separate Java Process 
"Best Rooted Apps" (Free & rooted)

Titanium Backup, System Tuner, CPU Tuner, Wireless Tether for Root Users 
Screencast Video Recorder, Good Mood Droid Gesture Control, DataSync, Undelete, Call Master 
avast! Mobile Security, MarketEnabler, SD Maid, SD-Booster, Super Download Lite 
StickMount, ROM Manager, SuperSU, Gemini App Manager, CacheMate for Root Users, 
Root Checker, Android Terminal Emulator, DroidWall, LBE Privacy Guard, Rescan Media ROOT 
VM Heap Tool, Samba File Sharing, Set DNS, adb Wireless, Serval, ClockSync, 

Utility Apps

"Super User" (Free) Maybe already installed by the "Root Tool Kit" as it allows other Apps root access or not 
"Busy Box" (Free) Embedded Gnu/Linux of many common UNIX utilities into a single small executable 
"Shoot Me" Taking screen shots triggering by shaking the phone, covering the light sensor, or yelling 
"Ad Free" (Free & rooted) Block ad-serving sites (at the IP address level with Hosts file), Apps, Browser, pop-up
“AD Away” (Free) Advertisement blocker
"System Font Changer" (rooted) Change the fonts use by the system 
"Tasker" (Free & rooted & price $6.49) Powerful and versatile tool to program, automate tasks on events 

Profiles (sequences), Tasks (actions), Scenes (places)
Tasks running, plugins ("Secure Settings"), (scripts) 
Turning on music when plugging in earphones, turning off Wifi when device face down 

"Llama" (Free) A little like "Tasker" for location aware needs 
Changing profiles, turning your Wifi On/Off automatically 

"Automate It" (Free) Program and automate tasks a little like "Tasker", easy to use, clean interface 
"AppGarden Lite" (Free) Container with dozens of useful utilities 
"LastPass" (Free or $1/month) Password manager, generator, vault, auto fill forms, notes 

Website and Apps login on device 
"Super SU" (Free & rooted) Manage Apps access permission on the entire device 
"Root Checker Pro" (Free & rooted) Check the rooted device after rooting procedure 
"Super User APK" (Free & rooted) Apps developed by "ChainFire" (XDA developer) 
"Terminal" (Free) Virtual terminal to access the command line 
"Terminal Emulator" (Free) Shell & command line 
"AntTek Quick Settings" (Free) Upper slide down panel with shortcuts to settings 
"Advanced Mobile Care" (Free) Apps manager, remove or move to SD Card, task killer, games speeder, virus scan 

Scan Apps for privacy permission (phone, GPS), password on files, cloud backup settings 
Battery air plane mode (Off Bluetooth, Wifi, Radio, Data, Sync, Brightness), find lock phone 

"Cerberus" (Free) Find my phone anti theft 
"Clean Master" (Free) Clean Internet historic, cookies, cache, passwords
"NFC Task Launcher" (Free) Can works along with "Tasker" to program tasks over NFC tag ships (rooted) 

Change settings on location (home, bed, morning, car) with NFC tags 
"AnyTAG NFC Launcher" (Free) Trigger programmed tasks when over any NFC tag (without writing serial N° on tag) 
"NFC Secure" (Free) NFC login (lock screen) with a private NFC Tag 
"Quick Terminal"(Free) Execute common saved command lines 
"All in One ToolBox" (Free) Manager (RAM, ROM, SD Card, Running Apps, historic cleaner, Apps to SD) 

File manager, batch install 
"My Script Calculator" (Free) Hand write an mathematical equation and get the result 
"Office Suite 7" (Free) Micro$oft Document editor (Word, Excell, Power Point) 
"Click Cleaner" (Free) Clean Cache Files in Apps instead of doing it manually in Apps' settings 
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(browser history, call records, Google, Gmail, Facebrook, Twitter, any Apps) 
"Where's My Droid" (Free) Anti Theft, SMS to activate the ringer at full volume, siren sound 

Text back location with GPS and Wi-Fi (longitude, latitude, address, Google Map's link) 
"Prey" (Free) Login password, anti theft, SMS lock, GPS track, SIM detection 

Remote phone lock (except SMS or contact if chosen to) 
"Catlog" (Free) Log viewer & search in system journals 
"AirDroid" (Free) Remote control of the device from a browser on a computer, Wifi connection 

File manager (copy, paste, delete, move, rename, transfer, read, modify) 
SMS (read, delete, write, send), Apps (installation, uninstallation), 

"Android Lost" (Free) Remote control of the device from another phone or computer 
SMS (receive, read, send), SMS lock device, SMS wipe data on SD Card 
GPS and sound localization 

"Sonar" (Free) Calculation of distance between the device and any nearby object, sound response 
"TricksterMod Kernel" (Free) Customizing the Settings 
“KeePassDroid” (Free) Password management
“Xposed framework” (Free) Development framework to tweak system behavior 
“Other Utility Apps” Sixaxis Controller, GMD SpeedTime, Minitool Partition Wizard, System Tuner Pro 

Franco Kernel, Goo Inside, XDA Premium, Lucky Patcher, Super Manager, Greenify
GMD Gesture Control, CacheMate, Dual Mount SD Card, Hexamob Recovery Pro
Auto Killer Memory Optimizer, Chainfire 3D, Build Prop Editor, Swapper, Move2SD Enabler
Live dmesg boot ani, live logcat boot ani, Google Device Manager, Sleep Bot Tracker, 

Network Apps

"Wireless Tether" (rooted) Share Internet access over Wifi or G3/G4, mobile hot spot (any carrier) 
Encrypt connections 

"TalkATone" (Free) Making telephone calls with Google Voice Account and synchronize contacts from Google 
"Android Voice Xtreme" Assistant for controlling remotely home's appliances and other devices (AVX) 
"aDownloader" (Free) BitTorrent clients easy to use, crash-free, ability to pause and resume downloads 

No file-size limits 
"SSH Tunnel" (Free) Open source one-click SSH tunneling for the entire system or individual Apps (no snooping) 
"Connect Bot" (Free) SSH Client, multiple sessions, tunneling 
"Amped Analytics Tool" (Free) "Amped Wireless Wifi Analytics Tool" 

Picking an open wireless nearby network, mapping out strength and interferences 
"PDAnet" (Free) USB or Bluetooth Tethering for “mobile hot spot”, cellular connection for laptop 
"DegroupTest" (Free) Connection specification (Wifi, 3G), upload, download, response time, historic log 

Operator, networks available, geographical position 
"3G watchdog" (Free) Connection debit to keep track of consumption (3G, 4G, EDGE, GPRS) 

Report (upload, download, week, month), color icon notification 
"Network Discovery" (Free) Network Wifi scanner and ports (routers, computers), fast scan 
"Fing Network Tools" (Free) Network scanner and ports, ping, traceroute, DNS lookup, Wake on LAN 

Test connectivity, test network (Wifi, 3G/4G), change the list of ports to be scanned 
"G-MoN" (Free) Network Wifi scanner (war driving), localization of the access points (Wifi spots) 

GMS informations (2G/3G/4G) 
"Wifi Analyzer" (Free) Network Wifi scanner, spots comparison (power, canal, signal meter), graphic view 

Find the best speed canal 
"WiFi Manager" (Free) Network Wifi scanner, connection and management of the connection, radar function 

Spots comparison (power, canal, openness, type of encrypted protection, signal meter) 
"Open Signal Maps" (Free) Network GSM scanner (2G/3G), map viewer of nearby antennas (its direction and power) 

Test (debit, radar function 
“MirrorOp Sender” (Free) Forwarding screen display from device to computer
“AFWall+” (Free) Firewall per Apps through Wifi or 3G
“swiFTP FTP Server” (Free) FTP server to access Android file system over Wifi from another device with a FTP client

Configurable with Proxy
“Other Net Apps” Wifikill, Netspoof, WireShark for Root, adbWireless, WiFi Protector, Droid Wall, 

Languages

"Duolingo" (Free) Language learning, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese 
Syncs with website and across other devices 

"Dictionary.com" (Free, advertisements or $1.99) Definitions are local rather than wait for the website 
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"Google Translate" (Free) Over 64 languages, dictates them aloud, requires constant Internet connection 
Translate text, photo and speech, off line mode download dictionary 

Maps

"Google Maps" (Free) Navigate streets outdoor all over the world, indoor navigation, airports 
Shopping malls, large buildings 

"Maps" (Free) Search for a location 
"Google Sky Map" (Free) Turn the App on at the night sky to show the sky, stars, constellations, planets 

Using GPS 
"Google Now" (Free) Using GPS to search for places (restaurants, office, services) 

Can be used with "Google Voice" 
"Field Trip" (Free) Google's Notifications Location-based 

Cards from big companies (Zagat, Scoutmob, Arcadia, Historvius, TimeOut, Songkick) 
"Google Goggles" (Free) Augmented reality 

Information from the digital world onto the physical world, snapshot, translation 
"Layar" (Free) Augmented reality, point at a landmark it will share facts about the position 

Big cities, top destinations all over the world 
"Yelp" (Free) comprehensive review businesses, restaurants, finding businesses and services nearby 

People's review 
"Fake GPS" (Free) Change the geo localization where you are supposed to be, and shown on other Apps 
"Waze" (Free) Traffic jams, sharing accidents on the road 
"GPS Test" (Free) GPS (position, altitude, universal time, local time, sunrise, sunset, 

Position of the satellites in the sky, instant speeds, GPS Plus, A-GPS 
"GPS Essential" (Free) GPS and Compass informations, map recording of a journey 

(position, precision, altitude, moon phase, time, direction, declination) 
"My Track" (Free) GPS tracking moves and record them on a map or a spreadsheet 

Content

"Wikipedia" (Free) Encyclopedia, search, clip, share entries 
Most authentic "Wikipedia" experience available 

"Bacon Reader for Reddit"(Free) News reader for "Reddit" social news site 
Subreddit grouping, keyword filtering, photo uploads 

"BBC" (Free) British Radio general news source, video reports, live radio, off-line reading 
Latest updates 

"Flipboard" (Free) Social reading aggregates Web content from social time-lines 
News clips, videos, magazine-style layout 

"NewsRob" (Free) RSS/Atom newsreader wrappers, syncs both ways with "Google Reader" account 
Off-line caching, configurable 

"Pulse" (Free) News reader, aggregate favorite publications, share articles 
Sync for off-line reading, scan headlines 

"Pocket" (Free) Formerly "Read It Later", off-line reading, articles, videos, pictures 
Social and Web Integration (Twitter, web-Apps for Chrome and Firefox) 

"Stumble Upon" (Free) Feeds new Web content, follow people, brands, select from over 500 interests 
"Random" content 

"Over Drive Media Console"
(Free) Borrow EPUB eBooks, audio-books in MP3 format, global network of 13,000 libraries 

"Kindle" (Free) Reader, ebooks, magazines, newspapers, buy 
Download for free 100 000 books, 100 newspapers and magazines 

"Good Reads" (Free) A community of more than 8 million readers, catalog of suggested books 

Music

"Pocket Band" Multi type of recording, tuning music 
"Sound Cloud" (Free no ads) Stream music, podcasts, integrated in "Google+" 

Follow bands, create sets, record sounds, share 
"Sound Hound" (Free) Identifies any song you hear or sing, similar to Shazaam 

With geo-tagging, music sales, and music videos 
"Power Amp" (Price $4) Audio reader, Music Player, multiple formats (MP3, FLAC, AIFF) 
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Mix table interface like, Graphic Equalizer, 10 frequency bands, pre-amplification 
16 default settings many programmable, Cross-fading, widget 
Volume, tonality, mono, stereo surround, bass & high boost, speaker and jack balance 
Free 15 day trial (2,99 euros) 

"Tune In Radio" (Price $1) 70,000 radio stations, on-demand programs, game, debate, dance 
Rewind live radio, alarm, search 

"Google Listen" (Free) Music, podcasts, audio search tool, subscribe to search 
"Dead Beef Player" (Free) Audio-file-approved formats, last.fm scrobbling, gapless playback 

Internet radio, 10bands equalizer 
"Google Music" (Free) Music cloud storage, like Apple & Amazon 
"Pandora Internet radio" (Free visual, audio, and video ads) Streaming music, old Apps, social showing 

Free storage on number of tracks, not on size, stream music 
"Spotify" (Free $9.99/month Spotify Premium) Stream music, 15+ million catalog 

Play lists, local libraries, play off-line 
"Stitcher Radio" (Free) Radio and podcasts, organize channels of content based on interests 

Social, likes, dislikes, preferences 
"Uberhype for Hype Machine"

(Free) Web based music streaming service, aggregates trending from music blogs 
Social sharing 

"Songkick Concerts" (Free) Scans the device for music and informs when match artists are coming to town 
"Mog Mobile" (Free trial) Music service, 15 million songs to listen on the go or off line, paylists 
"Nodebeat" (Free) Music & rhythms creation with nodes, record, share on computer or on social networks 

Pitch, wave forms, echo, attack, decay, tempo, note 
"Spectrum" (Free) Show the frequency spectrum of any current music 
"Other Podcast Apps" Podcast Addict, Pocket Casts, DoubleTwist, Beyond Pod, PodKicker, Dogg Catcher 

Volksempfänger, AntennaPod 
"MPC&VLC remote" (Free) Remote control of Media Player Classic and VLC on a computer, Wifi connection 

Automatic pause when receiving a phone call 
"Doubletwist" (Free) Audio reader, equalizer 4 bands, 5 default settings (opera, dance, jazz, pop, rock) 

Interface with horizontal slides, computer synchronization (iTunes, Windows Media Player) 
Download podcast, share music from Last.fm, access to music from Google Play 
iTunes music playlists on Android devices 

"Audio Fx Widget" (Free) Audio reader, Widget Equalizer, 5 frequency bands, 10 default settings 3 programmable 
Reverberation, bass boost, virtualizer, 

"MusicFX" (Free) Integration of a new menu in preexisting Audio readers 
Equalizer, 5 frequency bands, 6 default settings 1 programmable, bass boost, 3D surround 

"PlayerPro Music Player" (Price 3,95 euros) Audio reader, 10 days free trial, 
Equalizer, 5 frequency bands, 20 default settings many programmable 
6 reverberation mode, bass boost, stereo surround, volume 
Skins, plugins (PlayerPro DSP Pack for digital 10 bands equalizer), pre-amplification 
Multiple formats (mp3, mp4, m4a, wma, ogg, wav, aac ou flac) 

"Songbird" (Free) iTunes music playlists on Android devices 
“Notesdemusique” (Free) learning to read and play the music notes of the partition (solfège)
“Other Coach Music Apps”Note Trainer Lite Learn Piano, Guitar Tab Viewer, Ultimate Guitar Tabs & Chords, Perfect Piano

Mobile Metronome, Tuner gStrings Free, Chord Bot Lite, Guitar Pro, FL Studio Mobile, Muse Score,
iRealB, 

Images

"Adobe Photoshop Touch" Small version of Photoshop for mobile graphical tool to modifying images 
"Vine" (Free) Shoot and share six seconds endlessly looping videos 

Tiny movies, miniature animations 
"FxCamera" (Free) Shooting better photos, filters, 

Most popular effects (ToyCam, Polandroid, Fisheye, SymmetricCam, Warhol) 
Tips for getting better photos from your phone 

"Meme Generator" (Free) Choose from more than 500 meme pic options, celebrities, ridiculously photogenic guy 
"NASA" (Free) Official NASA photos, wallpaper, streaming videos, countdown clocks 
"Pixlr-o-matic" (Free) Photo editing, hundreds of effects, smoother social sharing 

Randomizer which chooses a random effect 
"Snap Seed" (Free) Google, Photo modification 

Exposition, colors, finger prints, effects, rotate, frame 
"Pixlr Express" (Free) Photo editor (crop, re-size, red-eye, whiten teeth), 600 effects 
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"Photo FX" (Price) Photo editor, multiple effects and filters 
"PicsArt" (Free) Photo editor (paste, drawing, filters) 
Camera Zoom FX" (Price 5$) Camera Photo software, shooter and editor, zoom, focus, flash, shooting mode 

Image stabilizer, timer, time line, collage, effects, filters, crop, rotate 
White balance, night shots; borders, frames, grids 
Social share, one-click upload option (Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and others) 

"Smart Galley Lock" (Free) Hide images and videos, individually, within a folder, password, hide the App itself 
"Photo Locker" (Free) Photo in Locker, PIN code, auto-lock, password recovery options 
"Vignette Demo" (Free) 84 film and camera effects, 59 different frames (retro or vintage style) 
"Little Photo" (Free) Most beautiful user interface, floating translucent menu to scroll effects 

Preview effects, apply two layered effects to create even more depth 
"PicSay" (Free) Photo editor, color correct, word balloons, title captions, graphics, effects 
"Action Snap" (Free) Photo effects 

Sequence of photos of a moving object to stitch them together to create one full photo 
"XnSketch" (Free) Photo to sketch, photos look like drawings that have been sketched by hand 
"Sketch Book Mobile Express"

(Free) Draw, 3 layers, import from gallery or camera, preset brushes, text tool, color wheel 
"Autodesk Sketchbook Pro"

(Price) Drawing, compatible with Samsung S-pen 
"Sketchbook Ink" (Price) Drawing, with Samsung S-pen 
"Other Apps" "Pudding Camera", "Roidizer", "Retro Camera", "Photo Illusion", 

TV, Movies and Videos

"IMDb Movies & TV" (Free) Reference websites to remember the name of an actor, television show, film 
Local cinema tickets to purchase on line 

"Series Guide Show Manager"
(Free) Keep track of your progress through your favorite TV series 
Remember where you left off (like in a game) 

"Netflix" (Price $7.99 subscription fees) Streaming movies and TV shows 
Enormous library of various quality content 

"Movies by Flickster" (Free) Movie news, box office, DVD 
Rotten Tomatoes reviews, trailers, booking, Netflix queue 

"Ted Talks" (Free) Unofficial app, search a video database of 1200 TED presentations off-line 
Audio stream, bookmark, share 

"Movie Tube HD" (Free) Watch movies from "YouTube", categories search, released dates 
“Google TV”
“Floating YouTube Player”

Finance

"Mint" (Free) Financial planning, multiple bank accounts or credit cards 
Budget categories, updates from accounts, alerts 

"Pageonce" (Free or $4.99) Mobile wallet like Mint.com, securely stores credit cards 
Reminder to pay bills, bill payments with fees per payment 

"Tricount" (Free) Sharing expenses between friends (ski, holiday, collocation), report, mail 
"Piggy" (Free) Sharing expenses between friends, money exchange rate, mail 

Sport

"ESPN Score Center" (Free) Sports, scores, teams, stats 
Baseball, basketball, football, soccer, ice hockey, cricket, rugby 

"The Score" (Free) Sports, latest results, widget for at-a-glance updates 
Real time push alerts, data, basketball to tennis 

"MLB.com at Bat 12" (Price $9.99) Stream baseball games live 
(requires Adobe Flash that Adobe removed from the Google Play) 

Medical

"WebMD for Android" (Free) Health diagnosis, input symptoms, local professionals, pharmacies 
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Emergency first-aid instructions 
"iTriage Mobile Health" (Free) Medical Information, nearby doctors, pharmacies, symptom-checker 

Diseases and procedures 

Communication

"Google Voice" (Free spy) Low cost international calls, free for the US and Canada 
Only one phone number for free text messages, group text messaging 
Off line voice mail, notifications, calls from the "Google Gmail" interface 
Registering for an account allows an unique and new telephone number 

"GO SMS Pro" (Free) Sending SMS/MMS "short" messages containing text, voice, doodles, photos 
"ICQ Mobile" (Free) First instant messaging program in 1996, free unlimited messages 

ICQ chat, Facebook, Google Talk, off line 
"IMO Instant Messenger" (Free) Chat with most format 

(MSN, Yahoo!, AIM/ICQ, Google Talk, Myspace, Skype, Facebook, Jabber, imo, VKontakte, Hyves) 
“Meebo IM” (Free spy) Instant Messaging (AIM, MSN, Yahoo, MySpace IM, Google Talk, Jabber and ICQ)

Sign in using a Meebo account for chat history saved forever, and accessed by logging on site
"OoVoo Video Calls" (Free) Video chat, stable, reliable, group video, voice calls, instant messaging 

Cross platform compatibility (iOS, OSX, Android, Win$) 
"Skype" (Free Spy) Free video and voice calls over 3G or Wifi 

To use because other people use it too 
"WhatsApp Messenger" (Free) Like "KakaoTalk", unlimited text, photo, audio messages on Internet, multi-platform 
"Viber" (Free) Free voice and texting over Internet, like "Google Voice" 

Transfer a voice call to PC, text message conversation 
"Carbon for Twitter" (Free spy) Twitter content on one front page 
"Groove IP" (Free) To receive free calls with a "Google Voice" telephone number 
"Schemes" (Free) Send schedule messages (SMS) to "Gmail", "Facebook", "Twitter", acknowledgement 
"Ninja SMS" (Free) Moving window widget on home screen 
"Messaging 7" (Free) SMS texting, voice recognition, off line message sending, theme, emoticons 
"Chomp SMS" (Free) Text messaging with a signature, quick popup response 

Customization, schedule messages, black listing 
"Voice SMS" (Free) Sending SMS with the voice (text, contact) 
"K-9 Mail" (Free) Open Source Mail Client, multiple accounts, scheduling refreshing, Pull-To-Refresh 

Divided screen, ring tone notification, Multi-Touch, Pinch-To-Zoom, encrypted mail with APG 
Extended notification Android 4.1+, Interface Holo, Mails (IMAP, POP3, WebDAV) 
Search, mails on SD Card, 

"FTP Server Ultimate Lite"
(Free) FTP server over Wifi or 3G, share files from the device, watch logs, anonymous or not 

“Other Com. App” Call Master, 

Social Media

"Badoo" (Free) "Flirting app", locate members locally with the phone's GPS 
Displaying Badoo's profiles, 140 million members 

"Gmail" (Free spy) Email service, multiple accounts, label conversations 
"Facebook" (Free spy) Social networks, quintessential Facebook branded interface 
"Gibberbot" (Free) Open source encrypted chat client, used in conjunction with "Orbot" (Tor client) 

Support Gchat, Facebook, Jabber 
"Google+" (Free spy) Social networks platform, like Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Foursquare 
"Instagram" (Free spy) Social network photo sharing, filters, owned by Facebook for $1 billion

It took two year to Facebook to port the Apps to Android (iPhone only love for two years)
"Snapseed" (Free) Social network photo sharing, free editing tools, like Photoshop 
"Pinterest" (Free) Social network corkboard site, discover, collect 

Share "beautiful things you find on the Web" 
"Plume" (Free) Twitter client, widgets to access Trends, Lists, Favorites, Search bar 

Customizing, font size, color time-line 
"WordPress" (Free) Free blogging platforms, 25 million downloads, 15,000 plugins 

Create drafts, edit posts, approve comments 
"Tumblr" (Free) Micro-blogging platform, share, caption photos, quotes, chats, links, updates 
“Seesmic” (Free) Manage Twitter Accounts, share images, post videos to YouTube, share links

Configuring your notifications, manage all the twitter time lines in a single screen
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Manage multiple twitter accounts, adding content to different social network 
"EasilyDo" (Free) Social and calendar services, suggests simple actions from a unified dashboard 

Birthday 
"Showme" (Free) Streaming files to multiple devices and systems (Windows, Mac, Linux, IOS, Android) 

Central server and multiple clients, upload and download, multi media 

Games

(FPS=First Person Shooting, RPG=Role Playing Game, time killer, KOF=King Of Fighter) 

"OnLive" (Free)
Play Console & PC games streaming OnLive's servers 
Best with 4G, require a wireless game controller 

"Angry Birds Space Premium" (Free intrusive display ads)
Game Spin-off 
Gravitational pull, backdrop of meteors, planets 

"Cut the Rope" (Price $0.99)
Game, addictive, solving dynamic puzzles, family friendly 

"Draw Something Free" (Free)
Game, coins to win if your friend guesses correctly what you have drawn 
Finger drawing, colors, brushes 

"Guns 'n' Glory: WW2" (Free)
Game, action strategy, military commander, troops, tanks, war birds 
Skill and leveling up system 

"Gurk, the 8-bit RPG" (Free)
Game, three character party system, two dozen dungeons, 23 monsters 
No story, bleeps & bloops 

"Minecraft Pocket Edition" (Price $6.99)
Game, addictive, building things using different kinds of blocks 
Social features 

"Pinball Arcade" (Free)
Game, addictive, look and feel of classic trademarked pinball tables 
Online tournament, head to head 

"Symphony of Eternity" (Price $2.99)
Game, 1980s and early 1990s RPGs or early Final Fantasy games 
Two adventurers, princess, magic 

"Temple Run 1&2" (Free)
Game, great graphics, Indiana Jones arcade like, golden icon 
Eagle-gorilla monsters, obstacles 

"Draw a Stickman: EPIC" (Free unfortunate ads or $1.99)
Game, draw a player to rescue in a dangerous journey 

"Candy Crush Saga" (Free)
Game, addictive 

"Pixel Dungeon" (Free)
Game, dungeon, retro gaming 

"Inertia HD" (Free)
Game, Jump platformer, grab coins, 3D graphics, bumpers obstacles 

"Triple Town" (Free)
Game, Building a village, Puzzle, one minute a year, trap beasts and robots, 

"Galaxy Defenders" (Free)
Game, Shooting spaceship, missiles, asteroids, planets 

"FLCommand" (Free)
Game, modern First Person Shooter (FPS), 

"Bean Engine" (Free)
Game development platform, create a game, compilation (IOS, Android), graphic, sounds 

"FlakeEditor" (Free)
Game development platform, easy 2D games, AndEngine, libraries, objects, scripts 

"Dungeon Hunter 4" (Free)
Game role, medieval fantastic, type of player, levels, objects to collect 

"Towers’s N Troll" (Free)
Game Tower Defense, Good graphics, landscape (desert, mountain, country) 

"Zombro" (Free)
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Game traveling to Est coast, good graphics, intelligent story, legs jump, brain roll 
"Other Free Apps"

Beach Buggy Blitz, Red Baron, Tower Raiders 3, Rail Rush, Sector Strike, Gravity Guy 
Air Penguin, Stunt Bunnies, Ninja Fishing, The End, Extreme Road Trip 2, Ruzzle 
Tiny Troopers, Yoo Ninja Plus, Angry Birds Star Wars, Real Racing 3, Tank Hero Laser Wars 
Blip Blup, AirAttackHD Lite, Nimble Quest, Vector, Prince of Persia Classic, Bad Piggies 
Tetris Blitz, Yesterday, Fruit Ninja, Line Runner 1&2, Gyro, Falling Fred, Zenonia 4 
Song Pop - Blind Test Musical, Extreme Skater, Dungeon Defenders: Second Wave 
Vendetta Online, Critical Strike Portable, NinJump, Castle Master 3D, Scenemon 
Inotia 4, Gloop a Hoop, Samourai Vs Zombie Defense, SuperGNES Lite, Where's My Water 
Monsters Ate My Condo, Super Hexagon, Alien Spheres, Airport City, JetPack Joyride 
Casual Angry birds, Zombirds, Crash Course, Sprinkle World of Goo, Labyrinth, Little Empire 
Sky Gamblers: Rise of Glory, Bombshells: Hell’s Belles, This Could Hurt, Radio Ball 3D 
Shufflepuck Cantina, Beach Buggy Blitz, Sprinkle, Pac Chomp, Music Hero, Tiki Kart 3D 
Extrême Roadtrip 2, Robotek, Jetpack Jinx, Tower Defense, Paradise Island, Babel Rising 3D 
Arcane Legends, Radiant Defense, Airport City, Doodle Jump, Grooh, Rise of Blobs, 
Race of Champions, Prize Claw, Squids, DeProfundis, Super Knight, Happy Street, 
Shoot The Apple, 

"Other Paying Apps" (Price)
Rayman Jungle Run, Ski Safari, Grand Theft Auto III, Infectonator, Bean’s Quest 
Krafteers Tomb Defenders, Super Monkey Ball 2 : Sakura Edition, Zen Pinball THD, 

"Other Combat Apps"
Mobile Mayhem, King of Fighters Android, Street Fighter IV, The Dark Knight Rises, X-Men 
Death Dome, Infinity Blade, Street Fight, Double Dragon, Street of Rage, Punch Hero 
Juggernaut Revenge of Sovering, Kung Fu Do Fighting, Real Steel, Fists for Fighting 
TNA Wrestling Impact, Fight Game: Heroes, Blood & Glory: Legend, Eternity Warriors 2 
Wild Blood, Samurai II: Vengeance, Fighting Tiger Liberal, Double Dragon, Third Blade 
Mutant Roadkill, Plague Inc., Strike Fleet Omega, Sector Strike, Shadowgun Dead Zone 

 
"Emulators Retro Gaming"

RetroArch, Nesoid, SNesoid, CPC Droid, UAE4Droid, Psx4Droid, MAME4droid, Snes9x EX+, aDosBox 
PPSSPP, nds4droid, MegaN64, Gameboid, Gearoid, Gensoid, Tiger GBA, ScummVM 

“Other Game Apps”
GameCIH2, GameSpector 

Shopping 

"Groupon" (Free) Commercial deals, percentage off, clubs membership offers 
Snag deals and cash them in too from the phone 

"Google Offers" (Free) Google's daily deals site, like Groupon, discounts, online store 
Transactions, Googlebots 

"Fancy" (Free) Find great gifts and just all around cool stuff 
"Zappos" (Free) Shopping, fast, intuitive 
"ShopInMotion" (Free) Web e-commerce, plugin for owner of the shop to follow sales 
 

Travel

"TripIt" (Free) Travel Organizer 
Stores pertinent trip information (flight, numbers, hotel addresses, itineraries) 

"GateGuru" (Free) Navigate in airport terminals, wait times, food, maps, checkpoint 
Flights reservation (Tripit, Kayak), social sharing 

"Kayak Flight & Hotel"
(Free) Flight search, multiple airlines and deal websites 
Hotel, car rental, status of flight 

"Cab4Me Taxi Finder"
(Free) GPS, lists cab companies, cabs available, forms of payment 

"Hotel Tonight" (Free) Hotel, US cities and popular destinations 
Book same day rooms at discount, reviews, photographs 

"Trivago" (Free) Hotel comparison (600 000 establishments, 100 reservation sites), search 
Comments, photos, filters (price, category, note, distance, equipment), phones, addresses 

"ebookers" (free) Reservation, flights, hotels, car renting, discount, last minute deals, comments 
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Search (notes, prices, distance), map localization 
"Hotels.com" (Free) Hotel comparison (200 000 establishments, 200 countries), comments, map localization 

Last minute deals, promotions, reductions 
"Hotel.info" (Free) Hotel comparison (250 000 establishments), comments, bookmarks, 

Reservation, cancellation, modification, business deals 
"Booking.com" (Free) Reservation, 310 000+ hotels, 180 countries, discount, comments, map localization 
"Expedia Hotels & Flights"

(Free) Price comparison, discount 
"Liligo" (Free) Price comparison, flights air tickets 
"Airbnb" (Free, percentage) Staying at a person's house, worldwide, reservation, mail 
"Postagram" (Free) Send a real paper post card in few days from a photo with the address 
"Conseils aux voyageurs"

(Free) French Foreign Office advices 
Maps, countries, embassy, phone numbers, health, transportation 

"TripAdvisor" (Free) People comments on travels (map, photo, hotel, restaurant) 
"Foursquare" (Free) GPS Find nice places to go or things to do nearby 

Community advises, social geo localization 
"London Underground Map"

(Free) Tube map of London, Off line routing 
"RATP Paris" (Free) Metro map of Paris 
"New York Metro Map"

(Free) Metro of New York 
"CoPilot GPS" (Free) Maps and itinerary, download map for off line mode 
"Sygic: GPS Navigation"

(Price) Maps and itinerary, download map for off line mode 
"SityTrail World"

(Free) Maps and itinerary, download map for off line mode 
"iOnRoad Augmented Driving"

(Free) Driving app, uses camera and GPS sensors to warn you of upcoming collisions 

Coach

"Noom Weight Loss Coach" (Price $9.99/month)
Customized suggestions, calories counter to eat and burn 
Goals, online community 

"LifeKraze" (Free) Positive social network reinforcement, post 160 character achievements 
Receive cheers, comments, discounts 

"Runkeeper" (Free) Tracking via GPS, running, cycling 
Real time readout, distance, speed, calories, heart rate, music, share 

"My Tracks Fitness"
(Free) Tracking via GPS, running, walking, biking 
Stat and red marker traced maps on a "Google Map" 

"Epicurious Recipe Listing"
(Free) Browse or search over 20,000 recipes, by name or ingredients 
Kitchen friendly recipe mode 
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Over 100 Best Android Apps for 2013

There are nearly one million of different Apps just on the Official Google Play Store, so it is very 
useful to have feedback from people and reviews from journalists and specialists.

http://beranger.org/mymobile/android.html
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2395052,00.asp
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/best-android-Apps/2/  
http://mashable.com/2013/05/28/best-android-Apps/#_  
http://www.techsupportalert.com/best-free-android-Apps.htm  
http://theultralinx.com/best-android-Apps-games  
http://www.completeguides.net/01_The_Complete_Android_Guide/~Tutorials/20_Great_Android_Apps_to_Check_Out  
http://whatswithtech.com/list-best-android-Apps/ 
http://download.cnet.com/best-android-Apps/  
http://techland.time.com/2012/11/01/25-free-android-Apps-to-get-you-started/  
http://www.t3.com/features/best-android-Apps-uk  
http://www.pcpro.co.uk/features/378784/36-best-android-Apps  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jX4ir9r84YA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4NoXvtdUx0  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqfCrKLmsVw  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czTkHe7-lXw  
http://sourceforge.net/projects/netspoof/files/latest/download  
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1282900  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_bVC0x4l-g
http://www.technikan.com/20-best-apps-for-rooted-android-devices-in-2013/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2010/07/13/8-great-apps-every-rooted-android-user-should-know-about/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/01/11/top-android-apps-every-rooted-user-should-know-about-part-2-apps-9-16/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/04/27/top-android-apps-every-rooted-user-should-know-about-part-3-apps-17-25/
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http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/04/27/top-android-apps-every-rooted-user-should-know-about-part-3-apps-17-25/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2011/01/11/top-android-apps-every-rooted-user-should-know-about-part-2-apps-9-16/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2010/07/13/8-great-apps-every-rooted-android-user-should-know-about/
http://www.technikan.com/20-best-apps-for-rooted-android-devices-in-2013/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_bVC0x4l-g
http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1282900
http://sourceforge.net/projects/netspoof/files/latest/download
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czTkHe7-lXw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqfCrKLmsVw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4NoXvtdUx0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jX4ir9r84YA
http://www.pcpro.co.uk/features/378784/36-best-android-Apps
http://www.t3.com/features/best-android-Apps-uk
http://techland.time.com/2012/11/01/25-free-android-Apps-to-get-you-started/
http://download.cnet.com/best-android-Apps/
http://whatswithtech.com/list-best-android-Apps/
http://www.completeguides.net/01_The_Complete_Android_Guide/~Tutorials/20_Great_Android_Apps_to_Check_Out
http://theultralinx.com/best-android-Apps-games
http://www.techsupportalert.com/best-free-android-Apps.htm
http://mashable.com/2013/05/28/best-android-Apps/
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/best-android-Apps/2/
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2395052,00.asp
http://beranger.org/mymobile/android.html


Android Sites

Many sites offer News, Reviews, Tutorials, Downloads,  Forum, Documentation,  videos,  Device 
specifications (here is just a few).

Sites on devices specifications:

http://www.gsmarena.com/ (All devices with full Specification & comparison) 
http://gfxbench.com/ (Benchmarks) 
http://cpuboss.com (CPU descriptions and benchmarks) 
https://www.virtualbox.org/ (Virtual Box to install Android on a computer) 

Sites for Apps to download: 

https://play.google.com/ (Google Apps Market) 
http://4shared.com (Unofficial Apps) 
http://developer.android.com/ (Android Developer's Official Site and Documentation)
http://forum.xda-developers.com/ (XDA forum, rooting, tutorials, ROMs, Themes, Apps) 
http://theunlockr.com (Data base of ROMs organized by brand of devices) 
http://sourceforge.net/ (Free software Apps,  not in the Google Play Store) 
http://get.cm/ (ClockWorkMod) 
http://www.cyanogenmod.com/ (CM ROMs, devices, version unstable  to stable)
http://www.wugfresh.com (Root Tool Kit) 

Sites for Android News: 

http://www.addictivetips.com (Articles & Reviews) 
http://www.tomshardware.fr (Articles, reviews) 
http://www.tomsguide.fr/
http://lifehacker.com (Articles, Guides) 
http://www.youtube.com (Videos, tutorials, geek news) 
http://www.phonandroid.com/ (Forum) 
http://tabletrepublic.com  
http://rootzwiki.com/  
http://dottech.org/  
http://DroidTweak.com  
http://forums.androidcentral.com/  
http://techland.time.com  
http://thedroideffect.com/  
http://theultralinx.com  
http://www.android-markets-info.com  
http://www.androidscreed.com/  
http://www.completeguides.net/  
http://www.droidrzr.com/  
http://www.frandroid.com  
http://www.techradar.com/  
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http://developer.android.com/
http://www.techradar.com/
http://www.frandroid.com/
http://www.droidrzr.com/
http://www.completeguides.net/
http://www.androidscreed.com/
http://www.android-markets-info.com/
http://theultralinx.com/
http://thedroideffect.com/
http://techland.time.com/
http://forums.androidcentral.com/
http://DroidTweak.com/
http://dottech.org/
http://rootzwiki.com/
http://tabletrepublic.com/
http://www.phonandroid.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://lifehacker.com/
http://www.tomsguide.fr/
http://www.tomshardware.fr/
http://www.addictivetips.com/
http://www.wugfresh.com/
http://www.cyanogenmod.com/
http://get.cm/
http://sourceforge.net/
http://theunlockr.com/
http://forum.xda-developers.com/
http://4shared.com/
https://play.google.com/
https://www.virtualbox.org/
http://cpuboss.com/
http://gfxbench.com/
http://www.gsmarena.com/


Android Articles on Internet

There so much abundance on the Internet that it is not that easy to find the reliable information 
and to be sure it is so. The search engines usually bring first the most viewed pages for the term 
used in the query, and the results are not necessarily the most relevant (speaking of the first pages as 
most of the time thousands of pages are found). The plethora of information brings the confusion 
and the dispersion. Sometimes, the pages or the articles are not even dated, and there is no ranking 
on who ever post an article. Fortunately,  the  comments are very often very instructive, and by 
following links after links, one can finally get an overview of what he/her is looking for. That is 
why, the real  books in paper may still have an advantage on the massive stock of data found on 
Internet, thought what makes it so interesting is that it is the people, not the experts that exchanges 
for  free  on  Internet.  I  thank all  the  persons  that  I  have  read  on  Internet  to  compile  this 
documentation, and to demonstrate my gratitude, I offer in return this abstract of what I found as 
my personal contribution for a free world.
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Disclaimer

(Disclaimer, all photos, except the Android Logo, are copyrighted and are used for fair uses and 
educational purposes). Please see the chapter “Android Unlocking & Rooting Warnings” for a 
better understanding of the responsibilities and issues involved in the process of unlocking the Boot 
Loader and rooting a device (page 93).

This document is available on my site at Wordpress.com (PDF and ODT versions):
 

http://hautrive.wordpress.com

License

Copyright © July 2013 Patrick Marceau Louis HAUTRIVE 

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the 
GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free 
Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front Cover Texts, and no Back Cover 
Texts. A copy of the license is  included in the section  entitled  "GNU Free Documentation 
Licence". For all the examples of commands and all the scripts, please refer to the GNU General 
Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/fdl.html 

Copyright © July 2013 Patrick Marceau Louis HAUTRIVE 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU 
General Public License  as published by the Free Software Foundation,  either version 3 of the 
license,  or any later version.  This program is  distributed in the hope that it  will  be useful,  but 
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or 
FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See  the  GNU  General  Public  License  for  more 
details.  You should  have  received a  copy of  the  GNU General  Public  License  along with  this 
program.  If not, see: 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/ 
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Have fun in life and be good to yourself and with others living beings
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